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INTRODUCTION

Rivers and lakes have beaches, but in this part of the
world if someone says, "let's go to the beach," he in-
variably refers to that strand of sand where the "low
country" meets the Atlantic Ocean. And in this affluent
civilization, more and more people are heading that way
to build their second home � a dream cottage by the
sea � which in the minds of many, is framed in a setting
of luxuriant vegetation. This vision of greenery can
lure even the greenest thumb to disaster.

At the ocean side, the hinterland rules of plant selec-
tion, use, and culture are subject to drastic revision,
Many of the local nurserymen along the coast are fully
aware of these amendments. Their help with beach plant-
ings can be invaluable. Nevertheless, many cottagers
will decide to take on this job as a "do it yourself"
project.

Zt is our hope that this publication will be of help to
those uninitiated who accept these challenges � even
though they may not recognize them as such. To increase
its value to the average reader, technical terminology
has been cut to a minimum.

Those who need advice are encouraged to call on the
local district conservationist of the Soil Conservation
Service who can be of great assistance. This would in-
clude pre-planning the cottage site to take best advan-
tage of the native vegetation, and advice on plantings
needed for sand stabilization and permanent protection
and beautification of the area.

In gathering information on beach plants, a special
effort was made to talk to many seaside gardeners  aI-
most all ladies � some in white tennis shoes and one in
her father's old forestry jacket!. These conversations
were enjoyable and informative. Beach nurserymen were



also generous in "talking shop." The author wishes to
thank them all for their thoughts, many of which have
become a part of this publication.

Some of the information is based on results of test
plantings of woody plants at Fort Macon and Hammocks
Beach State Parks in North Carolina. This project, now
in its fourth year, is a cooperative effort between the
Soil Conservation Service, the North Carolina Division
of State Parks, and the Horticultural Department of
North Carolina State University at Raleigh. My special
thanks are extended to my colleagues, Ray S. Pardue and
Claude E, Crews, Park Superintendents; T.auris Joyner
and Jesse O. Hines, Park Rangers; Bryon J. Taylor, Chief
Park Naturalist; and Dr. Paul V. Nelson, Associate
Professor, who is the horticultural plant nutritionist
at the University.

I am also very grateful for the. assistance of Dr. S. 3.
Dunn, Chairman, Department of Plant Science at the North
Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University,
who provided plants of several woody species for beach
plantings and made a significant contribution in his se-
lection work with marshhay cordgrsss,

My thanks also go to Don Johnson, an artist friend of
mine now living at Emerald Isle, North Carolina. He is
responsible for the handsome line drawing of the wind-
blown live oak on the cover.

The North Carolina Forest Service has been, through the
years, extremely cooperative in. furnishing seedlings of
various trees which have been used in dune testing. All
these past favors were appreciated.

The use of trade names in this publication does not im-
ply endorsement by the Soil Conservation Service of the
products named, nor criticism of similar ones not men-
tioned .



SECT|ON l

THE BEACH ENVIRONMENT

The beach environment is hostile to plant life. Even
native plants which have adapted themselves to seaside
conditions through the ages find establishment diffi-
cult. For almost all of them, growth is slow. The
inhibitive natural forces can be grouped under several
headings.

SALT SP RAY

The plants growing along coastal beach areas are grouped
together in what has been called "the salt spray commu-
nity," A number of natural forces on the beach influ-
ence plant life, but by far the most potent factor is
salt spray. Plants vary considerably in their resist-
ance to its damaging effect. The most tolerant beach
grasses and certain herbaceous plants are found closest
to the ocean. Plants with less resistance to the salt
spray and violent winds of frontal areas find their
places toward the rear. Through the ages, they have
arranged themselves in a definite pattern and in three
very generalized zones: the "grass" or "pioneer" zone
which is closest to the ocean and has the most direct
exposure to the elements; a middle "scrub zone" which
usually starts behind the protection of frontal dunes;
and lastly and at the greatest distance from the ocean-
the pine and hardwood or "forest zone"  Fig. 1!.
Through cons of time, certain plant species have become
adapted to these varied site conditions. While there
is always intergtading and over-lapping of plants be-
tween zones, many species stay relatively close within
their prescribed areas. For example, seaoats, American
beachgrass, and sea rocket will not prosper in the back
areas among the trees � shrubs cannot move forward to
the direct exposure of the frontal dune and heavy salt
concentrations, nor can they back up into the shade of
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the forest zone. Trees which do ad~ance into the scrub
zone are whipped and sheared down to shrub size. The
sprawling wind � flattened live oak is an outstanding exam-
ple of this. Vines seem to have the widest zonal adaption,
Peppervine, trumper creeper and coral honeysuckle are
usually found in at least the two rearward zones; while
summer grape, muscadine grape, and Virginia creeper may
also be found "peering over" the crest of the frontal dune
where, without support, they grow flat on the sand with
the grass. Because of this wide zonal distribution and
their good adaptation to seashore conditions, vines are
very valuable for sand dune control work.

Salt-laden ocean winds can transform the majestic live oak
into a wind sheared shrub, molded and smoothed into sculp-
tured harmony with the contours of the rolling sand dunes
 Fig. 2!. This drastic influence of salt spray on plant

Fig. 2 A live oak molded by salt-laden sea winds.
 Note dead twigs along upper surface.!
Emerald Isle, North Carolina.

life was scientifically proven only a few years ago.
Boyce  9! showed that the effervescence of bubbles of
breaking waves ej ected droplets of sea water into the air.
As these are drifted inland by the wind, some of the water
evaporates, thus, concentrating the salt in the droplets.
On bright summer days, much of the ocean spray travels
only a short distance before it evaporates completely.
The resultant tiny salt crystals drift harmlessly to the
ground, On the other hand, evaporation is retarded on



cool, damp, cloudy days and during the night. This
increases the inland drift and the amount of deposition
on the vegetation.

The heaviest accumulation of spray occurs on the seaward
side of vegetation. The chlorine ion enters the leaf
tissue. These salts are not translocated, and when the
concentration in the tissue becomes too great, the leaf
or bud dies. Lack of translocation coupled with the dif-
ferential depasition of spray  with the seaward leaves
receiving the heaviest dose! causes the death of these
most exposed leaves and twigs, Killing of the terminals
causes profuse lateral branching and the development of a
dense canopy in which individual Leaves and twigs protect
each other and do not accumulate killing amounts of salt.
While this pracess is going on, the protected leeward
stems of the plant graw and elongate in the direction
away fram the ocean. This is the reason for the pictur-
esque windswept shrub and tree forms which are so charac-
teristic of beach areas. When individual leaves and twigs
form a canopy dense enough to protect the plant from
lethal salt accumulations, so does the plant itself set
up a barrier to help shield one or more plants behind it.
These in turn shield others until a delicately balanced
interrelationship is set up within the plant community.
This does not mean that if the "number one" plant closest
to the ocean is cut down that all others behind it will go
down like a row of dominos. But the sudden removal of
protective vegetation will usually cause injury or even
kill the newly exposed plants. Beach landowners who open
up new sites and bulldoze all the trees and brush, ex-
cept for a few shade trees, find to their dismay that
these trees soon shaw salt burn on the windward side
where their protection has been removed. Eventually,
many of them will die. Those with the least tolerance
will go first  Fig. 3! .

THE SAND

Dune sand performs the important job af providing a base
to anchor and support the plant. This function is some-
times in jeopardy when gale winds swirl and sand begins
to shift. Even so, sand does provide a medium in which
plant roots may operate. Other that this, it has little
to recommend it as a "soil" conducive ta plant growth.



Once thickly covered with shrubs and trees,
this area vas desolated by bulldozers vest
of Atlantic Beach, North Carolina. Most
of the remaining live oak trees are dead or
dying. Bogue Banks, North Carolina.

Fig. 3

The dune sand as characterized in Figure 0 has an ex-
tremely high perce~t of very fine sand. Once this dries
out, as it easily does, it is difficult to wet again.
Even after a drenching rain, on.e can go out in the dune
area, scratch away the sand and in some places find it
dry and powdery less than an inch from the surface,
Gardeners have experienced this phenomenon. when watering
plants on dune sand, It is somewhat like trying to wet
down a pile of talcum powder. This situation is partly
due to the fine parti.cle size, for in areas of coarse
sand, water penetrati.on is no problem, If this sand is

A number of sand samples taken in areas behind the frontal
dune were analyzed, The two composite samples illustrated
 Fig. 4! are generally representative of many of the beach
areas in the Carolina . They indicate a dearth of plant
nutrients; a very high percentage of sand with only minute
quantities of clay, silt, or organic matter; a good supply
of calcium; and a basic pH value. A few of our beaches,
or at: least some sections of them, seem to be exempt from
these d.ire conditions. For example, Sullivans Island,
Folly Beach, and Hilton Head, all in South Carolina, have
material which could reasonably be called a sandy soil in
what ve have designated as the scrub and forest zone.



CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSIS OF' REPLICATED SAND SAMPLES

FROM FT. MACON & HAMMOCKS BEACH STATE PARKS, NORTH CAROLINA

HAMMOCKS
FT. MACON BEACH

Available Nutrients ~  m!

7.9 7.4

0.03 0.2

99.86 99.80

Silt  %!

~Cla ~ %

.062 .075

. 075 .125

Fig.

thoroughly washed in water, drained and dried, it readily
absorbs water. Evidently, whatever causes the problem
can be washed out. Initial tests by the Soils Department
of North Carolina State University did not come up with a
specific answer. They did note that the sand contained
a noticeable amount of dissolvable salts which precipi-
tated out upon evaporation. These salts were, however,

NO3 Nitrate  Nitrogen!
K Potassium
P Phosphorus
Ca Calcium
Mg Magnesium
Mn Manganese

~or aatt Natter  t!

Sand  %!

Sand Particle Size

1 -2mm
0.5 - 1mm
0.25 � 0.5 mm
0.1 - 0.25 mm
0.05 � 0.1 mm

1
6

38
1600+

26

2,4

1. 02
8.64

35.56
53,52

1.12

5
6

58
1600+

19
2.4

1.40
8.55

31.75
57.05

1.05



readily dissolvable again. Slight crusting of the sur-
face sand which is often found in the dunes may be due to
salt concentration. The wetting problem seems to be tied
in with the presence of these salts.

The depth of rain water. percolation in dry dune sand with-
in a given area varies from one spot to another. A hill
of sand acts as a roof shedding water. Penetration of
moisture at the crest is a thin layer which increases in
depth down the sloping sides. At the bottom of the mound,
the moisture finally filters into the sand where it and
the capillary level of moisture from underneath may final-
ly meet. This leaves a dry pocket of powdery sand under
such a rise. Even in relatively flat dune valleys the
depth of water penetration after a rain is very irregular.
This must be caused by varying degrees of this unexplained
inhibitive factor in the fine sand. Only a prolonged rain
will finally soak the lingering dry spots. Though per-
colation is irregular over the surface, its downward
movement is swift, During the summer, the upper horizon
of sand � expecially the top three or four inches � begi..s
to dry out minutes after a rain. After a week without
rain, this layer becomes dry. These conditions can be a
dangerous threat to the survival of new woody transplants.
It is especially severe on young, shallow rooted plants
which have come up from seed.

Yet, in the "subsoil" zone of dune land, there is more
moisture than one would expect. When plants get their
roots into this more constant supply of water they have
overcome the first big obstacle to survival.

The almost pure sand profile of a dune offers little re-
sistance to root penetration. This is beneficial. Host
native dune plants develop deep and extensive root systems
which tap the lower lying and more constant sources of
water. This promotes plant survival and growth. The
tough cuticle of leaves and their ability to roll inward
to reduce transpiration are other factors which help many
native beach plants to survive hot, dry summer periods.

TEMPERATURE

Did you ever walk barefoot on the bare sand among the
dunes on a hot sunny day7 Not for long you didn' t.' Sand
temperatures were tested at Emerald Isle, North Carolina,
in July 1970. On this particular day, the outside tem-
perature in the shade was 97 F. The temperature of the



bare sand surface in the du<ies was 146' F., or a <lif fcr-
ence of 49'. One marvels at t!.e resistance which enables
native plants an<.' ospeciall; thc occasional sec<!i ings of
these plants to surv.ive such heat. 6 beacli plant sprung
fror: a seed must surely !.e the result of a happy acc. ident
p!u., a combination of unusual circumstances!

In this sar,.e test, thermometer readings <ccrc also taken
on it e sand surface but under an inch of dead grass mulch
whici«'as dense enough to hide the sand. Here tiic tem-
perature was 115 or 31 cooler than bare sand '?he
e.'feet of mulch on the survival and growth of woody plants
is discussed in a later chapter,

Ti-!E 8 I ND

I e have seen how the wind as a transporting agent of salt
spray has the most. profound effect on vegetation. Upon
Exan'sinat i on o f the severity o f. salt spray damage along the
coastline of the Carolinas, one finds considerable vari-
ation. On all South Carolina beaches, tl",e influence was
much more moderate than on the Outer Banks, Bogue Ranks,
arid Brune<:ick County beac!ies of North Carolina, Plant
specie', both native and exotic, which can be found within
100 f eet of the ocean on "The  : rand Strand"  Fig. 5! are
driven much further inland on these North Caroli.na beaches.

Fig. 5 Various trees and shrubs growing at the edge
of the. ocean protect garden plants in this
Myrtle Beach, Sou Eh Carolina, yard .

10



There is a logical explanation for this. Since salt
deposition on vegetation is the most important controlling
factor, then the difference must be due to the wind which
not only affects surf conditions and the formation of
salt water droplets but is also the agent for transporting
the spray inland. The orientation of the coast or i.ts
directional position in relation ta the ocean is of pri-

mary importance. South
Carolina beaches run gener-
ally southwest to northeast
or ~erellel el.th the pre-
vailing southwest wind .
Such a wind roughly parallel-
ing the shore is more benign
than one which blows across

,p-;e-,�': < , .. .,:"' miles of open ocean and
strikes the shoreline almost
at right angles, as it does
at the Brunswick County
beaches of North Carolina
and especially in the Bogue
Banks area. Over the lang
haul, the southwest wind

along South Carolina beaches and the North Carolina beaches
in the Wilmingtan area produces a more moderate surf,
carries less salt spray, and because of its long angle
approach, is less liable to carry the spray as far inland .

The Outer Banks  from Cape Lookout northward! is a rugged
area for plant life even though their position does not
expose them to the southwest wind . The Nemesis of this
segment of the coast is the fierce "nor' easter" especially
prevalent during the winter. These blows are fairly
frequent, kick up a tremendous surf and drive heavy con-
centrations af spray inland. Much of the damage to plants
occurs here in the winter time. In contrast, the south-
facing beaches in Brunswick and Carteret Counties in
Narth Carolina literally have their backs to a northeast
blow and ride them out with little difficulty.

Another wind factor to be reckoned with is its force and
the resulting physical damage to plants. This is especial-
ly apparent in the banks area described abave. But
shredding of leaves can occur anywhere along the beach
during hurricane winds and can be severe especially on
introduced species. Native plants of the beach areas
have growth characteristics which resist' injury. Most of
them  such as li.ve oak, yaupon holly, yucca, devilwood,
wax myrtle, and bayberry! have tough leathery leaves. In



addition, such leaves are relatively small, often linear
and, in general, shaped so that they present little sur-
face to the wind. These same protective growth charac-
teristics carry over to introduced species which are
successfully used in beach landscaping. For example, six
of the most popular landscaping plants � Pittosporum
topi ra, Euanymus japonicus, Zlaeagnus pungens, Raphialepis
umbellata, Ligustrum japonicum, and Yucca sp. all have
tough-skinned, leathery leaves. Leaves are often sus-
pended on pliable petioles which will bend and allow the
leaves to trail in the windstream. The palmetto and
palm are good examples of this. And lastly, the branches
and stems of many woody beach plants are very tough and
resilient. People from Salter Path have related how they
have seen the branches of trimmed live oaks thrashing the
ground during a hurricane.

Other wind-caused injuries concern the movement of sand,
Briefly, strong winds can sandblast, uproot, or bury
plants. Nost of this kind of action takes place in the
pioneer zone. Plants usually found in this turbulent
area have the ability to suffer through such periods of
heavy winds and survive the damage.

12



SECT I Q

STILLIIIG THE SA"D I IT i GRASSES AllD FORBS

Along many of our coastal beact>es the original vegetative
cover of the sand dune area; has already been destroyed.
ln such p]aces sand is on the move. it irvades woodlands
 Fig. 6!, piles up against buildings, fills ditches,

Fig. 6 A moving dune burying a woodland area.
!Iammocks Beach gtate Park, !'!orth Carolina.

buries roads, lawns, and other installations, seeps into
machinery, and ln general is destructive and costly.

Vhen the wind velocity reaches 12 to 15 mjles per t>our,
it begins to pick up sand. The amount of material moved
during a wind storm is amazing, In mv own experience, a
newIy erected snow fence accumulated an 18 � inch drift.
during a single wind storm � and the reverse � cement
footings for a cottage laid 8 fnches below the sand sur-
face were partly exposed after one windy day.

1'



Owners of property which is exposed ta the wind should
be extremely wary of destroying native caver. It should
be removed only where absolutely necessary and then only
after plans have been made ta reestablish some kind of
protective cover in its place. Mulches or topsail, spread
over the surface, may be used for quick protection until
vegetation can be established.

Most of the problem areas of blowing sand occur in the
pioneer zone. But denuded sites also occur in the more
rearward zones. In all cases, the reestablishment of veg-
etation is usually begun with the planting of grass � the
impartant first step on the road back to a "permanent"
plant cover. These initial plantings improve soil mois-
ture and plant nutrient conditions, moderate the sand
temperatures and provide sand blast and salt spray pro-
tection for succeeding plants. Also the plant residues
favor the increase af useful microorganisms in the sand.
As the vegetation decays, plant nutrients are recycled
back to the soil. This prepares the site for the intro-
duction of the more permanent type plants.

When selecting a grass to vegetate barren areas it is im-
portant to use the species best adapted to the site con-
ditions. Narshhay cordgrass  Spaztina patens! is
successful on the lower sand flats where droughtiness is
not a problem. Coastal bermuda  Cynodon dactylon! is an
excellent choice for disturbed areas such as dredged
spoils or on sand soils with some "color." With a little
care, both of these grasses will furnish long-lasting
cover. Once these two species are established, it is
usually not necessary to introduce other plants.

On t' he drier dune sites and where large quantities of
sand are on the move, American beachgrass  Ammophila
bzeviliyulata! is by all odds the best choice even though
it is more of a temporary sand stabilizer than a perma-
nent sand fixer. After the sand has been secured, other
native plants adapted to the zone begin to invade. This
is the process of natural plant succession. It can be
speeded by transplanting or seeding the more desirable
species into the grass cover.

In the pioneer zone, and following American beachgrass,
the three most important "permanent" grasses of the second
phase are seaoats  Uniola panicu2ata!, bitter panicum
 Panicum amszum!, and, to a lesser extent, marshhay
cardgrase  martine ~tsns! . There are other native
grasses and farbs which are valuable but generally more

14



diff icult to plant and manage. However, all of them add
to t lie t otal cover .

$!here grass cover has been established in the scrub or
forest zones, the transplanting of shrubs, vines, and
trees which represent the climax species may be under-
taken, This activity will be dealt with in a later
chapter.

Af!ER I CAN BEACHGRASS

AIllM !PH I LA GR cV I L IGL! LATA l ERNALD

DESCRIPTION - This is a tough � leaved perennial grass
I to 2 feet tall which spreads extensively from under-
ground rhizomes  Fig. 7!. Each seed stem has a single

Fig. 7 American beachgrass  FmmogAila &revile quiata!
on top of i;he frontal dune. Hatteras Island,
North Carolina.

spike or tail-lite head 6 to 10 inches long. Seed pro-
duction which is sparse in the mid and southern coastal
areas of North Carolina improves considerably on the
more northerly Outer Banks. The leaves remain partly
green in the winter. This clearly distinguishes it from
seaoats which dies back to the ground.

15



NOTES - American beachgrass, being extremely salt tolerant,
thrives on dune sand and does best in the frontal areas
where the sand is whipping and drifting around it. After
a planting of beachgrass is dense enough to cut off sand
movement, the plants lose vigor, and the stand begins to
deteriorate. This is particularly true of beachgrass
south of Cape Hatteras. At this stage an adequate grass
cover can be maintained only with applications of fer-
tilizer. This is the reason American beachgrass plantings
are regarded as a preparatory measure rather than a final
vegetative solution.

American beachgrass i.s well adapted to our coastal dunes
in the northern or Bodie Island area of the Outer Banks
of North Carolina. South of here, its adaptability
slowly decreases and its production of seedheads declines
sharply. Even at Atlantic Beach, North Carolina, seed-
heads are scarce.

No specific effort has been made to determine the south-
ernmost natural occurance of American beachgrass. There
are several colonies of it at Ocean Isle Beach, North
Carolina. Very likely its natural occurance "feathers
out" somewhere in the vicinity of the South Carolina line,
This, however, does not preclude its usefulness in South
Carolina. Three South Carolina Soil Conservation Service
test plantings on Bull Island, on a beach site near
Georgetown and in the vicinity of Charleston prove that
it is a useful sandbinder in these latitudes. A large
planting established in 1970 on Hilton Head Island, South
Carolina, seems to be doing well, but more time is needed
to make a final evaluation.

The necessity for protecting the unstable sands of our
eastern coastal region was recognized many years ago.
In fact, the Federal Government appropriated money during
the period 1826 to 1839 for setting out American beach-
grass near the 'Village" of Provincetown, Rhode Island.

In recent times, American beachgrass wae planted exten-
sively in the Bodie Island area of the Outer Banks by the
Civilian Conservation Corps. This work took place during
the period 1934 to 1936. Stock was secured by digging
and dividing native plants.

In modern times, the series of hurricanes, beginning with
"Hazel" in 1954, aroused new interest in dune erosion
control. The National Park Service and the Soil Conser-
vation Service began testing various species of grasses

16



on the Outer Hanks in the late 50's. In 1962! North
Carolina State University scientists joined in the work
af ter funris had been provided by the North Carolina State
Legislature. This gave great impetus to the program.

new and more vigorous selection called 'Ilattera:' was
selected at the Clayton Nursery from the original 'Lewes.'
It was released in 1970 by the North Carolina State

First production of American beachgrass
 A/wvphila t~revidic'ulata! in North Carol ina.
North Carolina Division of Forestry Nursery,
Clayton, North Carolina, July 1963,

Fig. 8

In the spring of 1963, the first commerci.al production of
American beachgrass was begun in North Carolina. Planting
stock was furnished by the Soil Conservati.on Service
from its National Plant Materials Center, Heltsville,
Maryland. An acre was set out at the I!orth Carolina .'.tate
Forestry Division nursery at Clayton, North Carolina
 Fig. 8!. Another increase block was established at the
Coastal Stabilization Nursery, New Bern, North Carolina.
All of this stock originated from a Soil Conservat !on
Service collection from Lewes, Delaware. During the next
seven years, these two nurseries produced millions of
plants which amply satisfied the needs in the Carolinas.
Since that time, the state nursery has ceased production
of the grass. 1!owever, Spake's Nursery, Manteo, North
Carolin,, has recently gone into production to provide a
new source t the northern end of the Outer Banks area.



University Experiment Station and is now in commercial
production. This new strain may be superior especially
in areas subject to heavy sand depositions. The old
commercial Lewes has, however, given satisfactory results,
Both are being tested along with a third strain called
'Cape'  Fig. 9!. This one was developed by the Soil
Conservation Service Plant Materials Cente~ at Cape May
Court House, New Jersey. The original selection was

Fig. 9 Test plots of American beachgrass selections,
'Cape' in foreground, Hammocks Beach State
Park, North Carolina.

found in a natural stand at Cape Cod, Massachusetts . It
is a very vigorous coarse-bladed type which is now being
certified in New Jersey. Test plots an the New Jersey
dunes resulted in "no significant difference" in weight
of herbage produced by the two new selections. Unmeas-
ured observations of all three at Hammocks Beach State
Park in North Carolina seemed to be slightly in favor of
Cape, with both the new strains more vigorous than Lewes,
The stems of Hatteras are finer and more numerous than
those of the more robust Cape.

PLANTING � At the nursery, clumps of American beachgrass
are dug and divided into separate plants with one to three
or more stems each  Fig. 10!. Plantings must be put in
during the coal season � approximately from November 1
to March 30. Plantings are usually made by hand. How-
ever, on large scale jobs, crawler tractors pulling con-
verted tobacco planters are used. The National Park
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The sharpshooter spade and seven American
beachgrass plants ready for planting. The
bunch of grass at left will make seves or
eight more plants.

Fig. 10

Service people have planted miles of beach in this manner
on the dunes of the Cape Hatteras National Seashore
Recreational Area.

The grass stems are planted upright in the sand and about
8 inches deep. Part of the leaf surface may be buried.
The leaves are not trimmed before planting. With hand
planting, each plant must be firmly packed with the heel
of the foot. Care must be taken to keep the roots moist
during the planting operation. The spacing of plants
need not be exact. Rows with 2 or 2 1/2 foot middles and
with plants 1 to 1 1/2 feet apart in the row would in-
clude most of the average plantings. At the 1 by 2 foot
spacing 1,000 plants will cover 2,000 square feet, and
3,750 square feet if the 1 1/2 by 2 1/2 foot rate is used.
The closer spacing is used when planting critical situ-
ations where there is considerable wind and sand movement.
These densities, if properly fertilized, will still the
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For hand planting, a "sharpshooter" or a nursery spade is
a good tool for the job. Another implement which works
well if the sand is moist is a wood splitting wedge welded
as an extension to a 3 foot length of pipe.



sand in the second season. As the space between plants
is widened, the length of time to establish complete
cover is increased. But this disadvantage can be largely
overcome by a good program of fertilization. Wide spacings
to something like 4 foot rows with plants 2 feet apart
in the row have been tried with success. This is feasi-
ble in back areas where sand movement is not too great,
where the speed of gaining cover is not crucial, or
where labor is difficult to secure.

Beachgrass may be used to bui.ld dunes. These are usually
laid off parallel to the ocean, Along the ocean front,
large quantities of sand are on the move. In this situ-
ation a snow fence placed along the line of the proposed
dune will speed up the accumulation. When the sand nears
the top of the fence the newly formed dune is planted in
long parallel rows. This method has also been success-
fully applied to patching breaks in established dune
lines. Whether the fencing is used or not, the parallel
rows of grass should be set about 2 feet apart. To pre-
vent most of the sand from being trapped by the rows at
the outside edges of the proposed dune, the plant spacings
of the outer rows are increased. To illustrate � all row
middles might be set at 2 feet, In the four to six rows
at the central ridge of the dune, the plants are placed
I foot apart. Then working outward on both sides of these
center rows, the plant spacings are increased as rows
are added. A 4-foot plant spacing in the two outer rows
is the maximum spread needed. Plant density may also be
regulated by changing the width of middles. This kind of
planting pattern wiII allow the sand to drift into the
dune site, For a year or two, the greatest accumulatio~
of sand will occur along the center line in the denser
stand of grass.

FERTILIZATION � The use of fertilizer is the key to the
successful establishment of American beachgrass. Nitrogen
is the most important element. On beach sands, the grass
shows very limited response to phosphate and almost none
to potash. The ideal fertilizer ratio is a 30-10-0
 Nitrogen, Phosphate, Potash! analysi.s which is sometimes
available in the Nags Head and Hanteo, North Carolina,
area. Host cottagers will have to rely on standard com-
mercial grades such as 10-10-10 or 8-8-8, or, even better,
the 16-8-8 lawn mixture.
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RECOMMENDED FERTILIZER RATES

BROADCAST PER 1,000 SQUARE FEET

TYPE FERTILIZER TIME OF APPLICATION

FIRST YEAR MARCH JUNE

3 lbs.

6 lbs.

10 lbs.

12 lbs.*

SECOND YEAR

�! 30-lo-0
or

�! 16-8-8
or

�! 10-10-10
or

 8! 8-8-8

3 lbs. lbs.

6 lbs.

10 lbs.

12 lbs.

0

Only If
0 Needed

lbs.

lbs. *

lbs.**

In fertilizer schedules No, 3 and 4, the June and
September application may be changed to 3 lbs, of
ammonium nitrate

In fertilizer schedules No. 7 and 8, the September
applications may be changed to 2 lbs. of ammonium
nitrate

In future years, maintenance includes the use of second
year spring fertilizer rates with adjustments made to
maintain healthy, but not luxuriant, growth. The fall
application will usually not be needed. Over � fertiliza-
tion produces dense decaying masses of dead vegetation.
This sets up a situation favorable for disease organisms
and other adverse conditions which can thin out or kill
the grass. On some sites, beachgrsss may not require
fertilizer every year. The ideal condition is to main-
tain a fairly open stand with about two-thirds to
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�! 30-10-0
or

�! 16-8-8
or

�! 10-10-IO
or

�! 8-8-8

4 lbs.

6 lbs.

10 lbs.

12 lbs.

SEPT.

3 lbs.

6 lbs.

10 lbs.*

12 lbs.*



three-fourths of the sand surface under vegetative
cover.

SEAOATS

UNIOLA PAh/1CULA7A L.

DESCRIPTION � Along the coast from Cape Henry, Virginia,
into Texas the perennial seaoats is the predominant' dune
grass. The leaves are pale green, tough and resemble
those of American beachgrass. They do, however, die
back to the ground each winter. Beachgrass remains par-
tially green. The seed heads of compressed spikelets
mature in September and are borne at the ends of stiff
stems 3 or more feet in length. Individual seeds some-
what resemble the common oats of agronomic use. Most of
them are empty "pops." Each spikelet of 20 or so seeds
will usually contain only a few viable ones. The plant
spreads from long extended rhizomes. These are relatively
few in number and almost as coarse as the above ground
stems. The nodes which are the growing points on both
stems and rhizomes are often a foot or more apart.

NOTES � Within its range, seaoats is the most important
species in the pioneer zone. Fortunately, it is a plant
of great beauty, It contributes a superb sixth "s" to
the beachscape combination of sea, surf, sand, sun, and
sky.

Like American beachgrass, it flourishes best where sand
is drifting and accumulating. Unlike beachgrass, it per-
sists as a perennial cover after the sand has been stilled
 Fig. ll!. It is the perfect replacement for American
beachgrass in pioneer zone plantings,

Seaoats stems root readily at the nodes, This enables it
to keep ahead of drifting sand. Occasional plants which
take root in bare frontal areas immediately begin to
trap large quantities of sand. This forces excessive
top growth at the expense of lateral increase. Low
mounds are built, As they steepen, the unprotected sides
become unstable. Wind erosion carves the slopes until
abrupt hummocks are formed. Such formations are not
desirable for controlling beach erosion. For this reason,
the slower growing seaoats is most often interplanted
with or introduced into stands of less persistent plants,
usually American beechgrass. As the beachgrass fades,
the seaoats slowly takes over to provide the long lasting
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Fig. Il Seaoats  viola pani cuia ta! in a complete
stand on a frontal dune, Fort. Fisher,
North Carolina.

cover. In this manner, the formation of hummocks is
avoided.

SEEDING � Seaoats spikelets are ripe and may be stripped
in late September. They are collected as soon as ripe to
avoid loss to birds and normal shattering. If seed is
planted 2 to 3 inches deep in dune sand during the winter,
they will sprout in the spring. Germination is not high,
but stands are usually adequate. However, during the
first hot, dry spells, seedlings begin to die. This con-
tinues through the early summer until, in my experience,
less than 3 percent remain in the fall. Plant stress due
to the simple lack of moisture may be greatly magnified
by an increasing concentration of salt near the surface
of the sand as moisture wicks upward and evaporates.

On the dunes, the natural volunteering of seaoats from
seed i.s very limited and irregular from year to year.
Usually, it is difficult to find even a single seedling.
But there are times and places where a very thin sprink-
ling of new plants can be found. This must be the result
of a certain set of site and weather conditions which
cover and protect the seed until germination, and then
favor the survival of the new plant. It has been noted
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that volunteering is apt to be more usual in the exposed
frontal areas  and even at the seaside base of the first
dune! than in areas behind the first dune. The accumula-
tion of vegetative trash, seaweed, etc . � even the wheel
tracks of beach buggies � probably helps to promote vol-
unteering.

Only one of our five beach seedings was moderately success-
ful. This was a row planting in a sand flat where moisture
was quite close to the surface. This indicates that the
supply of moisture is certainly one of the controlling
factors. Dune seedings might be pulled through with
frequent waterings, shading, or both. On t' he other hand,
seedings at inland nurseries on fertile soil and watered
as needed have not done much better. It is thought that
in this situation the young plants fall prey to various
soil-borne fungi or other disease organisms.

A new autumn planting seemed to offer hope. Seed of the
1971 crop were held dry aver winter. In April 1972, they
were mixed with moist peat moss, placed in a plastic bag,
and held in a refrigerator through the summer. On
September 3, 1972, the seed was removed from refrigeration.
The whole batch � moss and all � was planted in rows 2 1/2
inches deep and watered, Two weeks later, a good stand
 nine plants per foot! of vigorous looking seedlings was
up. It was hoped that the cooler days of autumn would
favor seedling growth to the point where they might sur-
vive the winter. But thi.s was not ta be. Suddenly, over
a one week period in late October, all seedlings died.
This small disaster looked more like the influence of
chemical rather than biological factors.

PLANTING ROOTSTOCK � Until these problems are solved, the
establishment of seaaats on our beaches will have to de-
pend on digging and dividing native plant!. The digging
of seaoats or the cutting of its seed hea+ is illegal in
both the Carolinas. So when planting stock is needed,
the cottager will have to get, along with what he can beg
from a friend or dig on his own place. In North Carolina,
permission to gather seaoats may be had from the local
County Dune Protection Officer. These plants are dug as
deeply as possible in order to get a portion of the rhizome
with each plant. When replanting, the stock is set at
least a foot in depth and packed in tightly. This means
that at least the basal part of the leaves will be buried.
A watering at planting time will help. To emphasize � the
secret in planting seaoats is deep planting.



Seaoats may be introduced into the row middles of American
beachgrass plantings. A sparse planting rate of 4 x 4 to
8 x 8 foot intervals will finally get the job done. A
good time far this work is early spring � st the beginning
of the first or second season for the beachgrass. Of
course, seaoats may be planted by itse1f in the more pro-
tected areas where sand accumulation in hummocks is not a
problem.

When the problem of nursery production is solved, the im-
proved quantity and quality of planting stock may enable
us to plant it right along with the beachgrass and in-
crease the planting rat'es for other work.

FERTILIZATION � The first and second year fertilizer
recommendations for American beachgrass will also do for
seaoats. This grass responds to fertility. Hut after
the first season, great care must be taken not to over
fertilize, Two cottagers at Emerald Isle, North Carolina,
used large amounts of fertilizer on their seaoats. One
year of "the tallest seaoats on the Atlantic Coast," was
followed by an almost complete die out the next spring.
The sudden upward shift in fertility and opening up of
the grass stand promoted the invasion of broad-leaved weeds
principally the rough-leaved, yellow-flowered camphorweed
 Heterotheca subaxi.1lari s! .

The winter die out is associated with the heavy accumula-
tion of dead plant residue. This condition sets up a dark,
damp environment which favors growth of disease organisms.
Also, harmful acids may result from the decomposition. A
number of grasses are subject to this trouble. Removal
of the excess herbage in the fall will solve this problem.
This practice is often impractical. Furthermore, on the
beach the removal of any kind of protective vegetation is
just not mentioned in the better circles of seaside
gardeners!

B1TTER PANICUM

PANTCUM AMARU!!l ELL,

DESCRIPTION � Hitter panicum is an important perennial of
the frontal dune areas  Fig. 12!. The stands are rather
open. The leaves are smooth without hair, bluish in
color, I/4 to I/2 inch wide and 4 to 12 inches Long. The
seed heads are narrow, compressed and most often sparsely
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seeded. It has been determined by the North Carolina
State University Botany Department that this species is a

Fig, 12 Bitter panicum  Pani curn amaz um! � the low,
widely spreading type, on a dune slope,
Kitty Hawk, North Carolina.

sterile triploid. No viable seed are produced. A very
agressive but scattered system of far reaching rhizomes
allows the plant to spread widely.

Another form of this species is a much more robust type
 Fig. 13!. The srems and leaves are much coarser than
the above. Seed stalks ascend from the sand in an arc,
and rhe seed heads are wider, longer, and more heavily
seeded. The seed are not viable. Zt spreads slowly from
short, heavy rhizomes  almost tillers! to form open clumps,
The leaves and stems are smooth and bluish as above.

NOTES � The low growing, wide spreading type of bitter
panicgrass  the first one above! is the most useful of the
two described . Zt is perfectly adapted in the pioneer
zone and will also occupy open areas in the scrub zone.
The lack of density as a ground cover is partly overcome
by its tenacity as a perennial and its widely spreading
habit. These traits are put to good advantage by using
this species as one of several to fo11ow American beach-
grass. A "sprinkling of sprigs" at widely spaced intervals
will spread unobtrusive1y until it is suddenly discovered
as an important element of the total cover.
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Fig 13 Bitter panicum  Panicum aaarum! . This
robust form is not as useful as the low
spreading one. Seaoats are in the back-
ground. Emerald Isle, North Carolina.

FERTILIZATION � The first year individual plants are fer-
tilized after new growth is evident in late spring. A
rounded. teaspoon of 8-8-8 or 10-10-10 broadcast in a one
foot circle around each plant will help. After this, the
normal fertilization maintenance schedule as for American
beachgrass is sufficient.

MARSHHAY CORDGRASS

S pARTI NA PATENS  AIT. ! MULL.

DESCRIPTION � This perennial is a widespread inhabitant of
the sand flats and moist areas  Fig. 14!. The stems are
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PLANTING � Since viable seed are not produced, all in-
creases must be made by using rootstock found in the wild.
Planting stock consi.sts of a stem with part of the rhizome
attached or 8 to 12 inch lengths of the rhizome without
the above ground parts. At least two nodes must be pre-
sent on each piece. The root parts are planted 4 inches
deep. Since planting stock is not read.ily available, a
wide spaced interval of 4 to 8 feet seems most practical.
Like seaoats, it should be pla~ted in early spring.



slender and up to 2 to 2 1/2 feet tall. Seed heads are
composed of two to several compressed spikes from a cen-
tral axis. A comparatively good crop of viable seed is
produced in early September. The leaves are rolled in-
ward givin.g them a rush-like appearance. They are mostly
less than I/8 inch wide. The grass spreads to make dense
stands by means of a network of slender rhizomes which
are often banded with purple.

Fig, 14 Marshhay cordgrass  s~rti na pa tens! on a
sand flat north of Corolla, North Carolina.
J, B. Hungerford, State Resource Conserva-
tionist, Raleigh, North Carolina.

NOTES � Vhile this species prefers moist sites, it will
also produce and hold a scattered stand in drier sites
such as hammocks between dunes  Fig. 15!. This capa-
bility coupled with its perennial persistence gives it a
worthwhile value as a compon.ent � one of several species
which together will provide the final long-lasting dune
protection. It is adapted in any one of the three beach
zones. Its most important use is for revegetating barren
moist flats, spoil, ditch, and channel banks. In such
places, it can be expected to get the job done without
long delay,

On September 12, 1966, Pea Island Refuge personnel
 Department of Interior! collected 26 pounds of the clipped
off seed heads, This lot threshed out 1 po~nd, 12 ounces
of clean seed. Some of this seed was used the following
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Pig. 15 ~ arshl<c<i ccrdgrass in a dune valley.
Rote seed heads.

spring to establish successful. stands of e.arshlray cor<1-
grass on san<iy "nesting bar" sites. These areas < ere
very moist. Seed <.as mixed with 8-8-8 fertilizer in
pellet form anci planted in rows with a single ro<,' ferti-
lizer distributor. planting depth was about 1 1/2 inches.
Thc date <.as February 10, 1967. ln this test, the 1966
seed stored dry since collection, germinated shout: ten
days later than a second lot which ha<i been stratifiec1 in
cold, damp peat moss for three weeks prior to planting,
Both lots produced satisfactory stands which averaged
three to five seedlings per foot of ro< .

The wide range of conservation uses for this plant, pit<s
it' production of viable and apparently harvestable seed
crops, gives this plant a high use potent;ial. Collect. iona
from the southeastern Atlantic and the Gulf Coasts have
been underway since 1971. These are being sent to the
Soil Conservation Service plant materials centers at.
Americus, Georgia, and Cape Eiay Court House, tcew .1ersey,
and North Carol.ina h 5 T State University. The select� !on
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of plants which have the needed requirements for conser-
vation work will be made at these stations.

PLANTING � Plantings are made in late winter and early
spring. Rootstock is easy to locate in lower lying areas
such as one commonly finds along the sounds or Intracoastal
Waterway. The use of seed is still not practical until
the Soil Conservation Service completes its work on selec-
tions which can be readily harvested,

Planting stock consists of several stems rooted at the
base and preferably with a section of rhizome attached.
In vegetating sand flats, spoils, etc., the stock is
planted in 3 to 4 foot rows with plants 2 to 4 feet apart
in the row. Depth of planting is about 4 inches. In
introducing this species into the drier dune valleys,
wider spacings can be used and the depth of planting in-
creased to 5 inches or more.

FERTILIZATION � In large-scale rootstock plantings on
sand flats use first year broadcast fertilizer as on
American beachgrass. Individual plants widely spaced in
dune valleys should each be treated with a rounded tea-
spoon of complete fertilizer after spring growth starts.

OTHER NATIVE GRASSES

The following grasses are useful perennisls. All of them
but one  seashore saltgrass! will add materially to the
permanent maintenance-free cover in the pioneer zone on
the dunes. Their natural occurrence as they begin to
appear in sand stilled areas should be recognized and
their value appreciated. Neither rootstock nor seed of
these is available commercially. Only bitter panicgrass
 below! is at present produced in small quantities by
Soil Conservation Service plant material centers.

PANICGRASS  PANZCUH APNRUI UH HITCHC. AND CHASE!
is a rather dense upright bunchgrass 3 to 4 feet tall
 Fig. 16!. The stems are coarse, straight, and stiff.
The leaves and stems are bluish in color. The seed head
is partially compressed. A moderate amount of viable
seed is produced each fall. The crown of the plant en-
larges slowly from short almost vertical tillers.

This grass occurs in scattered clumps in dune areas.
Strangely, its range includes New Jersey to the northern
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area of the Outer Banks, but then skips all the way down
to Florida and the beaches of the Gulf Coast.

A selection  BN-8360! found by the Soil Conservation
Service at Back Bay, Virginia, has been increased at the
Beltsville National Plant Materials Center. It has been
seeded inland with success. A test planting at Orange-
burg, South Carolina, did well. But at the beach, direct
seeding results on the dunes have been. poor. A 1960
planting on Bodie Island, North Carolina, put in by the
National Park Service personnel was partially successful
with about three plants per square yard. Rod rows at
Fort Macon, North Carolina, in 1970 germinated but the
seedlings disappeared during the summer. Another seed-
ing on a moist sand flat germinated and grew vigorously .
This work was done by the I;. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
at the Pea Island National Wiidlife Refuge in 1969. The
results show much promise for direct seedings on this
type of site and dredged spoils.

Fig. 16 Clumps of Panicum amarulum on the Outer
Banks near Corolla, North Carolina. Penny
Hill, a moving dune, in background .

At present., a seaside gardener's best bet is to dig and
divide clumps. These planted a foot apart in rows will
make attractive plant borders or the leading edge of
salt wind barriers.
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SEACOAST BLUESTElf  An'DROI'OGOÃ LZ1'TORALZS NASH! grows I
to l I/2 feet tall  Fig, 17!. The stems are at first re-
clining and flattened in cross section with the lower
leaf sheaths overlapping. The seed stems are slender,

Fig. 17 Seacoast bluestem  Andropoyon li ttorali s! .
Plant with feathery seed heads almost
mature. Bogue Banks, North Carolina.

upright, and copiously covered with short, silvery hair
 awns! when the seeds are ripe. A low fall sun slanting
across stands of this grass might remind one of a frosted
fairyland. It must be regarded as a bunchgrass although
the clumps increase slowly in size. It is well adapted
to the dunes but is always in open stands with areas of
bare sand between clumps. This btuestem, so named because
the stems are chaLky-blue, is found in quantity on Bogue
Banks, North Carolina, and just south of Duck, North
Carolina. It is scarce north of here until it again ap-
pears in New Jersey, Delaware, and Staten Island, New
York.

The ripe seed heads may be gathered and broadcast over
areas already stabilized. Chopping the stems into the
sand will help to secure volunteers. On Bogue Banks,
nature is doing the job without assistance. Each year
the grass has increased visibly by the natural spread of
its windblown seed.

LONGAWN VIRGINIA WILDRYE  ELYHUS VZRGZ!VZCUS L . VAR.
GLABRZFLORUS VASEY! is a cool season perennial. It has
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a preference for moist areas but is found quite often in
dune valleys  Fig. 18! . After a summer rest period, the

Fig. 18 Longawn Virginia wildrye  Bl ymus viryinicus
var. plabri Xlorus! on dune sand with yucca.
Cherry Grove 3each, South Carolina.

grass begins regrowth in the fall, reaches full flush in
the spring, and goes to seed in July. The seed heads
resemble those of rye grain. The seed, which have long
bristly awns remain on the stems for a month or more after
ripening. They are viable and have good germinating vigor.
Successful seedings on moist sites have been made.
Similar trials w'ere established in dune valleys on
September 16, 1972. The first sprouts were noticed on
October 23rd. The green winter leaves may also be use-
ful as a grazing plant for geese.

HAIRAWN PUHLY  HUHLEPBERGJA CAPZLLARIS LAM. ! is strictly
a bunchgrass � erect to almost 3 feet but usually closer
to 2  Fig. 19!. The seed heads are one � third to one � half
the entire height of the stems. The fine seeds with their
long purple, hair-like attachments wave in the wind. The
slender, upright stems and the partly rolled leaves form
dense clumps. In North Carolina the grass is common on
Bodie and Hatteras Islands. In South Carolina it is
found at Ililton Head and on some of the islands off the
coast at Charleston.
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Fig. 19 Hairawn muhly  Huhlenberqi a capi Imari s!
Atlantic Beach, North Carolina,

Hair muhley is most often found in the dune valleys and
flats where the sand has more moisture. Its dense, up-
right habit of growth has wind stilling qualities. The
fine purple haze of its top has considerable decorative
value. It should be excellent for borders or first line
rows in salt wind barrier plantings.

The plant is propagated by dividing the clumps in early
spring before growth,

SEASHORE PASPALUM  PASPAL,UÃ VAGZh ATUA SWARTZ! is not a
resident. of dry dune land  Fig, 20, 21! . Its favorite
habitat is along shorelines on coastal sounds, road
shoulders, and other moist, sandy areas near the coast.
This low creeping grass resembles bermudagrass but the
small "v" shaped seed head gives it away. It is closely
related to bahiagrass and dallisgrass. It spreads by
runners as well as underground rhizomes. The seed stems
are usually less than a foot in height. Where mowed they
may be only an inch or two tall. The leaves taper to a
partially rolled tip. When mowed the grass makes a very
dense, flat sod,

Seashore paspalum endures on very wet sites. Even salt-
water tides which flood it daily have no detrimental
ef feet. Its principal use is for lawns which may extend



down to the water and beyond the high tide mark. It is
propagated by transplanting the runners or rhizomes.

Fig. 20 Seashore paspalum  I'aspalur;. vayi na turn!
Kitty Hawk, I'Torth Carolina.

Fig. 21 A runner of seashore paspalum.
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USEFUL SAND DUNE FORBS

There are a number of useful forbs which are native to
sand dune areas. 1f seed sources are nearby, they will
tend to invade areas which are being held by grass.
Others may be started by transplanting or sowing seed.
Many of them are valuable in that they add variety, in-
terest, and effectiveness to the dune cover. A few of
the more important ones are mentioned below:

LARGEI,EAF PENNYWORT  HYDROCOTYLB BOMlRZEÃSIS LAM.! is
one af the easiest to transplant. A few dozen sprigs will
spread quickly, infiltrate the grass, and cover a large
area in a few years.  Also see Page 194!

LIPPIA [LZPPZA ZODI'FLORA  L.! MICHAUX] is a low viney
ground cover which roots at the nodes. It prefers the
flat areas where moisture is near the surface. Growth
and spread is fast. The rooted runners are used for in-
crease.  Also see Page 199!

DAYFLOWER  COÃHEL1HA BRUTA L.! endures the sand dune
environment without trouble even though it looks out of
place  Fig. 22!. It is a close relative of wandering

Fig. 22 Dayflower  Commeli na erects!,
Emerald Isle, North Caro line

Jew. The stems may be partially erect but mostly decum-
bent, fleshy, and 2 to 3 feet long. They arise from a
cluster of thickened dark-brown roots. The flowers are
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light blue. 'The leaves are light: green, lance shaped,
painted, with the lower part forming a sheath around the
stem. This perennial is propagated by division and. by
summer cuttings.

SEASIDE GOLDENROD  SOZZDr'lGO SERPERVZREÃS L.! may be found
along the coast in saline sands from Virginia to Florida
 Fig. 23!. The basal stem leaves are up ta 8 inches long
and 1/2 to 1 1/2 inches wide. Near the top of the stems,
they are drastically reduced in. size to less than an inch
in length. Stems arise from short, stocky rhizomes and
are usually unbranched. The showy heads of bright yellow

Fig. 23 Seaside goldenrod  SoZi dago sempervirens! .
Holden Beach, North Carolina.

flowers appear in October. The beauty of this plant lies
partly in the healthy appearance of its lush bright green
leaves which seems ta belie its austere environment. This
perennial may be propagated by separating the short,
stocky rhizomes.

TRAILING WILDBEAN  STROPHE'TYZ.EE 8EZvOLA  L .! ELL.] an
annual trailing legume, is another plant which catches
ones attention with its "exhuberant" growth on the dunes
 Fig. 24!. Seed germinate in the spring and growth is slaw
at first. Toward midsummer, the prostrate, twining vines
make their mave. Sometimes entire dunes are covered with
a green mat. Each leaf has three lobed leaflets. The
typical bean type flowers, which are rase-lavender in
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Fig. 24 Trailing wildbean  Strophostyles helvoia! .
Emerald Isle, North Carolina.

color, are born at the tips of single elongated stalks.
One to three or more beans per stalk ripen in mid
September and October. Heavy seed crops are common. The
fuzzy coated beans are eaten by quail, do~es, and rabbits.
The humus and nitrogen that this legume adds to the soil
is probably of significant benefit to many companion per-
ennial plants. The smothering effect of its dense growth
on other native vegetation has not been evaluated. Since
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it comes so late in the season, it cannot be very
harmful.

Wildbean may be introduced by planting the seeds in the
dune sand anytime during the dormant season. The beans
should be covered 1 to 2 inches deep. They may not show
up well the first season. This may be due to a lack of
bacterial inoculation on the roots. Later, this defi-
ciency seems to right Itself.

SILVER-LEAP CROTON  CROTOtV PUNCTATUS IACQ. ! is an annual
or short-lived perennial  Pig. 25!. It grows 1 to 2 feet
tall, The entire plant is pubescent. The leaves, es-
pecially the undersides, are silvery. The stems are tan,
dusted with cinnamon. Leaves are oval to long-oval in form
and up to 2 1/2 inches long. Small clusters of blooms
appear in late July through August at the densely velvety
twig ends. Glossy gray seed with darker mottlings ripen
in October through November. Once started, these plants
reseed freely. The seed are valuable as choice quail,
dove, and cardinal food . The plant can be propagated by
planting the seed during the late fall and up to mid-Narch.
They are covered 1 to 1 1/2 inches deep in dune sand .

Fig. 25 Silver-leaf croton  Craton punctatus!,
Isle of Palms, South Carolina.
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SECTION 3

WOODY PLANTINGS FOR DUNE PROTECTION

The vegetative protection of dune land from erosion differs
from inland standards. Soil erosion by water is by far
the greatest hazard on the clays and other fine textured
soils of the Piedmont. At the beach, such erosion takes
place only where water is concentrated in the runoff from
roads, roofs, topsoiled yards, or other impervious sur-
faces. On the undisturbed sand dunes, water intake is
so rapid that there is no runoff. Instead, wind is the
prime sand mover. A good tight sod will give complete
protection on any soil type, but at the beach the height
of vegetation is an additional favorable factor . Stand-
ing plants will diminish the force of the wind. So when
evaluating dune protection, cover density is supplemented
by height ~ Woody plantings, as they grow out and above
the grass, will add a potent stabilizing effect.

The past ten years have seen much activity in the nursery
production of American beachgrass and its establishment
for sand dune erosion control along the coast. As these
plantings matured, the supply of sand drifting into them
was shut off. This caused the grass to thin out and
deteriorate. To maintain the stands, it was necessary to
apply fertilizer. This was no great problem for the
average beach lot owner. But it was a different story for
the National Park Service people who had planted many
miles of beachgrass along the Cape Hatteras National
Seashore. Helicopter applications of fertilizer proved
to be effective but very expensive.

The most logical solution to this problem is to promote
the increase of long-lived native plants in the fading
American beachgrass. As long as the area is stable,
these natives will begin to invade naturally, Some may
have been present in remnant quantities when the beach-
grass was first planted. Nature may be assisted by
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introducing them by aver-seeding or transplanting.
Moderate amounts of fertilizer will encourage this take-
over.

Any plants which are to be introduced in the pioneer zone
should be adapted to that zone. These would be the tough
herbaceous species - mostly grasses, several forbs, and
most important of all, seaoats. In the scrub and forest
zones, the introduction of shrubs, vines, and trees would
be appropriate. Stoesz and Brown �! had this to say
about plant selection: "The establishment of permanent
vegetation is the final objective in the stabilization of
dunes. The climax species of plants ... in the area are
best for the purpose. If woody planta are the climax, the
adapted species of trees and shrubs properly managed will
provide the best permanent cover ... and should therefore
be considered for plantings." Some of the hardier shrubs
such as northern bayberry and eastern baccharis and vines
such as wild bamboo and Virginia creeper may be moved
into the pioneer zone in the lee of the first dune. Both
of the vines will grow up the back slope to the top of
the frontal dune. But no matter where transplants are
to be put, the area must first be stabilized with grass.
American beachgrass takes about two years to provide
sufficient protect'ion. Sometimes, one year will suffice
where exceptional growth is made.

In the fall of 1969, woody plant studies were begun to:
�! determine which species were best suited; and �! to
determine the cultural practices required to establish
them. This is a study with the Soil Conservation Service,
North Carolina State Parks Division, and the Horticultural
Department of North Carolina State University cooperating.
The work is set up at two sites � Fort Macon and Hammocks
Beach State Parks  Pig. 26!.

The notes in this chapter which concern sand dune plantings
are drawn from our work with these plots and partly from
experience with plantings at my cottage and those of other
seaside gardeners. One must remember that in nature
most of these same plants may take many years to develop
to any appreciable size. The plantsmau must ad]ust to a
new and greatly reduced scale when evaluating plant growth.
The 3-inch growth of a first year live oak seedling is a
wonderous thing. If it tops 5 inches by the end of the
second year, growth is very satisfactory  Fig. 27!.

It has been noticed that many newly planted woody plants
have a tough time of it for the first three or four years.
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Fig. 26 Woody planting tests. Hammocks Beach
State park, cnorth Carolina.

Fig. 27 Live oak  Quercus virginiana!, One and
two year old seedl.ings which grew on
dune sand.

Then suddenly they seem to take new life. This may be
explained by the theory that such plants are developing
deep root systems during the first few years. When the
root finally taps a deep and adequate source of water, the
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above ground parts of the plant respond. A live oak
seedling which is 3/4 tap root, seems to bear out this
idea.

SPEC IES

After five years of evaluating woody perennials for dune
plantings, the following are among the best for this
work. These are plants which, after receiving the needed
cultural practices for establishment, can be expected to
maintain themselves on the dunes with a minimum amount of
care. Many more plants remain to be tested . Additional
promising plants are found in the table in Section 5.

TREES � Eastern redcedar � zuni perus virqiniana
Live oak � guercus virginiana

SHRUBS - Northern bayberry - Hyrica pensyivanica
Eastern baccharis � aacchari s haiimi foIia
Yaupon holly - IIex vomitoria

+Thorny elaeagnus � Ziaeagnus punyezs
~False anil indigo � Indigofera pseudotinctoria
eSalt cedar � ramarix yaIIica

Marsh elder - Iva imbricata
Yucca � Yucca sp.

VINES � Virginia creeper - Parthenocissus quinquifoiia
Muscadine grape � Vi tus rotundi folia
Wild bamboo � Smi I ax a uri cu la ta

*Introduced species  all others are native!.

One of the most promising species for dune stabilization
and beautification is northern bayberry  Fig. 28!. Its
good adaptation and colonising habit of growth makes it
a prime "suspect" in our search for the "best one."

TIME OF PLANTING

Woody stock can be put in any time during the dormant
season. The optimum time is February. This puts the
plant out there and ready to grow just before the growing
season. It reduces t' he time the plant is subjected to
colds drying winter winds.
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Fig. 28 A two year transplant of northern bayberry
showing spread from new sprouts. Emerald
Isle, North Carolina.

FERT I L I ZERS AND ORGANIC AMENDMENTS

Great care must be taken in the use of fertilizer at plant-
ing time, This warning is especially signif icant at the
beach. Fertilizer should not be mixed with the sand which
goes back around the roots of the plants. Drying of this
sand during droughty summer periods tends to concentrate
the dissolved fertilizer salts. This can severely injure
plant root systems.

The use of fertilizer in our first year tests resulted in
poor seedling survival. Check plots without fertilizer
almost always faired best. Sharp �5! also concluded in
his New Jersey work on the dun.es that there was no advan-
tage in applying fertilizer at planting time. In spite of
these findings, it was felt that the problem lay with the
type and amounts of fertilizers used and the methods of
application. During the following two years, planting
trials were established to explore these possibilities.
Several treatments showed an immediate first year increase
in the survival and growth of transplants,
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Good results were had with "fortified organics." Dried
peat mass, ratted sawdust, or I/2 inch ground pine bark
is used as a base, A "starter" solution  water plus
liquid fertilizer! is made according to the directions
on the battle of fertilizer. The strength is that as
recommended for fertilizing shrubbery. Any liquid fer-
tilizer with a generous supply of nitrogen will work. A
substitute solution may be made by adding a heaping table-
spoon of 8-8-8 or 10-10-10 fertilizer to a gallon of water.
It is ready to use after stirring and allowing it to set
over night. The liquid is then used to wet the dried
organic material. A pint of this mix is dropped in each
planting hole. It is mixed about half and half with sand
before setting the plant. geedlings thrive on this mix-
ture. After a season's growth, plant roots form a dense,
tangled mass in the enriched humus. Seaside gardeners
have a high regard far peat moss as an additive in dune
plantings. Results of our state park tests showed that it
was onI.y slightly better than ratt.ed sawdust or finely
ground pine bark.

Any of these organic materiaI.s improve the sand  Fig, 29!
They help to retain moisture and plant food and axe a

Fig. 29 A seedling being planted in a bole in which
peat moss  as shown on left! has been mixed
with the sand.

source of beneficial bacteria. When starter solutions
are added, their value is increased. The organic
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Another successful fertilizing device is the plastic
envelope of fertilizer. This is a commercial product
called "Rootcontact Paket." These are 3 1/2 by 3 1/2
inches in size and hold one ounce of highly soluble
16-8-16 fertilizer. The packs are sealed but pierced
four times through both sides with a needle. These are
placed in the planting holes near the plant roots, Due
to hydroscopic action, moisture accumulates in the pack
until it finally begins to leak out. This slow leakage
is capable of feeding the plant for two or more years.
In our test, one "Paket" plus one-half gallon of wet peat
moss was used around each plant. Plants so treated showed
a marked increase in first year quality and vigor of
growth  Fig. 30!.

Virginia creeper transplant after three
months of growth. Plant in foreground
with Rootcontact Paket; plant to rear,
no treatment.

Fig. 30

In a third treatment, "Agriform Planting Tablets" were
used. This is a compressed "pill" weighing 21 grams. It
is composed of a very slowly dissolvable 20-10-5 ferti-
lizer. Since bacterial action is needed to help break
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substance tends to "safen" the fertilizer as well as re-
tain it. Pine bark absorbs the liquid slowly but will
finally become completely saturated, As the bark gradually
breaks down in the soil, it acts as a slow release mecha-
nism for the plant nutrients.



dawn this fertilizer, wet peat moss was mixed into each
planting hole. This treatment was also beneficial with no
adverse effect on transplanted seedlings.

Lastly, as a check to represent a mare standard procedure,
the common 8-8-8 fertilizer was used in two ways: first,
an ounce was scattered in a 1-foot circle around each
freshly planted plant; and second, after planting, two
slits � inches from the stem! were made in the sand
with a trowel, A half ounce of 8-8-8 was dropped in each
slit and then covered. Both of these treatments improved
plant growth the first year.

The following observations can be made: None of the
treatments above showed any evidence of root burn. The
survival of plants was excellent The first year nourish-
ment may have actually carried some of the weaker plants
through the season. There was also a definite increase
of growth and plant quality. The fortified organics
produced the quickest and most luxuriant growth. The
plastic packs with wet peat moat were next in effective-
ness with planting tablets plus peat moss close behind .
The 8-8-8 applications were satisfactory. They were not
quite as effective as those above but they were signifi-
cantly better than. the check plots.

The figures of our 1972 tests have just been tabulated,
The results are interesting even though some of them will
bear rechecking next year. For example, fortified organic
material � pint! added to Agriform Plant Tablets or
Rootcontact Pakets increased their effectiveness. And
"Osmocote," a slow release 18-6-12 fertilizer which is
pelleted inside a plastic coating, was equally as gaod.
After planting, a half ounce af this material was placed
in each of twa trowel slits 6 inches from the plant stems,

To summarize this fertilizer information: Our average
cottager will not recognize all of this as one giant step
ahead for anybody. He and others, with little time and
with na consuming interest in plants, may simply broadcast
an ounce of 8-8-8 or 10-10-10 on the surface after plants
begin to grow. Larger amaunts should be used for balled
and burlapped stock. Fertilizer wedged into the bottom
of the hales at planting time will also be beneficial.
Other folks with the needed time end interest can experi-
ment with fortified organics and try some of the products
listed . For those who have a professional interest in the
problem, this information could provide some logical start-
ing points far further investigations.
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TOPSOIL AS AN AMENDMENT

A safe and easy method for starting off transplant stock
in the dunes is to replace the sand in the planting hole
with topsoil. A shovel full of fertile soil will supply
the necessities for successful plant establishment  Fig.
3l!. Two shovels of soil are better, three are better
than two - and so on, A pile af good topsoil to be used

Two year old Japanese black pine on Sullivans
Island, South Carolina, responded ta a shovel
of topsoil under each plant. E. T. Simous, Jr.,
Soil Conservation Technician,

Fig. 31
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as needed is really an essential for anyone who will be
transplanting perennials. Lugging the heavy soil around
is a disadvantage. This is not a serious drawback for the
cottager working with only a small number of plants, For
large-scale dune plantings involving hundreds or perhaps
thousands of plants, this method is likely to be impracti-
cal. Yet, it remains a gardener's favorite. Once the soil
is put under the plant, its beneficial properties become
a long lasting boon to plant growth. And, of course, with
such plantings the fortified organics, fertilizer pack, or
tablet may be added . If not, the regular 8-8-8 fertilizer
may be broadcast on the surface later after growth starts.



PLANTING

Dry, windy days on the beach are common. The roots of
planting stock must be protected from drying out. A
plastic sack used to carry the plants will keep them
moist. On bright days a burlap or paper sack used as an
outside cover will keep out the sunlight and reduce the
heat inside the sack.

After setting the plant, the sand must be packed tightly
around the roots with the heel. The optimum method is to
water the sand or soil as it is replaced. This runs the
sand together and brings it into the closest possible
contact with the roots.

Dry sand which runs down into the planting hole can be
troublesome, Sand in that condition is often very diffi-
cult to wet. A good practice is to scrape much of this
surface sand to one side before starting the hole.

The depth at which the plant is set should be about 2
inches deeper than it grew in the nursery. Then, as a
finishing touch, some of this extra depth of sand around
the plant may be removed leaving a bowl-shaped depression.
This facilitates later watering; and too, beach plants are
better off if they are set a little deeper than they grew
in the nursery.

NULCHING

Dead American beachgrass placed around newly set thorny
elaeagnus plants improved the quality and vigor of growth.
Enough grass was used to completely hide the sand in a
16 inch circle around each plant. Sand drifted into this
~ulch and partly buried it.

Other tests included half-gallon amounts of pine or hard-
wood bark used as a mulch around each plant. This failed
to produce any noticeable benefit. One can speculate as
to the reasons behind these divergent results. But fur-
ther work in this field will be necessary to find the
correct answer.

In landscape work where topsoil has been used, the use of
mulch is a standard and proven practice.
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DIRECT SEEDING

The planting of live oak  guercus virginiana! acorns in
sand dune areas has been successful. The acorns are col-
lected in October as soon as they fall from the trees.
They may be planted immediately or later during the winter
months. If it is necessary to keep them for more than
two weeks after collection, they should be put in plastic
bags, mixed with damp sand and refrigerated at 36' to
40'. The mix by volume is about 3/5 sand to 2/5 acorns.
The bags must be checked occasionally to see that the sand
does not dry out, Stored in this manner seed can be kept
in good shape through March to early April. Sprouting
in cold storage will begin in early spring. The seed must
then be planted with little further delay.

The optimum planting time is in the fall. The acorns will
quickly sprout and start putting down a tap root before
cold weather. The nuts are planted l 1/2 up to 2 inches
deep. Ho fertilizer should be used at planting time.

Mice will often find and eat the acorns during the winter
months. Damage can be particularly severe when plantings
are made in dune areas with good grass cover. Such plant-
ings can be saved by treating the acorns with a chemical
rodent deterrent.

Fall and winter planted nuts will start coming up in late
April. Emergence is irregular � sometimes requiring five
or six weeks. In my plantings, I averaged about 70
seedlings for each l00 acorns planted.

Growth is slow  Fig. 32!. At this stage, most of the
growth is taking place beneath the surface. Seedlings
should be fertilized lightly at mid-season af the first
summer and then each spring. Our four year old plants
treated this way are now  only! a foot tall.

Another plant which was successful from a direct sand
dune seeding is wild bamboo  Smilax auriculata!  Fig, 33! .
The catch � seedlings came up two and a half years after
the seeds were planted. Yet, this does nat pose a diffi-
cult problem. For nursery production, seed cauld be col-
lected and stored in refrigerators each year. After two
years, this would provide a continuous series of seed
lots ready to germinate, In the field, seed could simply
be collected and planted each year. After the waiting
period, each lot would come at its appointed time.
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Fig. 32 Live oak seedlings about four months old.

Fig. 33 Mild bamboo  Smilax auriculata! seed
planted in dune sand December 1969,
sprouted in April 1972.

Narsh elder  Iva imbricata! seed collected in the fall,
stored dry, and spring planted did not germinate. This
same lot of seed mixed with damp peat moss and refrigerated
for three weeks before planting also did not germinate.
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Yet this plant has definite direct seeding possibilities.
In nature, seedlings are commonly found where the sand is
damp � even on the beach !ust above the high tide mark.
Fall planting may be the answer. In the early spring
young native seedlings transplant easily but grew slowly
 Fig. 34! .

Fig. 34 Marsh elder  I'va i maori cata! f irst year
seedlings.

Wax myrtle  Hgrica cerifera! and northern bayberry
 Henri ca pensglvanica! both fall planted on dune sand
failed to germinate. Both of these come easily from seed
if handled this way on the heavier inland soil types.
With little doubt, the droughtiness of the top several
inches of dune sand is responsible for this difficulty.

MAjNTENANCE

The term "establishment" as applied to plants has been
defined in several ways. For woody dune plantings, it is
the time required ror a young plant to develop enough
leaf surface and root system to maintain itself in a
growing, healthy condition without further help from man.

This time period for plants at the beach is longer than
average. The various plant species will differ in their
needs. A three or four year establishment period with
fertilizer applied each spring should take care of most
species. A rounded tablespoon of a "complete" fertilizer
 8-8-8, 10-10-10, etc.! broadcast in a 1-foot circle
around each plant is the easiest method. This may be
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improved by placing the fertilizer in two slits 6 inches
from the stem. Most seaside gardeners with relatively
few woody transplants will want to hurry the plants by
fertilizing them every year.

Our past tests show that even well adapted native dune
transplants are subject to high mortality rates and have
great difficulty in becoming established without improving
the fertility of the sand.



SECTION 0

BEACH LANDSCAPING

This section deals with the art of landscaping around and
in the yard areas of cottages or other buildings at the
beach, The principles of landscaping at the beach are the
same as anywhere else. It is suggested that the reader
secure copies of "Landscaping Your Home," Extension
Circular No. 476, North Carolina Agricultural Extension
Service, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North
Carolina; or "Landscape Planning for South Carolina
Homes," Circular 526, Agricultural Extension Service,
Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina. While these
general rules apply, beach work requires changes in plant-
ing procedures and the use of plants which are adapted to
seaside conditions.

SELECTION OF PLANTS

When it comes to landscape or dune control plantings there
are some purist who would select and use only native plants.
This is an admirable approach. I would be a bit more
lenient, There are many introduced plants which are adapt-
ed to the seashore. To use them is to take advantage of an
additional large array of desirable and interesting plant
characteristics. For some purposes, these plants will
out-do the natives.

The table in Section 5 and the individual plant descrip-
tions which follow hss been prepared to assist the reader
in making plant selections.



PRE-PLANN! NG AND PREPARING THE SITE

Many years are involved in the vegetative development of a
mature dune landscape. But man, in his thoughtless and
unrestrained way, takes only a few hours to bulldoze and
destroy what has taken nature ages to perfect. In too
many instances, the word "development" has become synony-
mous with the greatest calamity which can befall a beach
area. The "developers" are usually saddled with all the
blame for mishandling the land . This is rarely true. We
must remember that individuals who buy the property do a
tremendous amount of damage. Many a beautiful beach site
is sold and then stripped of vegetation and flattened by
the bulldozers as a matter of course. This has been called
a relic reaction still surviving from the pioneer days
when man was pitted against nature for living space.

There are many good examples where the works of man have
been established in harmony with the land. They are the
result of careful planning based on a knowledge of the
natural processes, the capabilities of the soil coupled
with the principles of good land use and a general appre-
ciation of natural beauty,

District conservationists of the Soil Conservation Service
are recognized professionals in this work. Landowners are
encouraged to caIl on them for technical assistance in
planning beach pro!sets.

It is a lucky landowner who starts with a Lot which has
some grass, shrub, or tree cover. Grading for the build-
ing site should be planned to disturb this native growth as
little as possible  Fig. 35!. Very special consideration
should be given to valuable specimens of native shrubs,
trees, and vines. Usually, skillful planning can utilize
the natural contours of the land to good effect in the
Landscape plan. After the building site, driveway, and
parking area have been graded there may be Little need for
any additional Leveling. We 're at the beach � remember?
Why not preserve its natural appearance as much as possible?

But let's face it � many people will not have these choices.
They will start with the purchase of a Lot which has al-
ready been bulldozed "flat as a pancake." So the only
alternative is to set to work with plants to enhance the
beauty of that barren plot of sand and restrain it from
moving elsewhere during the next high wind.
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Fig. 35 A beach home set unobtrusively into the
existing natural cover of yaupon holly,
live oak, etc. Emerald Isle, North Carolina.

The planting sites for each species must be planned so that
the salt-hardy ones will occupy the most exposed positions� .
Less tolerant plants must be further away from the sea or
furnished protection.

The lee side of a cottage offers good protection; but just
beyond it, plants are often in the "slip-stream" of salt
wind concentrated along the side of the building  Fig. 36!.

At this juncture, with the general planting layout in
mind, the gardener's best friend is topsoil. Good sandy
loam  if possible! spread generously over all areas where
lawn or shrubs, etc., are to be planted is a necessity.
The driveway might be coated too. It will provide a good
driving surface at least temporarily. Later, it will make
a good base fax asphalt or gravel.

The recommended amount of soil to use varies greatly,
simply because it is a "more the better" kind of situation.
Menningex  l3! in his book "Seaside Plants of the World"
advises a foot of topsoil for seaside gardens. The views
of local nurserymen seem to average out something like
this:

�! For lawns � 3 to 4 inches minimum depth and up to
8 inches for very satisfactory results;
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�! For gardens, foundation planting, etc. � 8 inches
minimus: on up tn 1 foot for very satisfactory results.

Calif ornia privet  Ligustrum ocalifoI 'um!
takes a beating from salt winds where it
extends beyond the pratectian af a cottage.
Emerald Isle, North Carolina.

I'ig. 36

The topsoil should be mixed with several inches of the
underlying sand. This can be done when ferti.lizer and
lime  if needed! is mixed into the sail. It is a good
idea ta have an extra pile of sail dumped off to one
side and I.eft unspread. This will be used later when the
shrubs and other woody species are planted.
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The soil which has been hauled in may have a very acid
reaction nat conducive to goad plant growth, Ifixing this
soil with some of the underIying beach sand may completely
correct this condition since the sand with many fine shell
fragments usually has a pH range from 6,5  very slightly
acid! to neutral 7.0 or even alkaline to abo~t 8,0, A
sample may be sent off to the state soil testing labora-
tory to determine the lime and fertilizer needs, Vithaut
such a test, 50 pounds of agricultural limestone and about
15 pounds of 5-LO-LO or 6-12-12 fertilizer  or approximate
equivalent! should be braadcast for each 1,000 square feet.
These should be worked into the soil, A rototiller type
machine is excellent far this purpose,



PLANTING

Let's first be sure that we eliminate the most common
error. It has to da with the spacing of plants in faun-
dation plantings. Host everyone, except the nurserymen,
crowd their plants too close to the sides of the building,
and, for that matter, tao close to the edges of drives,
walkways, etc. The large shrubs such as pittasgx>rum,
Ligustrum, Euangmus, Zlex  yaupon!, Fiaeagnus, Raphialepsis,
Ãyrica, Neri um, and others are often used around buildings.
Their growth in width is in the six to eight foot range.
If planted 4 feet from the cottage, moderate pruning will
keep them in bounds For smaller shrubs � the law junipers,
hollies, yucca, etc. � the clearance should be reduced to
3 feet. Adequate space between the foundation planting
and the cottage will help to keep branches from scrubbing
against the building. It will also provide welcome access
for the incessant maintenance jobs such as painting.

Bare rooted planting stock shauld be kept moist at all
times. Plants which have been grown in pots or cans may
be root bound. If the roots are matted around the out-
side of the root ball, slash them I/2 inch deep down the
sides and across the bottom. Three ar four cuts evenly
spaced will short circuit the long winding trip for plant
food and stimulate lateral root growth.

Holes which are dug for transplanting balled and burlapped
stock should be at least twice as big around in all direc-
tions as needed ta accommodate the roots. When smaller
stock is used  such as in gallon cans! the holes should
also be generously large � something like 18 inches across.
The roots will soon require a great deal of additional space
if they are ta support a healthy plant.

Sites for the planting hales must be improved by replacing
twa to four buckets of the sand with topsoil. The amount
depends somewhat on the size and kind of plant � but mainly
on the interest and stamina of the plantsman. In top-
sailed areas of the yard, less sand will need ta be removed.
In deeply tapsoiled areas for foundation plantings or gar-
dens, it may aat be necessary to take aut any sand.

Sa, with the hole opened, the topsoil is dumped in, s
bucket-full at a time, snd mixed with the sand along the
sides and bottom of the hole. A mix of two-thirds soil
with one-third sand to a depth of l6 to 24 inches is a
general guide.



After the soil has been prepared, the hale is opened to the
correct planting depth. Two or three slits are then wedged
open in the bottom of the hole with the spade. They should
be about 4 inches deep. In each, a half ounce  onc rounded
tablespoon! of fertilizer is dropped. The slits are then
clased over and the hole is ready fox planting. Never
mix fertilizex with the sail which goes back around the
roots. However, an "Agriform Planting Tablet" or a
"Rootcont*ct Paket" may be used withaut danger  see fer-
tilizers under "Woody Plantings for Dune Protectian" in
Section 3!. The sail is then tamped down around the
roots of the plant. When the hole is about half filled.
the plant should be watered. After the water drains
away the filling and packing is completed. A low dam in
the farm of a ring of soil is left sxound the base of
the plant to hold water . The plant is then ready for a
final water'ing. The coarse grade af ground pine bark
placed around the base af the shrubs and trees will re-
duce weed growth and evaporation and give the Job a
finishing touch.

If no fertilizer was used in the hole at planting time,
it may be broadcast on the surface after plant growth
starts. An ounce of 8-8-8 or 10-I-19 fox' the average
gallon container plant will stimulate growth.

A growing number' of seaside gardeners recommend the use
of peat moss. A bucket af this moistened material mixed
into the sail around end belaw the roots of the plant is
beneficial. Peat moss sids in absorbing and holding
moisture and plant nutrients. This is especially important
during dry times if the cottager cannot tend to his plants
frequently.

SALT WlND 3ARRlFRS

Salt wind bsrriexs serve several purposes and deserve
special mentian  Fig. 37!. They mey be used to shield
gardens of plants sub!ect to salt. burn. They help pro-
tect buildings from storm winds, deflect wind driven
salt and, sand from parked cars, keep out trespassers, and
screen aff unsightly areas. A wide, well developed vege-
tative barriex will also moderate traffic racket.

An "instant" screen. or wind barrier can be had by install-
ing a fence  Fig. 38! . A solid wall is not as effective
as a fence with a slatted board arrangement, where
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Fig. 31 A rugged salt wind shrub barrier. Sullivans
Island, South Carolina.

Fig. 38 An "instant" saltwind barrier of slatted
redwood. Wright Brothers National Memorial,
Kill Devil Hills, North Carolina, Yaupon
holly in the foreground.



approximately 40 percent of the surface is void and 60
percent is wood or other material. Ordinary snow fence,
though only 4 feet tall, comes close to these speci.f ica-
tions with a 50.50 ratio. This type of construction will
reduce wind velocities up to 80 percent, It will afford
protection on the lee side as far as two to four times
the height of the fence, Its effects will be felt as fax'
as ten times the height, Vegetative barriers will have
these same modifying effects,

Many patterns for barriers constxucted of wood are avail-
able. Cement blocks set on edge to reveal an open or
"see through" design are substantial and maintenance free.
But for the plantsman, a vegetative barrier is much more
intriguing. Several conditions and natuxal forces must
be considered;

At the beach, the seaward side of natural shrub growth is
wind-trimmed down to a thin "cutting edge." The lower
branches are protected by beach grasses or other herbaceous
vegetation. The shrubs behind this fixst line of defense
get progressively taller as each plant helps to shield the
one behind. In cross section, the bart'ier becomes wedge
shaped � low in front and taller to the rear . In badly
exposed sand dune areas it is especially important to
remember this principle. Extremely salt-hardy plants
indi.genous to the pioneer' zone may be planted as a low
growing first row, Plants such as seaoats  Uniola
paniculata!, marsh elder  Xva imbrioata}, Panicum amarulrzm,
adamsneedle  Yuc'ca filamentosa}, and hsirawn muhly
 Nuhienhergla oapillaris} are good choices for such lead
rows. Taller plants starting with the most salt tolerant
ones would follow in rows behind.
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The second condition to be reckoned with is the soil
site. Usually there are two � either pure dune sand, or
sand which has been improved with topsoil. If on dune
sand, plants for the more rearward rows should be selected
from the table in Secti.on 5 which are marked for dune
erosion control as well as for salt wind barriers. On
improved soils any plants marked for salt wind barriers
may be used, Select double x-ed  XX! plants if such stock
is available.

When possible, evergreen plants should be favored since
they give maximum year around protection. However, two
of the better barrier shrubs, eastern baccharis and salt
cedar, should not be overlooked. A close planting of
either one will provi.de a very satisfactory tangle of
s'tamed

The rows which make up the bulk of the barrier may be one
or several species. If several species are used, their
ultimate height as well as their salt tolerance should
determine their position in the barrier.

Up to a certain point, the height of protection increases
with each added row. Two rows of evergreen shrubs is
close to a minimum, and three to six rows should take care
of most' other conditions.

Plant spacings for the large growing Pittosporum, Euanymus,
Iigustzum, Zanthoxylum, and E2seagnus are 3 feet in the row
with 5-foot middles; for Baccheris, Tamarix, and Ryzica,
2 feet by 3 feet. Yucca plants should be 2 feet apart
in a first row position. Grasses are best with a 1 to
1 lj2 foot spacing.

LAWNS

Surprisingly, the beach gardener has a good selection of
grasses from which he may choose. The grasses as a group
seem to be more tolerant to salt spray than most broad-
leaved plants. Then too, it is possible that at ground
le~el they are less exposed to salt accumulations. In
observing the lawns along the coast, it was found that
three species predominate: centipedegrsss  EremochLaa
ophiuroides!; bermudagrass  Cynodcn dactylion!; and St.
Augustine - or Charlestongrass �  Stenotaphzum secuzdatum!.
For beach lawns, the fi.rst two species lead by a wide
margin, Two other grassesy baMagrass  paspaium no/atUlB!
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The species described below are recommended. They are
"warm season" perennials - green and growing in the
summer, dead and brown in the winter. This growth habit
corresponds exactly with the beach "season." � a very
convenient arrangement.

CKNTXPKDEGRASS is very popular and, is my first choice
 Fig. 39!. At Myrtle Beach and south, the popularity of

Fig, 39 A centipede lawn close to the ocean at
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, A low but
growing shrub barrier helps to ward off
salt winds.
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and soyzia  Zoyzia rratreLLa!, are gaining favor at the
bes.ches but are sti.ll quite scarce, Na lawns of tall
fescue  Festuca arundinacsa! were found � at least not in
close proximity to the ocean. There may be some. Stray
clumps were noticed occasionally in places exposed to the
ocean. Most of these were uncut a& the long leaves had
taken some tip burn. Vith proper mowing � 1/2 to 3
inches! it seems li.kely that this species mi.ght be accep-
table under certain conditions, Tolerance of fescue to
salt has been recognized by Menninger �3!. Its most
serious enemy would be summer heat and drought. Certainly
it would have no chance at all wirhout a very generous
layer of topsoil, It would also die if buried by sand .
The northern part of the Carolina, coast would be more
favorable for its growth.



this species is challenged by St, Augustine, Centipede
will take mare abuse, grow on the poorest sites and will
get along with less attention than any other lawn grass.
A smaLL 6-inch square planted on pure dune sand has sur-
vived from year to year and sent aut long runners with
only one moderate fertilization each spring. It will
grow in full sun to partial shade, and has only above
ground runners. This makes it easier to contxol than
bermudagrass.

Centipede is best established by planting the runners.
Seed is available but such plantings often fail for lack
af water during the owners absence. Runners are planted
 leaving some tip leaves exposed! an one ar twa foot
centers, depending upan the cottager' s patience. Grawth
is quite slaw, but inexorable. Two to three years axe
needed to attain full cover. Thereafter, it should re-
ceive only one moderate fertilization in the spring and
mo~ed about every three weeks.

Centipede thrives on sails which are somewhat acid. Lime
should not be used if the pH is 5,8 or greater. If the
soil becomes alkaline in reaction, cent'ipedegrass may turn
yellow. This is due to a Lack of iran. It can be cor-
rected temporarily by spraying the turf with a solution
containing 1 tablespoon af iron sulphate in 2 gallons af
water per 50 square feet �1!.

A high level of phosphorous in the sail is also harmful.
Fertilizers which are high in nitrogen and law in phos-
phorous should be used.

BERNUDAGRASS comes in many forms, from the fine almost
moss-like types used on golf greens to the much coarser
"common" and the exuberant hay and pasture type called
'Coastal.' The main objection ta the fine bladed 'Tift'
types is that their velvety beauty is considerably marxed
by any other grass or weed which may come up in them.
Because of this and the extra maintenance suggested, they
may not be practical fax the beach addict who would rather
spend his time fishing than digging lawn weeds. If a
hybrid is desired, one of the best is 'Tifway'  T419!
which is maderately fine bladed, disease resistant, dark
green, and entirely desirable for an intensively used
high-quality lawn  Pig. 40!. A well versed nurseryman
at Pawley's Island, South Caralina, uses this selection
for most of his beach lawn jobs   snd prefers to use 3
inches of topsoil on top of 4 inches af clay as a base!.
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'Tifway'  T419! bermudagrass used for a
putting green on a golf course. "Seascape"
Development, Kitty Hawk, North Carolina.
J. D. Ruffner, Northeast Plant hfaterials
Specialist, and W. W. Steiner, Head Plant
Materials Specialist, USDA - SCS.

Fig, 40

Another excellent choice is 'Tufcote' bermudagrass, a
recent introduction by the Soil Conservation Service. It
is another hybrid. which is an extremely wiry, vigorous,
traffic resistant selection. It is midway in coarseness
between the fine bermudas and common and would not show
weed encroachment as 'badly.
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A third hybrid, useful at the beach but not a lawn type,
is Coastal bermudagrass, the "!oily green giant" of pas-
tures. This one will perform better than all other
bermudas on the poorest sand soils and is also very salt
tolerant. Fertilized once a year, it will thrive on sites
which are only one grade better than dune sand . This
would include dredged sand and hydraulic fills. A good
planting of this is found at the ferry landing at Fort
Fisher, North Carolina, Xt is also effective on low
maintenance areas where only a small amount of topsoil
has been added  Fig. 41!, The long runners and tall
growth produces a very open sod which should be mowed only
occasionally to a 4 inch height. Since none of these
hybrid bermudas produce seed, spri,gs must be used for es-
tablishing plantings.



Lawn of 'Coastal' bezmudagzass used in a
low traffic area where a minimum of topsoil
was used. The shrubs are eastern baccharis.
EmexaM Isle, North Carolina.

Fig. 4l

Sti.ll another choice and one which may be the most prac-
tical, is "common" bezmudagrass, It is used for the
ma]ority of bexmudagrass lawns at the beach. Both seed
and sprigs of this one ax'e readily available and cheap.

Bexmudagzass has a well known reputation for salt resis-
tance. Common bermudagrass has recovered even after
flooding with sea water. Growth is very fast and a full
covex. may be expected in the first year, Runners above
ground and xhizomes below make it difficul.t to control.
Tn short order it can become an aggravating pest in shxub-
bexy and adJoining gardens, To keep any lawn type bex-
mudagzass at its best, it should be fertilized liberally
and mowed once a week.

The grass has a super ability to resist sand burial, a
very important consideration foz lawns close to bare areas
of moving sand, Winter drifts of sand up to 2 feet deep
on Atlantic Beach lawns are cleared each spring with no
detriment to the following summer gxowth of the grass
 Fig. 42!.
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Tufcote, Coastal., and all of the fine bermudas are hybrids.
They produce almost no seed and must be spzigged. Common



Fig. 42 Back-to-back lawns of. "common" bermudagrass
face the ocean at Atlantic Beach,
North Carolina.

bermudagrass may be sprigged or seeded. Plant spacing is
about 2 feet, except for Coastal which can be opened up
to 3 feet. All of them require s sunny location.

All bermudagrasses except Coastal are mowed about l inch
high. Coastal should be cut 2 to 4 inches tal,l,

ST. AUGUSTINE is a lush, wide-bladed species with above
ground runners. In South Carolina, it is often called
Charlestongrass. It is dependably hardy northward only
to about Atlantic Beach, North Carolina  Fig. 43!. It
has s good salt tolerance and has the very important
ability of growing well in the shade. The vigorous growth
makes a dense mat which discourages weed invasion. The
species has a serious drawback in its susceptibility to
damage by chinch bugs. Often these pests create large
brown spots before the damage is recognised. In addition,
this grass is not as drought hardy nor will it grow on
as poor a site as centipede or bermudagrsss. It will
respond well to good moisture and high fertility. St.
Augustine should be mowed 1 l/2 to 2 I/2 inches high.
Spxigs must be used in planting.

ZOY7XAGRASS or NANILLAGBASS has fine dark green leaves and
spreads slowly from above ground runners and ta a lesser
degree from rhizomes under the surface. It is only mod-
erately tolerant to drought but has good salt spray
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Fig. 43 A well kept St, Augustine lawn at
Horehead City, North Carolina. It is
sprayed regularI.y for chinch bug control.

resistance. Contrary to popular opi~ion, i.t must be mo~ed
frequently � about once every se~en to ten days and to a
height of 1 to 1 I/2 inches. Zoyzia lawns are dense and
develop a thatch of dead clippings which must be removed
once a year by a close cl.ipping and raking in the early
spring.

Other zoyzias are 'Emerald' � a cross between z. japonica
and Z. tenui folie - snd 'Neyer,' which is a selection out
of Z. gspozi ce. Manillagrsss  Z. zmtreila! is said to be
superior to these for seaside plantings because of its
higher tolerance to salt winds �2! .

The grass is established by sprigging or plugging on one
foot centers  Fig. 44!, Growth is slow and it takes about
three years for a full cover to develop.

BAHIAGRASS  Fig. 45! is a native species of South America.
The two most important selections axe 'Pensacola' and
'Wilmington.' Both were found at those respective sea-
coast ports in the South and developed by the Soil
Conservation Service. Wilmington is darker' green, more
cold-hardy, and makes a tighter sod than Pensacola. The
seeds of Wilmington are about a quarter larger than those
of Pensacola,
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Fig. 44 Cutting up strips
of Zoyia matre22a
sod for planting
a beach lawn.
Emerald Isle,
North Carolina

Fig. 45 An uncut lawn of pensacola' bahiagrass
showing "V" shaped seed heads.
Litchfield Beach, South Carolina .
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Bahiagrass will do well on relatively poor sites, and has
excel3.ent salt spray tolerance. The seeds are borne in
a "V" shaped head. These start appearing in late June
and keep reappearing consistently soon after each mowing



pensacola seed. is readily available $n South Carolina.
Seed of Wilmington is scarce. Source~ may be furnished
by the Soil Conservation Service upon inquiry.

PLANT1NG NURSERY STOCK IN ESTABL1SHFD LAWNS

Special precautions are needed when trees and shrubs are
to be set in a bermudagrsss lawn. This grass is a fierc.e
competitor. Before transplanting, all the underground
grass roots must be removed within a l 1/2 to 2 foot cir-
cle. A metal collar  usually 2,Q"inch wide aluminum! is
placed around the perimeter of' the hole  Fig. 46!, The

Fig. 46 Getting, ready to plant a Brazilian butte
seedling in a bermudagrass lawn. The
aluminum collar vill keep grass roots
from competing.

stock is then planted. About l/2 inch of the metal is
left above the surface, A depreseMn left around, the
plant facilitates watering  Fig. 47!.
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until late in the summer, Mast people regard this ae
ob!actionable. The grass is disease free, traffic resis-
tant, and requires little maintenance except for mowing.
Mowing height is 1 to l l/2 inches. Both are established
from seed.



Fig. 47 A depression left
around the plant
retains the water
applied after
planting.

Zoyziagrass has both above and below ground runners, but
it spreads slowly. Hetal guards  as used in bermudagrass
sod! are very helpful but not absolutely necessary.

After the nursery stock gains in sire and leafiness, the
competing grass is largely shaded out. There are excep-
tions to this. A notable example is the ragged looking
si.ght of bermudagrass growing through the low ox shrub
type Junipers.
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Subsurface metal collars around transplants are not
nearly as necessary in centipede, St. Augustine, or
bahiagrass lawns, These grasses have above ground runners
 stolons! rather than underground rhiaomes. However,
metal rings protruding above the surface will facilitate
the control of grass runners,



SECTION 5

EVALUATION OF PERENNIAt BEACH PLANTS

EXPLANATION OF EVALUATION TABLE

The plants which appear in the following table are those
which occur most frequently on Carolina beach areas. In
a few cases, species much less prominent vere included
when the specimens found showed good adaptability. The
selection of all plants was based on their current use-
fulness as landscape subjects or their use or apparent
adaptability as sand stilling plants in the dune areas.
No effort was made to expand the list with "possibilities."
There are many such plants both native and exotic which
remain to be studied and evaluated for beach work in the
Carolinas. The authority used for all plant names is the
1942 second edition of "Standardized Plant Names" by
NcFarland.

In the first column, the plants are listed alphabetically
by scientific name. The common name follows, Local com-
mon, names ax'e occasionally included. They are grouped in
faux categories: shrubs, trees, vines, and herbaceous
plants. Plants which are native to the Carolinas are
folloved by an asterisk.

The second and third columns, "Resistance to Salt Wind
Burn" and "Vigor of Growth" are evaluated by numbers from
one  excellent! down to four, which is mediocre. To fur-
ther. explain how this applies to salt wind xesistance:
Plants vith a No . 1 rating are those vhich require no
pxotection from acean winds. A3,1. others need some degree
of protection. The No . 4 group x'squires the most. Pro-
tection is afforded by placing some. kind of baz'riex between
the plant in question and the damaging ocean winds, by
increasing the distance between the plant and the sea, or by
a combination of both.
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The less intensive salt spray factor along South Carolina
beaches was in some cases too mild to really test the in-
herent resistance of several species. Therefore, the
ratings are based mainly on observations taken on the more
rigorous North Carolina beaches.

These evaluations were confirmed in South Carolina, where
the differences in toLerance between species was almost
always apparent but on a more moderated scale. This gives
the South Carolina gardener an edge on his northern counter-
part, For example, Japanese privet and yaupon holly
 both No, 3 in the table! require the protection of build-
ings, etc., at Emerald Isle, North Carolina. But these
same plants are found only nipped and wind trimmed  as
No. 2! around exposed cottage fronts at Hyrtle Beach,
South Carolina. Therefore, ratings are based on my !udg-
ment after observing these plants on many occasions
"from Nags Head to Hilton Head," There is nothing abso-
lute about these values. They are meant to give the reader
some comparative data which will help him make good use of
plants at the beach.

Concerning the fourth column � "Average Height in Feet":
The first figure indicates the average height one may ex-
pect at the beach and in areas moderately close to the
ocean. The second figure is the potential height of the
plant in a better environment � sometimes found in the
"back areas" of the beach.

For the next six columns in the table, X's are used to
affirm the plant's qualification under various headings.
A double X means that the plant is particularly well
qualified for the indicated use. "Landscaping" in Column
eight refers to plantings around buildings and the immedi-
ate yard areas where the site will be improved considerably
with topsoil and other additives. "Buna Krosion Control"
in Column nine refers to plantings in dune areas  usually
in stands of grass and herbaceous vegetation! where the
site will not usually be improved with additions of top-
soil.

The final column gives the page number where a description
of the plant and notes on its use may be found.
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5KTION 5

PLANT DESCR I PT IOUS

BACCHARIS HALTMTFOLl4

Eastern Baccharis, Saltmyrtie

DESCRIPTION � This is an open-growing brittle-branched,
weedy shrub 3 to ll feet tall. The leaves are thickened
and usually coarsely toothed mostly toward the apex. A
silvery sheen of fluffy, white flowers bloom and ripen in
late fall. Each seed with its silky hair attachment is
then scattered far and wide by the wind. The leaves are
poisonous, and cattle have died after eating them.

Eastern baccharis  Bacchaziz Mimi/aZia!
Holden Beach, North CaroLina.
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NOTES � Although this plant is number one in the table,
it does not rate that high as a beach plant. This shrub
prefers moist areas. It is found mostly in the "f3ats,"
marshes, and near the shorelines of sounds and estuaries.
In many cases, it completely dominates such sites to the
detriment of more useful vegetation. In waterfowl manage-
ment work, it is considered a serious pest . But it has
one over-riding good quality � it is almost impervious
to ocean spray or even salt water flooding. It is moder-
ately well adapted to much dryer sites and is found thinly
scattered in dune valleys at a number of our beaches. It
is quite common around cottages at Bolden Beach, North
Carolina. In South Carolina, the plant is called saltmyrtle.
While the plant is nat held in very high regard, it is well
worth saving where it occurs naturally in dune areas.

CONSKRVATION USE � The salt spray resistance of eastern
baccharis can be put ta goad use as a front line wind
barrier. A double raw with plants 3 feet apart in each
row will go a long way ta protect less tolerant vegetation
on the lee side ~ It is not a very good landscape subject
even though it is quite attractive when in full bloom.

PROPACATION � Plants are produced from seeds or cuttings
of mature waod under glass.

Eastern baccharis in bloom
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CALl I CARPA AMVRICAh/A

Amer~can 8eavtyberry

DESCRIPTION � A native deciduous shrub found in back areas
where protected from salt winds. Habit of growth is up-
right, relatively unbranched, 3 to 6 feet tall, and about
as wide. The leaves are in pairs opposite each other
along the stems. They are soft textured, aromatic, 3 to
8 inches long, and 1 1/2 to 5 inches wide. Stems are
straight and the plant has an open habit of growth. Bright
lavender berries  drupes! are borne in. tight clusters at
regular intervals along the stems at the leaf axils. These
appear in early September and ere very showy even after
the leaves have fallen. They remain on the plant until
late winter; however, the color fades by late October.

American beautyberry  CalXicmzpa americana
Emerald Isle, North Carolina.

BOOTES � The most abundant occurrence of American beauty-
berry was observed along the wooded section of highway
between the Emerald Isle and Bogue Inlet fishing piers.
Some of these shrubs are 6 feet tall. They grow best
along the edge of the roadside. Here they are favored
by the extra water which runs off the pavement and the
additional light.
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The stems may be cut down to the ground in the spring after
the berries have disappeared. This promotes sprouting.
The new stems will fruit the same year.

The natural, habit fax beautyberry is in semi-shade of the
forest ar tree zone. At Folly Beach, South Carolina, a
number of large specimens were found alongside a break in
the frontal dune and within 100 feet af the ocean. At the
Cape Hatteras lighthause in. North Catalina, it occurs as
a flattened, wind-trimmed. shrub behind the first dune.

CONSERVATION USE - This shrub may be used for beautifica-
tion around buildings to show fall color of the berries.
Evergreen shrubs are ideal for a background while red
brick clashes. Plantings are placed on the l.ee side of
buildings ar other structural or vegetative barriers. It
may be used in the shrub zone if other evergreen shrubs
are already established to break the wind.

The pl.ant is
well on poor
salt spray.
tection.

American beautyberxy in fruit.

very drought resistant, and seems to do quite
sandy soil. It is moderately sensitive to
Therefoxe, beach plantings require wind pra-



The berries, which persist into the winter, are chaice
food fax cardinal, mockingbird, brown thrasher, wood
thrush, and fair for bobwhite, catbird, and rabin, �!

PROPAGATL05 � American beautyberry is propagated by fall
planting the cleaned seed or by taking cuttings which root
readily in September.

Ct,iEt/ERA JAPONICA

Cl eyera

DZSCRIPTXON � An ornamental evergreen to about 8 feet;
prized for its handsame, dark glossy foliage. The leath-
ery leaves are lanceolate and lang painted at the lower
end, veinless, and minutely toothed neer the tips. The
flowers, which appear in June, are creamy white and about
l/2 inch in diameter, Red fruits, which are two or three
celled, ripen in the fall. The seeds are bright orange
in color, The seed casting is oily.

Cleyera  Clegexa japonica! . Charleston, South Carolina.

NOTES - Very little use has been made af this plant in
beach areas. Most of the specimens found are at Myrtle
Beach. The shining dark green. foliage of this shrub is
quite resistant to sea winds. These desirable character-
istics should win more attention for cleyera along
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Fruit of cleyers

Carolina beaches. Cleyera must be partially shielded
from direct ocean wind. Some topsoil must be used in the
transplant holes. Survival and growth will be increased
with frequent watering.

CONSERVATION USE � This shrub is an excellent subject for
beautification s.round beach homes and other buildings.
It may be used alone as a specimen, in groups, shrub
borders � to 5 feet spacing!, or for more formal clipped
hedges � to 2 1/2 feet spacing!.

PROPAGATION � Nursery production is usually made by set-
ting cuttings of the current year's growth in July through
August. Plants are also secured by fall planting clean
seed.

O'AUBEMTOHIA PUNICEA

Ratt.!@box

DESCRIPTION � An open growing leguminous shrub to about
6 feet. The leaves are compound with the leaflets opposite
each other along a central stem which is 4 to 8 inches
long. Large sweetpea like flowers, orange-red in color,
arise in loose clusters from the leaf bases of the outer



branches. In the fall, four-angled seed pods 2 to 3 1/2
inches long are suspended on. rather long appendages.
These pods contain several hard coated, small bean-like
seeds which are poisonous.

Rattlebox  Daubentas~is pUnioea! growing in sand.
Nags Head, North Carolina.

The four-angled seed pods
of rattlebox.

NOTES � Being a legume, rattlebox gets an assist from
nitrogen fixing bacteria on its roots. This enables the
plant to grow on very poor soils including beach sands. It
prefers a site where the water table is within easy reach
of its root system.
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The plant was original.ly brought in from South America.
Since that time, it has spread northward along the Atlantic
Coast and is planted mainly fax the beauty of its very
showy bloom.

CONSZRVATZON USE � Rattlebox will be of some use for dune
stabilization work - expecially if it is planted in the
flats between dunes. It will require at least this much
protection from salt spray. Its nitrogen fixing charac-
teristic may be of benefit to other plants with which it
may be associated.

For beautification, it may be used ss a single specimen.
But it is much more impressive in, groups or in rows for
background. Because of its open growth habit, it is not
at its best for foundation plantings, There is no record
of its use by songbirds or other wildlife.

PROPAGATION � The seeds are used for increase. They are
first cleaned, scarified  the seed costs scratched by
rubbing between sheets of sandpaper! and then planted in
nursery beds after danger of frost in the spring,

ELAEAGRUS PUNGBNS

Tharny EldeagnUS

DKSCRIPTIG5 � This robust shrub will grow 6 to 11 feet
eall and 5 to 10 feet wide, The leaves are evergreen and
silvery underneath, Stems are also silvery and rusty
brown on some varieties. Small fragrant flovers bloom in
October and heavy crops of light red drupes speckled. with
silver mature in April. The fruit is about the size and
shape of an olive seed. Nev growth first appears as
elongated, spurred canes which are sparcely leaved. As
leaves Eorm and weight increases, these branches bend down
to add to the height and spread af the shrub. If supported
by the branches of a tree these canes become almost vine
like and will climb to heights of 25 feet or more.

There are about a dozen varieties of this species. A few
of the best and most common ones are varieties reflects,
simoni, and fruitlandi. All are vigorous, fast � growing
shrubs.

NOTES � This species, like a legume, supports nitrogen
fixing bacteria in the root hairs. This extra source of
plant food enables the plant to endure on very poor sites,
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Thorny elaeagnus  zlaeagnus pu>gens! .
Nags Head, North Carolina.

We also note that it has exceptionally high resistance to
salt spray. These important factors along with its year-
around beauty aud use by songbirds put this plant in an
elite group of superior beach plants. Ny evaluation of
this shrub is reflected by the shower of "brownie points"
 X's! it received in the table in Section 5. Lt is es-
pecially popular at South Carolina beaches, where Local
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nurserymen hold it in high regard . They often use it in
plantings directly exposed to the ocean winds.

CONSERVATION USE � Thorny elaesgnus may be used in dune
plantings, but its evenrnal requirements on these poor
sands are in doubt. Initial test plantings have grown
off well where some peat and fertile.zer wss incorporated
with the sand,. Refilling the planting hales with topsoil
accomplished the same end.

The plant is very versatile when used in yards and around
buildingsand beach homes. As @ clipped hedge � foot
spacing! it requires frequent pruning. It is better as an
untrimmed border ox screen with 4 foot spacings and is
supexlative for salt wind barriers with plants 3 feet
apart. If used as specimens ox groups, they should be
provided with plenty of room, The plants may be grown in
medium to fairly dense shade,

The fruits ripen at a time when. other songbird food is
still scarce. Davison �! lists it as a choice faod of
bluebird, mockingbird, thrasher, and towhee. The dense
growth is a preferred nesting site for several species.

PROPAGATION � Klaeagnus may be propagated by cleaning the
spring ripened seed and then planting in the field. A
pine straw or other mulch is used on the nursery bed to
promote germination and to prevent a disease which is
generated from soil splashed on the small seedlings.

Nurserymen usually increase this plant by cuttings taken
in late summer and fall. The use of indole-3-butyric acid
on October cuttings raised, the percentage of success from
72 percent  untreated! to MQ percent �! .

6'UCMYMUS JAPONTCU9

EVergreen Fuonyrnus

DESCRIPTION - An evergreen shrub with green stems 7 to 10
feet tall and 4 ta 6 feet wide. The leaves are leathery,
dark shining green and slightly sexrated. along the edges.
The growth habit is irregular but upright. It has clustexs
of small creamy white flowers in spring and a four-seeded
capsule which opens in late fall exposing the orange-red
fruit. A variety  E. japoniaus auzmr-vari egatus! has
leaves which are marked with yellow. This variety does
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not have as much vigor as the comnon evergreen euonymus,

Kvex green euonymus
 Euonymvs japonicvs,

eureka-vari ega t us!
trimmed. against a
cottage vali. Sur f side
Seech, South Carolina.

Kvex'green euonymus
in bloom.
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NOTES � Euonymus is one of the five best adapted shrubs
for beach conservation and beautification. It endures
the direct buffeting of salt winds. In exposed positions
heavy salt absorption by the plant often gives rise to
abnormal accumulations of water in the plant tissues.
The stems became turgid � often swollen to three times
their normal diameter. Yet, this does not seem to ad-
versely affect the plant's vigor and growth. Euonymus is
bothered by scale snd occasionally spider mites. If
"elean" plants are brought to the beach, they tend t'o
stay free of these pests.

The thickened. stems of evergreen euonymus  Z'uonymus
japonica! indicates salt aosorption by the plant.
Unusual defoliation of the shrub caused by unseason-
ably warm winter temperatures fallowed by a sharp
drop to 13' F. on January lo, 1972. This plant
survived. Emerald Isle, Norrh Carolina.

Surprisingly, this versatile shrub has been used sparing-
ly on the beaches, It has been observed. most frequent,ly
in the Nags Head, Kill Devil Hill area in North Carolina.
perhaps its inland reputation of susceptibility to insect
damage has put the "hex" on ir.. Ny experience with the
plant at Emerald Isle has been entirely satisfactory.
A row of potted stock planted in 1965 an an exposed yard
area is now 7 feet tall.

GQMKRVATI05 USE � For dune work, the planting site must
be improved with topsoil, organic matter, and fertilirer.
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If these requirements are practical� it is best used as
a salt wind barrier with plants spaced 3 to 4 feet apart.
It msy also be spotted ax'ound in. dune val.ley areas where
its upright dark gx'een foliage will accent less dramatic
plant cover, Por general beautification, it is fine for
untrimmed shrub borders �-foot spacing!, trimmed hedges
�-foot spacing!, for foundation planting where height is
needed,, and for groups or single specimens. Ho~ever used,
this shrub can be pruned to any shape or size.

The dark lustrous foliage is ideal in flower arrangements.
Vith the orange-red berries, it is often used in Christmas
decorations, The fruit has, in addition, food value for
the bluebird, mockingbird, fox sparrow, and myrtle
warbler.

PROPAGATION - Cuttings of half-ripened wood root easily.
Long stems will root in s jar of ~ster. Branches used
in flower arrangements have rooted consistently for my
wife. A. large number of plants might be more easily
handled by sowing clean seed in the fall. Seed may also
be mixed with moist sand or peat moss, stored at 32' to
50' for three to four months, and then spring planted .

FATSKEDE'RA x LAZE'I

Tt ee Ivy, Fatshedera

DESCRIPTION � This plant is a cross between English ivy
and Japanese fatsia. It has beautiful, glossy evergreen
leaves three to five lobed, starfish shaped, and up to 10
inches across. The habit i.s a semi-cl.imbing, vine-like
shrub to 9 feet. The stems are gxeen. Long panicles of
small greenish flowers bloom in the fall.

Tree Ivy
 Fa tshedera li zei !
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Tree ivy  right renter!. Charleston, South Carolina.

NOTES � Resistance to beach conditions is moderately good,
but it must be well protected from whipping winds. Tree
ivy will withstand a dxy soil site, but nat one which is
poorly drained. It can take low winter temperatures but
is lees liable to cold damage if planted an a north ex-
pasure ar in the shade,

PROPAGATION � Increases are made with cuttings of mature
stems.

FATS IA JAPORTCA

Japanese Fatsia

DESCRIFTION � Essentially a foliage plant with seven to
nine finger-like lobes pex leaf . The leaves are ever-
green, leathery, up to l2 inchee in diameter, and are
di,stinctly tropical in appearance. The shrub can reach a

CONSERVATION VSE - For landscaping it
against a building, wall, post, etc.,
this way as an espalier plant. It is
boxes, both in and out of doors,

must be supported
and is excellent in
also used in planter



height of l5 feet, but at the beach it is usually in the
3 to 6 foot category. The flowers are white in large
branching panicles of multiple cluster~ 1 to 2 inches in
diameter. The fruit Is a light blue berry.

Japanese fatsia  FatsÃ@ Japonica!
Charleston, South Carolina.

NOTES � This plant likes shade. An hour or two of sun-
light during the. day meets its requirements. Once
established, It needs lit'tie attention except occasional
pruning to keep it compact in habit. It reportedly endures
poor soil conditions and is partially r'esistant to salt
spray. A beautiful specimen in Narrteo�North Carolina,
Indicates its hardiness to this point.

CONSERVATION USE � A splendid landscaping plant because
of its unique foliage. It must be well protected to
prevent wind damage to the large leaves. Ideal for en-
closed patio areas. Usually used as single specimens or
small groups, but sometimes in borders where adequate pro-
tection Is available.

PROPAGATION � Root. cuttings are used to reproduce this
plant.
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HYVRANGFA HACROPHYLLA

Bigleaf Hydrangea

DESCRIPTION � This deciduous shrub has either pink or
blue flowers at the stem ends in clusters up to 8 inches
in diameter. The leaves are opposite, toothed along the
edges, pointed, and up to 8 inches long. Although the
plant can grow 8 feet tall, the usual height at the beach
is 3 to 4 feet.

There are over 50 named. varieties of this plant in the
trade,

NOTES � In the South, bigleaf hydrangea is used both as
a house plant as well as an outdoor landscape sub!ect.
It is used occasionally in gardens es fer north as Cape
Cod. Even so, one may expect. some damage during abnor-
mally cold snaps in northern latitudes of the North
Carolina Coast, Usually, these large flowered hydrangeas
produce blooms at the end of the terminal growth from
buds formed the previous year. If branch tips are winter-
nipped, few flowers will form.

Bigleaf hydrangea,  Bydrezxpez msozophglla! .
Salter Path, North Carol,ina.



The color af the flawers depends on the acidity of the
soil. Acid soils produce blue flowers. The addition of
3.ime oz' phasphate will turn the color of the flowers to
pink.

It took imagination to move. thi,s plant to the beach since
it does not appear to have the rugged qualities necessary
for survival. Yet, it will grow successfu3 ly in the well
drained. sandy beach soils which have only a moderate
amount of inherent fertility. It wi13. not grow in the
pure sands of dune soil and must be pxotected. from whip-
ping winds. Surprisingly, it will tolerate a fair amount
of salt spray.

CONSERVATION USE - The showy f3�owers of, this shrub have
earned it a place in seaside landscaping. It' is often
used in foundation p3.sntings where wind damage is mini-
mized . In other sheltered spats it may be used for single
specimens ox in groups. Tapsai3. shauM be worked in
around the roats,

PROPAGATION - Zither half ripened or nearly ripe wood is
used for cuttings under glass during the summer. Hard-
wood cuttings, layers, suckers, or division of older
plants are also successfu3.. Leafy softwood cuttings do
well under mist. All respond marked3y to indole-3-
butyxic acid treatment �6!.

ILES VONJTORIA

Yaupon Hol ly

DESCRIPTION � A native evergreen shrub to smell tree 5
to 15 feet in height. The small inch-long leaves are
leathery and dark green. Small greenish-white flowers,
almost unnatireable, appear in ear3.y spring. In the
fall and winter, the charm of this plant lies in its
abundant scsrlett berries which cling c3,osely to the
branches af the previous year. The bark is gray and new
twig ends purple. Occasional root suckers enable the
plant to slowly increase. A dwarf and a weeping variety
are available.

This species has the sexes separated � some plants are
male and others, female. Thus, in the wild not all p3.ants
produce fruit.
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Yaupan bally  Ibex vomitoria! wind sheared
Hyrtle Beach, South Caxa3.ina

Ysupan holly in f ruit

NOTES � This is ane of our most beautiful native shrubs
and is the most heavily fruited of all the hollies. It
is best to use well developed stock in gallon cans or
balled snd burlapped. Nursery grown stock will be fram
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cuttings take~ from female trees, Vhen transplanted, all
of them will produce berries since in mast locations wild
male plants are nearby for pollination.

Yaupon is found in beach dune areas but mainly behind some
protection from direct salt wind, Although the plant is
recognised for i.ts drought resistance, it is not especial-
ly resistant to salt burn.. However, it is found in fron-
tal areas on several beaches in South Carolina where ex-
posure to the prevailirg sauthwest wind is not as direct,
as on many North Carolina beaches.

COHSPRVATION USE � The slaw growth of. yaupan. holly not
only makes it expensive to produce but also lengthens
the time required for its establishment on dune sand.
Therefore, it is not often recommended for wholesale ap-
plication to dune sites. It may be used as an occasional
group or specimen,

The bright red berries are used for Christmas decoration.
They also are a choice food of the. cede wa~ing and
mockingbird, and its twiggy growth is often used for a
nesting site. The leaves make goad deer browse.

With some amendments to the sand and partial protection
fram sea wind, it is used to excellent advantage around
beach homes as a clipped hedge, untrimmed screen or single
or massed specimens, It may also be pruned ta a tree-
like farm with one ar more trunks. Conclusion � Yaupon
is a very desirable and completely firting part of any
beach landscaping.

PROPAGATION � Yaupon holly is reproduced by cuttings of
ripened woad taken from female plants. Seed may alsa be
used, but they must remain in the ground for two years
before germinatian and must then be cultivated for two
years in the nursery before trsnsplanting, Either way,
production is somewhat tediaus, Cuttings roat with dif-
ficulty unless treated with root. inducing naphthaleneacetic
acid.

I MV IGOF ERA PBEMOTI ACTOR I A

False Anil Indigo

DESCRIPTION - This is a low, shrubby perennial legume 1
to 2 feet tall and 2 to 3 feet wide, Fine profuse branch-
ing occurs ar. the crown ta produce a dense procumbent
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growth. Leaves are fine and fern-like - somewhat
resembling sericea lespedeza. Small sweetpea-like flowers
lavender in color, start blooming in June and continue
into rnid-September. Small pea-like seed pods ripen at
Emerald Isle, North Carolina, in early November, Frosts
before this date will destroy most of the seed production.

False anil indigo  Indi godet'a pseudotinotori a!
growing with Adamsneedle {Vuooa fi iamentosa!

NOTES � This indigo is hax'dy at least to the Virginia
line. It had the highest survival rate of 14 species
planted in the dune test plantings at Ft. Racon snd
Hammocks Beach State parks. It even survived and grew
when planted directly in dune sand without any fertilizer
or ox'ganic matter additives. This durability is partly
explained by the fact that the plant is supplied with some
plant food derived from nitrogen fixing bacteria which
live in association with its roots. On Bogue Banks,
North Carolina, plants will incxease by volunteering from
seed.

CONSKRVATION USE � Indigo may be introduced into dune
areas after the sand has been stilled by grass. If fer-
tilized, occasionally, it will not. only improve the beauty,
density, and permanence of the plant cover, but it may
also furnish some nitrogen to promote grass growth to
stabilize steep sand slopes {dune aMes, banks, road cuts,
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False anil indigo in bloom

etc.!. Spacing in grass cover � 2 x 4 feet; on slopes,
16 x l6 inches.

For landscaping, it is best used in massed groups planted
about a foot apax't or in rows for Iow edging and borders
and planted at the same spacing,

PROPAGATION � Increases of this plant are made by planting
scarified seed, in the spring, At the. time of this wxiting,
seed is not available commercially. Planting stock i.s
available only in limi,ted supply through distxict conser-
vationists of the Soil Conservation Service or the plant
mater'isis specialist of the Soil Conservation Service in
Raleigh, North Carolina. It is being introduced to local
nurserymen in an effort to get it into cosmercial produc-
tion.

7 VA IMHRTCATA

Marsh e'!der

DESCRIPTION � A low, perennial, native sub � shrub, It is
sparsely branched with semi-woody stems more or less up-
right from ground level and I to 3 I/2 feet high. The
leaves and stems are smooth without ary pubescence, The
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fleshy leaves are narrow, lance shaped to about 2 I/4
inches long, bur, greatly reduced, toward branch ends. The
leaf edges are smooth or sometimes slightly toothed.
Small, compact�greenish-yellow flower heads are borne
along the main stems near the tops. In the fall, these
contain several light brown nurlets more or less dull-
pointed at one end and granular and aromatic when crushed
berween fingers.

Marsh elder has a strong system of rhizomes which allow it
to spread and form colonies. Ln addition, roots develop
along the stems if they are buried by sand.

Marsh e1der  Zva izahzicata!
Emerald Isle, Ãnrth Carolina.

NOTES - This rugged plant is a familiar sight on coastal
sand dunes. The thick fleshy leaves are impervious to
salt spray and the plant is often found growing on beaches
just above the high tide mark, Single plants spread upward
and outward as sand accumulates around them.. This pro-
duces a gently rounded dune of low stature, Such dunes
are usually found in. the youngest foremidge area of the
beach.

A marsh elder seedling was found as the first pioneer
plant on the cindery beach of a new' isIand formed by re-
cent voIcanic action.
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Seed heads of marsh eider

CONSERVATION USE � Marsh eider is regarded as a valuable
dune conservation plant and, recommended as such by Davis
�0!. Its complete adaptability to seaside conditions
almost guarantees its usefulness � especially in the
pioneer zone. However, it is not a good dune builder by
itself, It is best regarded as a component in a mixture,
usually with grass. In short, after a bare area has been
stabilized with grass, marsh eider may be introduced as
one of the long lasting perennials. Once established, it
requires little to no maintenance.

Narsh elder may be used as a first guard" row along the
seaside edge of a salt wind barrier. It is sometimes seen
as a natural part of the landscape plan around cottages.

PROPAGATION - Natural increases from seed commonly occur
in the dune valleys around the old plants. These small
first year seedlings transplant easily in the spring.
Fifteen seedlings averaging 2 inches in height were trans-
planted and "watered in" on Nay 28, 1972. All survived .
Dry seed planted in the spring failed to come. But seed
collected, cleaned� and planted. in the fall did well,
In cleaning the seed care must be taken in rubbing away
the chaffy bracts so as not to ingurs the fragile seed
coats. The stems of established plants will root i,f
buried by sand. Therefore, cuttings of the ripened stems
should root readily.
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ZUNI PERUS CHINENBI9 VAR, PF I TZERIANA

Pulitzer JUBIper

DESCRIPTION � A low, flat topped, evergreen shrub 3 to 5
feet tall, 5 to 8 feet wide. The foliage is similar to
native red cedar, Needles are prickly with a bluish cast.
Branches are mostly spreading, horizontal, loose, and grace-
ful. The sexes are separate � the female plants have
blue, berry-like fruits 3/8 inch in diameter which ripen
the second year. This species does not creep and spread
from rhizomes.

NOTES - Used sparingly in beach landscapes though it is
apparently as well adapted as red cedar. It will endure
poor unfertile sites but is susceptible to salt wind burn
and must be used in protected areas � on the lee side of
cottages, behind taller evergreens, screens, etc. They
should be pruned annually to keep them from becoming open
and straggly. Bagworms are a serious pest of all junipers
and can completely defoliate a shrub. Malathion sprayed
on infected shrubs will quickly correct the trouble. If
only a few shrubs are involved, it is usually easier to
pick the bagworms off by hand and drop them in a can of
kerosene,' or the kids can. be slickered into picking them
off � two for a penny.

Pf itzer Juniper  Zuni perils @hi evens'I var. pEi *theriaca!
Ocean Drive Beach, South Carolina
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The seaside gardener will find that most of the shrub
junipers handled by the nurseries in his area will be
satisfactory at the beach. Like red cedar, they must be
provided with sea wind protection. The best of these
would be other varieties of Z. ahinensds as well as the
Low growing varieties of J. harizontaiis � creeping
juniper.  Also see a. m>n+erta described elsewhere as a
separate species.!

CONSERVATION USE � These junipers may be used for mass
plantings or groups  with yucca as an example! and for
borders and foundation plantings. In addition, the
creeping 2, horizontalis is especially good for low
masses, low foreground plants in front of taller species,
and bank cover. For complete ground cover protection,
plant. these 2 feet apart and mulch between.

PROPAGATION � These junipers axe increased by taking
haxdwood cuttings dux'ing the fall and winter  September
thxough Decembex'!. Creeping juniper seems to root easier
than Pfitzers. The use of sand-peat mixtures as a root-
ing medium is favored. Rooting was improved with the use
of indole-3-butyric arid, especially for Pfitzers junipers

JUNIPERU5 CCMFERTA

Shore Juniper

DESCRIFTION � A semi-prostrate creeping shrub 1 to 2
feet ta11 and mat forming. It spxeads vigorously from
undexground stems. If well fertilized�planted correct-
ly, and mulched,, it will make a full ground cover in two
years. The needles are I/2 to I inch in length, softer
than red cedax', and axe. a pale gxeenish-blue in color.
Small bxown fruits axe. produced in the fall.

NOTES � As junipers go, this one is a fast grower. It
is regular'ly recommended by nurserymen. Donald Wyman �!
describes this plant as "A low shrub for groundcover
planting, especial,1.y adapted for planting on sand dunes
in the vicinity of the seashore where other junipers
cannot be grown successfully." This statement would seem
to overrate the potential af J'. confexta for dune stabi-
lization work in the Carolinas.

A new and promising selection made by the Soil Conservation
Service is 'Emerald Sea,' The mother stock was found
aLong the seashore in Japan.
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Shore Juniper  Junigczus c'onferta!
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina

CONSERVATION USE � Many successful plantings have been
observed around beach cottages and buildings where it is
being used for mass, bank or border plantings, and often
as a foreground in front of taller plant groups. Because
of its lax and pliant stems it drapes over walls and
planters with pleasing effect. But in all these situations,
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plantings had the benefit of partial wind protection.
In addition, most had at least some topsoil around their
roots. Hodifying the site to f i t this plant's needs is,
however, well worth the trouble. H.ant spacing is about
18 to 20 inches. Mulch between plants greatly accelerates
establishment,

PROPAGATION � Shore juniper is propagated. by taking
cuttings fram November through Pebruary and treating them
wi.th an indal-3-butyric acid solution.

L TGLlSTRUM JAP04YCUibl

Japanese Privet

DESCRIPTION � A broadleaved evergreen shrub 5 to 10 feet
tall with a spread of 4 to 6 feet. The leaves are leath-
ery, oval shaped, dark green an top, light green below,
opposite on the branches, and up to 4 inches long, Small
white flowers are borne on terminal racemes in Hay. The
blue-black fruits  drupes! ripen in November through
December. Both flowers and fruit are conspicuous but
not spectacular. The growth rate is fast. Privet be-
longs to the olive family.

Japanese pr iver  Z L+Ustx'Uzp JB+Qnic'U37l!
Nags Head, North Carolina
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NOTES - This is one of the most widely used landscaping
plants on the beaches and in the Southeast generally.
It will endure shade, and the leaves are not easily parched
in hot dry weather or burned back by freezing. In the
Myrtle Beach to Pawleys Island area, in South Carolina,
it is able to take th* direct exposure to the ocean winds.
In the Yaupon Beach to Ocean Isle and Atlantic Beach to
Emerald Isle areas of North Carolina, i.t will take some
damage in frontal areas and. should be given partial pro-
tection or moved back and away from the most severe
exposures,

CONSERVATION USE - Japanese privet is coanaanly used for
trimmed hedges � foot spacing!, unpruned shrub borders,
and screens � to 4 foot spacing!, and also as a subject
for foundation plantings.

The shrubs are useful for bird nesting. It also supplies
late winter food which is choice for purple finch, mocking-
bird, cedar waxw'ing, and fair for 'bluebird, cardinal,
rabin, and starling �!,

PROPAGATION � Private are produced from fall sown seed or
easily increased by cuttings taken in the summer  growing
tips are best! or hardwood cuttings set in. winter or early
spring.
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*A similar species is Ligustrnm incidum � tall glossy
privet, which is taller  to X6 feet! and has larger and
more pointed 1.eaves than l.. japozioum. Its coastal
adaptation is probably good but unmeasured . The larger
leaves are liable to greater damage by wind-whipping.
In the nursery trade, l . lueidum is often called I .
J'aponicvm and vice versa.

LIGUSTRUM OVA LIFO',IUD

California Privet

DESCRIPTZOH - This is a half evergreen, upright shrub to
15 feet tall and 8 to 10 feet wide. The leaves are 1 1/2
to 2 1/2 inches long, dark green and glossy above and yel-
lowish green beneath. They usually take on a purple cast
in late autumn. A compact panicle of small creamy white
flowers about 3 inches long appear in May. Black berries
ripen in the fall but the amount of. fruiting is irregular.
The plant is densely branched. The leaves and buds are
not as resistant to salt winds as the leathery leaved
Japanese privet.

California privet  ligusrrum ovalifolium!
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Three privets. Amur, Califox'nia, Japanese

NOTZS � This quote is taken from L. H. Bailey's The
Stm2dsrd Cyc'1opedia oS Rortio@LXure; "L. ovalifolium is
one of the best shrubs fox' seaside planting, growing. well
in the very spray of the salt-water," This enthusiastic
observation is probably a California evaluation. In the
Carolinas this plant, though we31 adapted climatically,
is rare in beach plantings. It may deserve a more prom-
inent place. In the Nags Head area and on the ocean side
of two cottages, several plants wexe obsex'ved which wex'e
5 feet tall and very wind. worn. Potted plantings made
gust behind the frontal dune and also along the exposed
side of a cottage at Emerald Isle promptly wind burned al-
most to the ground. They x'esprouted after brick windbreaks
were set up to shield them. Aftex' these plants develop a
deeper root system, they should give a better account of
themselves.

CONSERVATION USE � Foliage of CaXifornia privet is dense.
Thus, they are best for clipped hedges. In this form, they
have a solid wall-like appearance. Plant spacing for such
a hedge is 16 to 20 inches. A distracting characteristic
is the partial leaf drop in the wintex . However, new
leaves appear again very early in the spring.
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PROPAGATION - This plant is easily propagated by taking
cuttings of ripened waad most any time of the year. Winter
hardwood cuttings may be buried over winter and set in the
cutting beds or cultivated field rows in. the spring.

A similar semi-evergreen species with gx'eater winter
hardiness is T.. amurense, Amux privet. Donald Wyman
in shrubs and Vines for American C'ar6ens lists it and
California privet as good, beach plants, Carolina
cottagers pre f er Japanese px ivet by a wMe margin.

L7GUSTRUM VLILGARK

European Privet

DESCPXPTXON � This shrub may usually be recognized by
its numerous and strictly upright bxanches. It is a semi-
evergreen plant to l5 feet. The leaves are apposite,
leathery, oval ta lance shaped, and up to 2 I/2 inches
long, Loose pyramids of small white flowexs appear in
June an the terminal ends of the stems. A sparse crap of
black lustrous berries ripen in October. Seed productian
of this species is light since the pollen bearing anthers
of the flower remain deep in the corolla, while the pistil
grows out and well above the corolla lip.

Two varieties are af special note: 'Pyrsmidale' with
strictly upright branches but which tend, to bend if left
unclipped above 8 feet, and 'Densiflorum,' an upright
grawing clone, with a branching habit moxe dense than
Pyramidale and which is less inclined to bend with height.

This species is a very vigorous growers

NOTES � Same botanists contend that this plant is a native
although its center of abundance ia in Europe and west
Asia. At any rate, it was also introduced to the eastern
seaboard by early colonists.

A striking planting of Z. vuJyere is located, at the old
Fort Caswell, North Carolina. Here the shrubs shaw re-
markable toleranc.e to salt sea winds. Japanese privet
at the same lacation showed less vigor and some salt in-
jury. These plantings are clipped back to 5 feet in
height each spring, This produces a dense upright growth
of long, vigarous sprouts, and indicates that the shrubs
are probably one of the two varieties listed above.



European privet  Li gnatzum vuiqare!
Port Caswell, North Carolina

COKSKRVATLOR USE � This specie~ may have possibilities but
as yet is not recommended for dune revegetation. With the
help of some topsoil around its roots and occasional fer-
tilization, it should be useful for salt wind barriers,
shrub borders, and screens  plant spacing 3 to 4 feet!, or
as clipped hedges  plant spacing 2 feet.!. Single untrimmed
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specimens are handsome, -however, it is not a good sub-
ject for foundation planting where its tall vigorous
growth would require much management,

PROPAGATION - Cuttings of this plant root easily if the
ripened wood of the current year's growth is used.

MVRICA CERIFFRA

Southern hlaxtttyrtle

DESCRIPTION � Southern waxmyrtle is a perennial, native,
evergreen shrub usually 8 to 10 feet tall. In favored
locations it may become a small. tree to 36 feet, The
leaves are leathery, yellowish green in color, and have
a fresh. aromatic odor when crushed, The spring blossoms
are scarcely noticeable, but gray-white, wax-covered
berries, 1/8 inch in diameter, appear in clusters on the
old wood, These mature in late September and early
October and are quite ornamental. Thi.s plant is dioecious
the male and female flowers a.re separated and occur on
different plants of the same species. Waxmyrtle is not
a legume, Yet, n.itrogen bearing nodules are produced
on its roots, This helps the plant ta succeed on poor
soil sites.

Waranyrtle  Hgrica cori fera! in. s. sand flat between
dunes at Atlantic Reach, North Carolina.
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Maxmyrtle with fruit

A variety of special interest to the soil conservationist
is H. ceri fera var. pumice . This is a colonial shrub to
3 feet talI which spreads from underground stems. Single
plants sometimes cover an. area of 2Q feet or more in di-
ameter. It seems better adapted to drier dune sites
than 8. cerifera. This variety is now under study at
Soil Conservation Service plant materials centers. It
is native to both the Carolinas,

NOTES � Southern waxmyrtle is at home in the "sand flats"
areas of our coastal beaches. It prefers these moist lo-
cations which have a high water tabl.e. Since it is only
moderately resistant to salt wind burn, it requires some
windward protection. This is especially true in North
Carolina. In South Carolina it is often found in more
exposed positions.

CONSERVATION USE � The plant hss value in dune revegetation
work where its best use is on "sand flats" and in dune
valleys. It may be planted in groups in. the lower lying
parts of an area. A spacing of 5 to 6 feet between plants
is desirable.

The fruit remains on the bushes most of the winter and is
a dependable source of food for birds. Verne Davison �!
notes that it is a choice food. of the white � eyed vireo,
myrtle warb1er, and fair food for bobwhite, grackle, scrub
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!ay, towhee, and red-bellied wood pecker, The dense ever-
green bra~ches also provide good nesting sites snd wild.�
life cover.

The waxy frui.ts are still used to some. extent in candle
making. The "berries" are boiled in water. The wax comes
to the top where it is removed and further refined.

This myrtle does well in landscaping ax'ound beach homes.
Its texture is fine ta medium; it comMnes well with
!unipers snd makes a goad background. For borders and
screens, apace plants 3 to 4 feet apart. As a single
specimen, it is sometimes trimmed up ss a small tree. In
this form it is often used in restricted places  such as
city mails! where s small tree is needed.

PROPAGATION � Seeds with the wax removed. are planted in
the fall. It is also increased, by cuttings of ripened
wood in the spring and summer ar by layexing. The suckers
of H. cerifera var . pumila may be dug in early spring and
transplanted. It would help to cut the rhizome attachment
to the mother plant a year in advance to promote root
development.

MVRI CA PEMS V L.VAN I CA

Northern Bayberry

DESCRIPTION � A semi-evergreen shrub 3 to 8 feet tall with
dark green elongated leaves 2 ta 4 inches long, often
notched. above the middle and with a tiny point at the end.
The sexes sre separate � each plant being either male or
female. The sms.ll incanspicuaus bayberry flowers in
spring are followed by wsx covered gray-white berries on
female plants in late September. These berries  actually
outlets! are about 5/32 of an inch in diameter and. notice-
ably larger than those of wax. myrtle. They appear in
clusters an the old wood,. The fruit and. leaves of bayberry
have a fresh aromatic odor . The fruit remains on the stems
over winter. Bayberry spreads slowly by means of short
rhizomes to form colonies. Its growth on poor soil si,tes
is aided cansiderably by nitrogen bear'ing nodules on its
roots � a factor which contributes heavily to its high
rating as a beach plant. An interesting variety which is
evidently a natuxal cross of this species with legrica
oeriZsra is Metrics mscfsrlsnei. This plant is shorter in
stature to about 3 feet and is noted for its excellent
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spread from rhizomes. The growth rate of bayberry is

moderate. Bayberry  Ãyrica perapJvanic'a!
Kitty Hawk, Noxth Carolina

The female bayberry plarrt with frvit
Emerald isle, horth Carolina
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NOTES � Bayberry ranges chiefly along the coast from
about Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, northward. A very
successful five year old test planting at Emerald Isle,
North Caralina, proves that it is well adapted to this
point. Other Soil Conservation Service test plantings
established in the spring of 1971 on the beach near
Georgetown and Charleston, South Carolina, grew well i.n
their first season. This strengthens our belief that
this extremely valuable beach species will find a useful
place in South Carolina,

Bayberry is highly resistant to salt spray. It is found
in every var'iety of si.tuation snd soil from the dry sandy
dunes to the border of mershes. I,ucius D. Davis in
Ornamental Shrubs says, "This little shrub when planted
along the shore withstands the ocean wields and storms
perhaps better than any ather plant known in. cultivation

Almost any bleak and barren exposure can be covered
in this way and become comparatively beautiful."

CONSERVATION USE � The greatest potential use for bayberry
is for sand dune stabilization where the sand has been
stilled by American beachgrass plantings or other native
grass cover. Where climatically adapted, it is certainly
one of the best plants for this purpose.

For ornamental use, the whitish berries have an interest-
ing effect when. exposed in the winter, These fruit � laden
twigs are sometimes stripped of leaves and sold for use
in floral arrangements. The waxy fruit is also collected
to some extent for candle making in the northeast,

In beach beautificatian work, bayberry has a medium tex-
ture, It is good far background or border, and superb
in a row � to 3 feet spacing! as a salt wind barrier to
shield less resistant vegetation. The occasional sprouts
are never a problem in lawns and are easily controlled
elsewhere by an occasianal chapping.

F. C. Kdminster and R. M. Nay. in the VSQA Circular 887,
Shrub pZantings Sar Sail Conservation WiMlife Cover in
the martbeast, claim that this shrub is "one of the best
for improving caver and food conditions fo» wildlife. The
fruit i,s a staple food for the bobwhite end ruffed grouse
and is readily eaten also by the ring.-necked pheasant,
wild turkey, and at least 35 kinds af songbirds."

PROPAGATION - The easiest way to propagate bayberry is ta
remove the waxy seed covering and p3.ant the clean seed in
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the fall. It is also increased by cuttings of ripened
woad in the fall and. by transplanting the sprouts,

VER?UH 0|iEANVER

Oleander

DESCRIPTION � 01eander is a very straight stemmed upright
shrub. The stems as well as the 1eaves remain green. over
winter, Height varies from 6 to about 15 feet but in
beach areas usually less than 10 feet. The narrow, leath-
ery leaves occur in whorls of. three, rarely four or two.
The several varieties pxoduce white, yellow, red, ox pux-
ple flowers which are salvex-shaped, 3 inches in diameter',
and are single or double. The xed, flowered variety is the
most cold hardy. The flowering peri,od is June and July,
and the beautiful display makes this plant a favoxite af
southexn gardeners. The seed are borne in long pencil-
shaped pods.

Oleander  Vexium oleander!
Sullivsns Island.� South Caxolina



Oleander in bloom

NOTES - The leaves and flowers of oleander are poisonous
if eaten by man or beast. Smoke fram burning oleander
trash can be dangerous.

Oleander is a very popular landscaping plant especially
on South Carolina beaches. Xt has high salt wind resis-
tance having a "two" rating in our table* It reaches
optimum growing. cond.itions in the vicinity of Charleston
and south and 10 to 12 foot specimens are faund around the
old homes an. Sullivans Island. The plant ranges along the
caast as far narth as Virginia. Put in the area roughly
~orth of Vilmington, North Carolina� it should be given
some protection from the caid nart'bern exposure. Use of
the red flowered variety in these more northerly plantings
will also help to assure success.

This shrub sprouts very freely, sa it can withstand harsh
pruning. Xt may be kept at mast any height and pruning
favors flowering, Scale which sometimes attacks this plant
can be controlled with an oil spray; mealy bugs can be dis-
patched with a garden hase.

Oleander was severely injured during the winter of 1970�
1971. The damage was due to unusually late warm weather
in, the fall followed by sudden hard freezes. Some cottagers
mistakenly attributed the trouble ta salt spray. Actually,



this species was cold hurt fxom North Carolina to north
Florida during this period.

CONSERVATION USE - Oleander has not been tested for dune
stabilizat ion work although Davis �0! recommends such
trials, It does have a South Carolina reputation of grow-
ing "anywhere." It is useful for borders, salt wind
barriers, backgrounds, and screens with a plant spacing
of 3 to 4 feet. Single specimens are very ornamental
and where some height is needed, it may be used in founda-
tion plantings.

pROFAGATION � The plant may be propagated by cuttings of
mature summer wood stuck in July or August after flower
ing. Stems may be rooted if placed in a jar of water.
A3.so, seed can be collected in late fall. Most of the
fuzzy coating i.s removed by x'ubbing through a coarse wire
mesh. The seed ax'e then planted immediately in greenhouse
flats. Germination occurs in about two weeks. �6!.

os>IANTKus atter.ICAvus

Devilwood Osmanthus, Mild Olive

DESCRIFTION � Wild o3.ive  the name I prefer! is a native
evergreen shrub or small tree which grows to a height of
20 feet or more. The leathery leaves are oblong to about

inches, blunt tipped, glossy green, and distinctly rolled
along the edges. The bax'k is gxay. Flowers are small,
white, and very fragrant. They occur in clusters along
the stems at the base of the leaves. In the fall, dark
blue, olive-like single-seeded fruits are produced. The
growth is not dense, This p3,ant occurs in the Coastal
Plain and ranges from North Carolina to Florida. The
growth rate is slow.

NOTES � Wild olive grows we31 in, the deep sands of coastal
dune areas. The leaves have very good salt wind resis-
tance, These two facts, coupled with its pleasing frag-
rance and year-around beauty, earn it a high rating as a
beach plant, In dune areas� it is found with yaupon
holly, live oak, cedar, etc., where it grows in the form
of a flat-topped shrub . In back axeas with more protec-
tion, it becomes a small tree 15 to 20 feet ox more in
height.
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Devilwood osmanthua or wild olive  Oamaothus americana!
Fruit at upper right. Atlantic Beach, North Carolina.

Leaves of devilwood osmambu,s.



CONSERVATION USE � This plant wau].d seem to be a good
sub!crt for dune revegetation work. Unfortunately, pro-
pagation is difficult, I.arge-scale use of the plant for
this purpose wauld be expensive and probab3.y impractical.
A few plants used in small groups for contrast wauld be
appropriate.

For landscaping, its open grawrh end handsome fol.iage is
ideal as a sing3.e specimen ar as a central plant in a
group of lower growing species. Interesting results can
also be had by pruning ta the farm of a small tree. Such
a specimen will graw to a goad height if planted on the
lee side of a building.

PROPAGATION � Increases are made by cuttings of half-
ripened wood in Late summer, The cuttings axe not easy
ta root. Seeds are rather diffieu3.t to came by since
production is erratic and not prolific, In addition,
seeds do not germinate until the second year.

Although inquiries wex'e made at a number af coastal nur-
series, no commercial production, of wi3.d. alive was found,
It should gain in use as its rugged adaptability to beach
conditions becomes better known.

P I 7 TO 8 P OR Uhl TOBE RA

Tob ir a P i ttas par um, Pi ttasparum

DESCRIPTION � An evergreen shrub to 10 feet with leathery,
lustrous, dark green leaves. They are oblang finger
shaped to 4 inches with the edges mare ar less rolled in-
ward . Clusters of creamy white flowers, somewhat resemb-
ling orange blossoms *n color and fragrance, bLoom in
April and May. The fruit, which is an angular capsule,
matures in late October or early November, The several
seeds in each capsule are orange in color and covered
with a glue.-like substance which nature has provided to
promote the spread of the seed by birds.

General growth af the shrub is stiff and bushy with an
interesting, thaugh not particu3arly dense, branch system.
Growth rate is moderate to fast.. The leaves of the
variety P. tobira var, vaxieg~tum are pale bluish-green
edged with white. It is not as vigorous nor as beautiful
as the common species.
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Tobira pittosporurs  pi ttospoxum tohixa!
Nags Head, North Carolina

NOTES - This handsome shrub, in my opinion, is the queen
of all beach landscaping plants in the Carolinas. This
is verified by the great nueb*r of beach residents who
have included it in their plantings. The reason for this
popularity is its near perfect performance in withstand-
ing the violent saline winds, its fragrant flowers and
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lustrous dark green beauty, and its ease of cultivation.
This is one of the fev plants which can prosper on sites
directly exposed to the sea winds in the rugged Atlantic
Beach � Emerald Isle area in cnorth Carolina.

Pittosporum  accent on the "tcs" if you vish to be cor-
rect! ! prefers a loose, well-drained soil. Topsoil mixed
with the beach sand seems to be an ideal combination.
Another feature of this versatile plant is its ability to
thrive in either full sun or almost complete shade. Once
established, it responds quickly to fertilization. Extra
nitrogen will turn its leaves to a vaxy deep green.

COHSKRVATION UBR � For general use around buildings, this
shrub is at its best for salt wind barriers � foot
spacing!, tall backgrounds, shrub borders and screens
� foot spacings!, or as individual specimens. If shear-
ing is started early, these plants spaced 2 feet apart
can be used for hedges. However, 3apanese or California
privet are superior for clipped hedges since both are more
leafy and densely branched.

If plants are to be used as a windbreak to protect other
vegetation, pittosporum would be a good choice,

PROPAGATMN � Pittosporum is easily propagated by fall
planting the seed. The seeds are first rubbed in dry
beach sand to separate them, or rubbed between rough cloth
to reduce the stickiness, and then covered with talc. In
an effort to dissolve the sticky seed coating, I have
tried vater, soap snd water, varsoi, alcohol, and lacquer
thinner � all to no avail, The lacquer solvent softened
the substance to a point where it was more. easily rubbed
off. Cuttings of half-ripened wood taken in midsummer
will also root quite readily. 5uccess is increased by
treating the cuttings with indole-3-butyric acid and
placing them under mist �6!.

POVOCARPUS iHACROPHVf.tOS var. h AKI

Shrubby Yew Podocv,rpus

DKSCRIPTIOÃ � This native of Japan is a pyramidal shrub
8 to 10 feet tall. and 3 to 5 feet vide, Branches and
leaves are somewhat upright. The needle-like evergreen
leaves are 1 3/4 to 3 inches long, 1/5 to 1/4 inch wide,
dark green with a prominent midrib on the upper surface,
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and pale green beneath. Seed are oval shaped, 1/3 to l/2
inch lang, borne in tandem with a fleshy purplish recepta-
cle. They are poisonous. Growth rate is slow.

Shrubby Yew Podocarpus  Podocaxpus ra@cxophgIIus var. maIxi!
Nyrtle Beach, South Carolina

NOTES � Yew podocarpus does have a cold hardiness limita-
tion. Plantings north of Mlmlngton may do somewhat better
if sheltered from the cold north wind. Direct sea winds
will "burn" it even in the "Grand Strand" area. Yet, it
occurs quite frequently along South Carolina beaches,
especially in the more recent and elaborate motel plantings ~
The plant wi.thstands pruning very well, and the fine tex-
ture lends itself to clipping and shaping.

CONSERVATION USE - This is a very decoxative plant, especi-
ally for clipped hedges � to 2 l/2 foot spacing! or
untrimmed shrub borders � to 4 toot spacing!. An indi-
vidual plant may be sheared to any shape or left to assume
its natural form as a specimen or as a component of plant
groupsi

PROPAGATION � The seeds may be gathered and pLanted before
the fleshy section has dried . Increases are also made by
taking cuttings of mature wood in October through November .
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RAPHTOLFPIS LtMB| LLATA

Yeddo Raphioi epics*

DESCRIPTION - A compact globe shaped evergreen shrub to
8 feet. The leaves are leathery, almost round Co oval
shaped, and. 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 inches long. @hite flowers
3/4 inch in size appear in loose clusters in the spring.
There is a dwarf variety which is lars than 16 inches
tall, In the fall, dark 13.ue-black fruits about half the
size of a ripe olive are borre In profusion at the branch
tips. These contain one, sometimes two, compressed seeds.
This pla~t is well behaved with not one branch willing
to outgrow any other,

Yeddo raphiolepis  I<apMo2epis umbel' Jato.! surrounded by
pittosporum, Atlantic Beach, North Carolina
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NOTES � Though not a front runner in quantities used, it
is fairly well distributed on all our beaches. Host
nursexymen. have a kind word for its form, size, and tex-
ture which has given them a shrub for definite contrast,
It is also regarded as invincible when pitted against
salty sea winds. These excellent qualities give this
shrub a very high rating for beach work.

The growth rate is slow, It prefers a loose, well drained
soil which it gets when beach sand is mixed with topsoil.

CONSERVATION USE � In the landscape, it is used for foun-
dation plantings, borders, or gx'cups most often with
taller shrubs in the background, It is good under windows
where it is easy to maintain below the sill level.

PROPAGATION � Seeds with skins removed are planted in the
fall. Cuttings of ripened. wood are also used. It may
also be increased by layering - bending a bxanch down
and covering part of the stem Mth soil beld firmly in
place with a bxick.

*This species is commonly called Indian hawthorne.

RHUMB C0 PA L L I IA

Flameleaf Sumac

DESCP.IPTION � This sumac is a native shrub to small tree
and is found on many of the poorest acid soils in the
Southeast. It is deciduous, but the leaves go out with
a scarlet blaze of gloxy in the fall. The leaves are
compound or fern-like with usual.ly 9 to Il leaflets.
These ax'e very shiny on top and their central stems are
winged ox flanged with a narrow margin of leaf tissue
along each side. For this reason, the species is some-
times called winged" sumac. This species is dioecious
each plant produces only male or female flowers. The
loose cone-shaped panicles of smell greenish or cream
colored flowers bloom in July and August. The female
plants produce clusters of red, hairy-coated seeds at the
tip end of the branches, These cXustexs add to the fall
beauty of the plant. The underground system tends to
put out one or two lead "roots" which xamble � put.ting
up occasional sprouts as they go . Thus, if left undis-
turbed, a single plant will spread to make a colony. The
form of such a colony is usually a series of bare stems
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arising from the ground with an umbrella of leaves and
fruiting parts at the top.

Flameleaf sumac  Raus copaZLine!
with seed head,

A sumac plant from a. 5-inch root cutting.
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NOTES � Plameleaf sumac has s tolerance for paar droughty
sails, but it actually prefers a moist site. In dune
planting tests near Part, Macon and Hammacks Beach State
Parks, its survival rate ranked very high in the flatter
dune valleys.

The thin walled leaves are more susceptible to salt wind-
burn and simple parching than many af the evergreen types
with thick leathery leaves.

Its spread fram rhizames is a valuable asset in this work.
The sprouts are not troublesome in. Lawns or other areas
where their increase is not desired . Lawn mawing complete-
ly obliterates them, and elsewhex'e occasional shoots can
easily be pulled out.

CONSERVATION USE � Davis �0! suggesCs that this plant
ought ro be useful in dune erosion control work. The
ability ta succeed on moderately dry sites and its acca-
siansl presence in the shrub sane would justify this
opinion. Due ta ics tendency ta salt bux.n, it would best
be tried in dune valleys or with other mare tolerant plants
for protection. Plant spacing of 6 ta 8 feet would pro-
vide a good start.

Its beauty and unique form should nat be overlooked in
landscaping especially if it is trained into palm tree-
like forms. Maes plantings would also have good esthetic
quality in the fall. The seed are oily coated and quite
acid. In spite af this, the fruit, which holds an Late
inta the winter', is an important bird faod � chaice for
catbird, and faix for bluebird, mockingbird, robin, star-
ling, hermit thrush, turkey, and red-headed woadpecker �!.

PROPAGATION � This plant is increased by cleaning the seed,
scarifying it for one hour with a casting of sulphuric
acid, and then planting it in the fall. Smaller numbers
of plants may be secured from root cuttings put out in
the spring. The cable-like roots are cut in 4 to 6 inch
lengths and planted 3 inches deep in the sand, or half
that depth if planted in tapsail.



ROSA 8ANKSIAE

Banks Rose

DESCRIPTION � A semi-evergreen rambler which will climb
to 15 feet or more. Vithout a support, the plant is at
first upright to about 5 feet. The long arching branches
then bend and trail on the ground. The green stems are
smooth and thornless. Leaves are shining green and fine-
ly toothed. Flowers, double or single, yellow  sometimes
white!, and about one inch across, are borne in clusters.
The plant is a very fast grower.

Banks rose  Rosa banksiae!

NOTES � This one is listed by nurserymen as an adapted
seaside plant but only a few specimens are found, These
indicated moderate to good tolerance to salt spray. It
may be trained over walls or on a trellis. If planted
near supporting vegetation, it. will climb over shrubs and
to the tops of trees.

CONSKRUATION USE � This rose is untested for dune stabili-
zation, but its long weeping stems indicate potential for
this use. Gardners use the pla~t for its attractive yel-
low flowers and the pleasing appearance of its green stems
in winter.
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PROPAGATION � This rose is produced by cuttings of new
wood taken in early summer. It 5s more difficult toroot than most roses. ROSA RUGOSA

Rugosa Rose

DESCRIPTION � A shrub upright to 6 feet, stems stout,
densely bristly, and prickly. Each leaf has five to nine
firm, dark, lustrous leaflets, 3/4 to 2 inches long, ser-
rate along the edges, and somewhat. hairy beneath. The
plants bloom all summer. The flower are solitary, 2 to
2 I/2 inches across, bristly, and short stemmed. In the
fall, the hips are round., smooth, brick red, and up to
l inch across. The autumn color of 'ts foliage is a bril-
liant orange, Root suckers enable rhe plant to increase
slowly in size,

Forms of typical R. rugose are varieties: agbs with
white flowers, aibo-plena with double white flowers, roses
with pink flowers, rnbxs with purple flowers, and rubra-
plena with double purpl.e flowers.

Rugo sa to s e  Ro a hugo~!
KiII Devil Hill, North Carolina



Rugose rose

NOTES � This was one of the five most successful shrubs
in a Soil Conservation Service ses.shore dune planting
project in New Jersey. The plant is adapted in the Caro-
linas, but the only specimens found were in the Nags Head
area, Rugosa rose has better chan average resistance to
salt burn and has good potential as a dune protection
plant ~ The large hips have some value for wildlife food
and are also ornamental. Wymsn  I! says, "It is impossible
to say too much in favor of this 'sea tomato ' of Japan,
so called because in its native habitat it grows within
reach of the salt water spray."

CONSERVATION USE � Time will Cell whether or not Rugosa
rase will persist as permanent cover for dunes. The sand
of the planting sites must be improved. to secure establish-
ment, but after that, further management necessities are
stil3, unknown. In dune p3.anting, teats it has an excellent
first year survival rate and moderate growth.

The shrub will make an impenetrable border with a plant
spacing of 2 feet or with s wider spacing to give each
plant more definition. As a formal hedge it withstands
clipping well,

The texture is medium with a Cather open habit. Its
dark lustrous lesves form a good background border.

PROPAGATION � Stock is produced from cuttings of mature
wood stored over winter in cool sand and planted outside
in the spring. Softwood cuttings taken in June, July,
and August vill do well under glass, Indole-3-butyric
acid will speed the rooting of most rase cuttings �! .
Stock is also produced by planting clean seed in the fall
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or stratified seed �0 days in. damp peat or sand at 36'
to 40'! in the spring.

ROSA  dTCHURATANA

Wichura Rose, Nermrial Rose

DESCRlpTION � A part1y evergreen vine-like shrub with
lang trailing stems sometimes to 20 feet or more, The
stems. have strong, curved, solitary prickles. Leaves axe
dark green and composed of seven to nine roundish leaf-
lets 1/3 to 3/4 inch long and coarsely serrate along the
margins, The white, single petaled flowers are 1 1/2 to
2 inches wide. Hips are oval shaped, red colored, and
about 1/2 inch long, The prostrate stems grow rapidly
and take root where covered with soil.

Wichura rose  Rosa wichuraiana! on a steep bank.

NOTES - Wichura rose is somewhat sensitive to salt spray
and must be partly shielded from the direct ocean wind.
While the vines reach out rapidly, it takes several years
to establish full ground cover.

CONSERVATION USE � This shrub has long been famous as a
ground cover for infertile, dry, rocky, or sandy sites'
Observations were made of a single occurrence of this
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Wichure rose blooms

pla~t at Emerald Isle, North Carol.ins.. But Wyman �!�!
also lists it as a good seashore. plant. It may do well
between dunes for erosion, and foot traffic control if pro-
per soil amendments are made.

The texture of these plants is quite fine. Its main
landscaping use is for ground cover. If trained on fences,
it makes an admirable screen.

PROPAGATION - This rose is produced by planting clean
seed in the fall or by hard or semi hardwood cuttings
taken in late summer or fall. Mx-inch hardwood cuttings
may be planted outside in rows during October. They are
placed upright so that the tops are flush with the ground.
A light loamy or sandy soil gives best results. Such
cuttings will sprout and produce some leaves before cold
weather,

RLlSCLIS ACUL.FATUUS

Sutchersbraom

DESCRIPTION � Butchersbroom is a unique conservation piece.
The foliage, or at least what looks like the leaves, is
actually flat-bladed extensions of the branches. These
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pseudo-leaves, 1/2 to 1 1/2 inches long, are leathery,
evergreen, and taper to a spiny point. The plant is
dioecious. Flowers are very small and closely attached
to the upper central section of the so called leaves.
The blooms appear in November. The dark purple centers
are surrounded by three tiny, greenish petals. Female
plants produce red berries about 1/2 inch in diameter.
The branches are stiff and up to 3 feet tall. A few of
them die back each year and new ones sprout from the
ground to take their place. The plant spreads slowly by
means of this sprouting from the roots.

Butchersbroom  Rusous aou2e@tuz!

NOTES � This is well known as a seacoast plant in south
and western Europe. It is equally well adapted along our
coast in the South and up through eastern Virginia,
Webster �6! says: "As a seaside woodland shrub the
butchersbroom produces its bri,ght pink fruit in abundance
and, being of evergreen character, lights up a deciduous
woodland during the dull ~inter. season, Recommended as
underwood in all seaside plantations." Menninger �3!
notes that this shrub may be used in the "front line"
close to the ocean.
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The small spine-tipped leaves of butchersbroom

This species is rare along the Caroli~a beaches. It is
listed as "half-hardy" as far as cold is concerned. There
are several specimens in Raleigh, North Carolina.

CONSERVATION USE - The salt resistance of this plant sug-
gests its use with salt wind barriers. Its spine tipped
leaves may be used to advantage in plantings which can-
trol or prohibit foot traffic.

The low evergreen growth coupled with the beauty of winter
berries suggest many landscape uses, especially in founda-
tion plantings and borders. The green branches are excel-
lent for Christmas arrangements with the red berries of
other species.

PROPAGATION � Increases are made by division . Information
on use of its seed has not been found,
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TAk ARlX GALLICA

French 7amarisk, Sal tcedar

DESCRIPTION � Here's an import from the. western United
States where it is thoroughly despised for its greedy,
water seeking roots. It originaU,y came from the Eurasian
area. The plant is a deciduous shrub 8 to 1Q feet tall,
Small scale-like leaves, blue-green in color, give it a
feathery appearance. Smell spikes of tiny white or pink
flowers show up at the tips of branches in Nay to July.
They rarely set seed in this area.

The bark is smooth and cinnamon-brown in color. Branch-
ing is completely haphazard with stems growing every which
way. Thus, the shrub has a poor but generally upright
form.

There are also several other we3 1 adapted species. A few
of the better ones are: T. hi ski.da, Kashgar tamarisk to
4 feet; T. OdeSSans, Odeasa tamarisk to 6 feet; T.
pazvi flora, smallflower tamarisk to 15 feet; and T.
pentandx'a, fivestamen tamarisk to 15 feet.

Saltcedar  Tamariz. yallica!
Sullivans Island, South Carolina
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Saltcedar blooms

NOTES � Saltcedar is quite abundant in the Vrightsville
Beach area. The "mothex plant" may well be a large speci-
men at the southern tip of the isla~d where it has built
up a dune 40 feet or more long and about 8 feet high.
Nain stems buried by drifting sand sprout new roots and
the shrub continues to grow upward as the sand accumulates
ax'ound it. After its far-ranging roots have xeached water,
the plant is resistant to salt spray and. strong winds.

CONSERVATION USE � Saltcedar would seem to have a useful
future for erosion contro1 in seswax'd dune valleys and
especially "flats" whexe moisture prevails. In these
situations, it may be used in groups or in rows for salt
spray barriers � x 3 foot spacing!. It is possible to
use unrooted cuttings in these places. In landscaping, it
should not be used for foundat'ion plantings where its
supple branches, whipping in the wind, will wear out any-
thing withi~ reach  including the paint on a cottage!! .
Its principal value as an ornamental is its fine feathery
foliage which can be used for an effective change in tex-
ture or to soften harsh lines. Pruning may be severe
since aaltcedar sprouts prolifically.

PROPAGATION � An interesting feature of saltcedar is the
method by which it may be propagated. Whips which are
12 to 16 inches long and 1/4 to 3/4 of an inch thick may
be cut in late March and inserted two � thirds their length
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in. the beach sand. They are watered in" to bring the
sand in close contact with the stem. Such plantings
usually have a high rate of survival � especially if
watered occasionally until rooted. A good site for such
cuttings is under the drip of a cottage roof,

YUCCA ALOI t-OLLA

Spanish Dagger

DESCRIPTION � The leaves of Spanish dagger are stiff,
tapered, dagger-like, and sharp pointed from a central
crown at the ground, later forming a stocky trunk to 10
feet or more. Leaves have smooth margins and are up to
about 1 3/4 inches wide. Bottom leaves die off as the
trunk lengthens. Creamy� bell-slmped flowers appear in
June and July on a tall central stem. In October through
Decembex they produce heavy blackish-purple fruits about
3 1/2 inches long and fi,lied with black, moist, swollen
seed.  See NOTES below!

Yuccas marching down to the sea.
Hyrtle Beach, South Carolina
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YUCCA FT LAMf MTOSA

Adarnsneedle, 6eer9rass

DESCRIPTION � Bold, stiff, light green leaves from the
ground in a tuft 1 to 2 feet tall, with curly threads
attached and hanging sLang leaf edges . White bell-like
flowers bloom on a tall central stem in Nay and June. The
fruit ripens in September and October. The seed capsules
are about 2 inches long and tightly packed with flat black
seeds.

This plant spreads slowly from tubers to form an everwiden-
ing clump. It may develop a very short trunk, but this is
usually absent. Also, a variety, Y. Zi kamentosa concava,
has broad, stiff, spoon � like leaves.  See NOTES below!

YUCCA G|.OR 7 OSA

Noundl ily Yucca

DESCRIPTION � This one is very similar to Y. aloif'alia
in its habit of growth. It develops a trunk, sometimes
L5 feet. The leaves are up to 2 3/8 inches wide with
roughened margins. The plant blooms in October. Flowers
are sometimes tinged with red. The fruit ripens in
November and December. Seeds are flattened and packed
tightly in the drooping capsule.  See NOTES below!

NO'IES � All following information will apply to the three
species of Yucca described above: Yuccas are used ex-
tensively for beach beautification. In this respect,
they rank in the top three in frequency of occurrence.
Their appearance is striking. They are exclamation points
which accentuate the vast difference between the beach
and inland environments.

YUCCAS thrive on poor, dry sand dune soil and are almost
impervious to windblown salt spray. Some leaf tips occa-
sionally "burn." on fully exposed sites, The plants will
volunteer in dune lands where sand drift has been controlled .
Yuccas transplant easily. Survival is best when two-thirds
of the bottom green leaves are clipped off after planting.
Rotting is induced if the base of. any of the living leaves
are placed below ground level. Depth of plantings is es-
pecially important with beargrass,
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Beargrass or Adsmsneedle  Yuoca Silamentoss!
showing curly threads along leaf margins.

CONSERVATION USE � Yucca is not s good sand stilling plant
namely in that it places no great. restrictions on the
wind, Yet its presence in dune plantings adds diversity
and contrast. Rows of yuccas are sometimes used to divert
or restrict foot traffic. Adamsneedle  or beargrass!
planted in this manner makes formidable first line of
defense in salt wind barriers.

In landscape work, they are usually utsed in groups or in
rows along borders, walks, roads, etc. For those species
with trunks, the lower leaves may be hacksawed off, leav-
ing a tuft of the younger leaves at the top. This gives
the effect of a miniature palm. Ground cover plants or
landscape gravel may be used under such specimens.

Tall yuccss  Y. aloiÃolia and Y. gXoxiosa! may be mixed
with ar placed behind. the trunklcss beargrass  Y.
fiiamentosa.! It is important to remember that the first
two above are sharp pointed and can be dangerous. They
should be planted back or away from walks, doorways, and
other areas where foot traffic is not to be restricted.
To add to their beauty, all dead or badly damaged lower
leaves should be cut off close to the trunk each year.
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PROPAGATION - Yuccas are propagated by seed, or in the
case of Y. filamentosa by dividing tbe growing clumps.
All species transplant. easily. The tops of tall growing
types may he cut off in 2 to 3 foot lengths and used for
propagation. The butt ends are trimmed off leaves and
planted about a foot deep,

ZANTHOXVLUQ CLARA-Ht.RCULIS

Herculesc'tub, Pricklyash

DESCRIPTION � A stout spined, deciduous shrub to small
tree which is nat.ive ro the Carolina, coastline. It
sometimes reaches a height of 18 feet but in beach areas
usually less than l2 feet. The leaves are compound,
semi-evergreen, and 5 to 8 inches long with 7 to 17 leath-
ery, shallowly toothed leaflets, The mainstem of the leaf
is often armed with thorns. The leaflets are aromatic,
lustraus above, somewhat twisted, and the mid vein of
each is off-center  closer to the lower margin! . Flowers
bloom in April and May in terminal panicles, and the seeds
are shiny black, round, about I/O inch in diameter, and
quite oily, The bark of the trunk is barely 1/16 of an
inch thick, light gray and roughened by corky tubercles.
The plant spreads slowly from widely spaced root sprouts.

Herculesclub  Zanthozylum aJava-Aeroulis!
Fort Paean, North Carolina
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NOTES � A strong point in favox of this plant is its
ability to thrive on dune sand. It i.s not abundant and is
faund only along the coastal area. It has a salt wind
resistance rating of "2" which is a stxong indication of
its potential usefulness. However, in dune areas close
to the acean, it is usually trimmed to a shrub form.
Old timers claim that cheving the aromatic leaves or bark
will alleviate a toothache. In some localities it is
known as the "toothache tree." The heavy bloom of flavers
in the spring attract many bees and it is known as a good
honey plant.

CONSERVATION USE � This plant has good patential far
dune revegetation vork, at least in, mixture or in groups
with other woody perennials. The ax'med branches will
also be effective in directing or inhibiting unwanted
foot traffic in the dunes.

As a plant for decorative uses, it has an open habit,
coaxse texture, and informal shape. The coxky projec-
tions on the branches and trunk give the plant an unique
winter appearance. It should be considered for back-
ground borders, salt barriers, groups or for untrimmed
hedges to check foot traffic and assure privacy.

PROPAGATION � Increases are made by xoat cuttings,
suckers, ar by sowing cleaned seed in the fall.

BUTT@ CAP7TATA

Brazilian Butia

DESCRIPTION � A striking palm, dvarf in size  to 12 feet!
with long, graceful franCa which are light to bluish green
in color. Short blunt spines occur along the base of
the mid-rib of the fronds. The flowers are enclased in
a club-like draoping spathe, painted at the lower end
and about 2 to 3 feet long. In late spring, the spathe
bursts open, revealing a much branched spike with yel-
lowish flowers. In the fall, the yellov to orange
fruits are about the size of a wild plum. The seeds are
single, marble sized cocanuts - each with three smaIl
eyes which evidently facilitate the entrance of moisture
needed for germination. The trunks are crisscrossed
with the butt ends of the old pruned off fronds. The
base of the trunk. is a bole which is nat deeply buried.
Fibrous roots branching from this bole are brown in color.
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Brazilian Butia  Butia oapitata! near the ocean
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina

tiOTKH - This species belongs to a group known as dry land
palmate It is adapted to poor sandy soils. Ln rich moist
soils, they are subject to disease,

This species survives transplanting better than the famil-
iar cabbage palmetto I',State Tree of South Carolina!.
Small specimens � to 3 feet! are best and easiest to
transplant. Survival rates are usuaU..y very good. Nur-
serymen around Georgetown and Charleston, South Carolina,
transplant this tree during the summer months. One stated
a preference for July and August. The method used is to
plant the bole in a shallow depression. This depression is
useful to hold water which should be applied frequently
during the first month or so,

As the season progresses, the depression. is gradually fill.ed
in with sand . This vill help to anchor the plant . The
trunks of large specimens must be supported with anchoring
wires. The older fronds are gradualI.y trimmed off as new
ones come out from the top. A hacksaw is an. ideal tool
for this job.

The palm is an introduced species . Each year plantings
have been extended northward along the coast. The species
seems to be at least as winter hardy as South Carolina's
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Brazilian butia

showing empty spathe
and the large clus-
ter of yellow fruit.
Crescent Beach,
South Carolina.

famous palmetto. Several years ago, several thousand
were planted in the WiLmington - Carolina Beach area in
North Carolina. The 8' and 9' temperatures in January of
1970 caused moderate in!ury vhich wae observed at Carolina
Beach and North Myrtle Beach. In some instances, all
fxonds were killed back. Later examination showed that
almost all of these were recover'ing and putting. out new
leaves at the top. Several specimens in Morehead Ci.ty,
North Carolina, on the south side of a home showed
only tip injury. However, these particular trees must
be near the noxthern limit for the species.

Brazilian. Butia can endure the direct selt winds in the
Myrtle Beach � Charleston area. On North Carolina beaches
 Wrightsville Beach and north!, the plants will do best
if given some protection from the north wind .

CONSERVATION USE � Brazilian Butia might. add interest to
e dune revegetation planting, but. it does not have the
desirable form for the !ob. It is most. useful around
beach buildings on weLL-managed grounds to add a gay
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tropical touch. They are planted as singles, in groups,
or rows with plants about 12 feet apart, The light green
leaves show up especially well against the dark evergreen
background of live oak.

PROPAGATION � The fruits are collected in late September
to mid October. After they have rotted down a bit, the
fleshy part is removed and the clean nuts planted in
nursery beds. There are indicatioos that some of the
seed take two years to germinate.

* In nursery trade as Cacos austzaJ.iz � cocos or
australis pa].m!

ILK'X OPACA

American Holly

DESCRIPTION � This is our nati~e helly which has long
been a familiar part of the American Christmas scene. On
optimum sites, it becomes a large tr'ee with smooth gray
bark and short spreading. branches. In beach areas, its
height i.s usually greatly reduced, often. to a shrub-like
form.

The leaves are oval in shape with large remote spiny
teeth. They are dull green above, yeU,owish-green below,
2 to 4 inches long, sti.ff and leathery, and exhibit only
moderate resistance to salt windburn. Small white flowers
bloom in June and. the dull red berries ripen in November.
This species has the male and female flowers on separate
plants.

American holly
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American holly
 culex abaca! .
Nyr tie Beach
South Carolina

NOTES � Holly prefers part shade but wi.ll be satisfactory
in full sun. The leaves will sometimes scald on a hot'
sunny day when the leaves are wet. American holly is
slow' growing, especially on coastal sands. Survival rate
of bare-rooted transplants is low. The leaves cannot
stand the direct blast of the ocean wind. For these
reasons, American holly is not regarded as an important
species for dune erosion control. It is almost always
found in close association with other vegetation which
shields it from the elements.

There are a number of selections in the trade which are
perfectly acceptable at the beach. One of these much
favored in the Georgetown, South Carolina, area is called
'Savannah.' Yellow fruited types offer pleasing contrast
to the red fruited ones.

CONSERVATION USE � American holly may be used where it
will be at least partially protected by buildings, walls,
or other physical or vegetative barriers. In the beach
profile, its natural habitat is 3n the tree or forest
zone where it occurs as an understory tree. The fruit
is a choice. food of eastern nockingbird, cedar waxwing,
and fair food of cardinal, flicker, robin, yellow-bellied
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sapsucker, hermit thrush, turkey, Bohemian waxwing, and
red � bellied wood pecker �! .

In landscaping, it should be secured fram the nursery as
a 2 to 4 foot plant. This will. also assure the owner that
the plant: will produce berries later an. Furthermore,
wild holly plants are difficult ta m>ve. It is used pri-
marily as single specimens or. as an accent plant among
lawer growing shrubbery. The texture is medium.

PROPAGATION � American holly is propagated by taking cut-
tings from a female tree in July and August. Treatment
with indole-3-butyric acid in talc greatly increases
raoting success.

SUM I PERUS Vl RGYh/l 4NA

Eastern Redcedat.

DESCRIPTION � A native evergreen rree to 25 feet or more,
but in exposed areas reduced to shrub form, It has both
short, prickly, immature needles as well as the mature,
softer, scale-like foliage. They are dark green to bluish
green in color. Since the plant ie dioeciaus  sexes occur
an separate plants!, the buLe-green fruits which appear in
fall occur only on female plants. The bark is gray and
light brown, stringy and fibrous,

The heartwood is reddish-pink in color, fragrant and ex-
tremely rot resistant. The sap woad is white. Due to
its slow growth in these poor. sand sails, the outer band
of sap wood is reduced, often less than 1/2 inch. The
greatest portion of the trunk is heartwood .

NOTES � Eastern redcedar foliage is readily killed back
by salty sea winds. Therefore, at the beach it is found
behind dune ar vegetative protection where it takes on a
shrubby growth form. When grawing with other native
species, it will develop a shortened trunk with a "stag-
harn" or flat topped branch system.

Cedar grows remarkably well on the infertile dunes. This
is partly due to its affinity for. limey soils. The beach
sands which usually have a high pH are much to its liking.

This fartunate adaptability eLevates eastern redcedar to
a rank of importance in dune revegetation work,
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Eastern redcedar  ZunXpexus v'ixgi~iana!
clipped by salt wind at Port Fanon, Nmth Carolina

Eastern redcedar behind protection but showing top
branch damage from salt wind. Fort Macon�worth Carolina.
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CONSERVATION USE � The usual prsc.tice is to introduce
cedar only into beach dune areas which already are pro-
tected by grass or other vegetation. Transplanted seed-
lings rarely make it without such px'otection. Other woody
species with more salt resistance may be included in the
plantings to provide a taller baxrier in the future.
Planted in groups, cedar. should have a spacing of 6 or 7
feet.

One publicatian  8! claims that the fruit is eaten by 68
bird,s, Verne Davisan �! lists the following: choice
food of bluebird, pux'pie finch, grosbeak  evening, pine!,
mockingbird, Townsend's solitaixe� myrtle warbler, wax-
wing  Bohemian and cedar!; fait food of cardinal, catbird,
vhite-winged crossbi3.1, crow  common, fish!, flicker,
flycatcher, ruffed grouse, ye13ow bellied sapsucker, fox.
sparrow, starling, tree swallow, brown thrasher, and her-
mit thrush.

Redcedar s.t the beaches is found only occasiona3 ly in
landscape plantings, Large specimens are usually remnants
of the former native cover. Such mature trees have usually
suffered in]ury due to the removal of other protecting
vegetation. When used in landscaping, it should be plant-
ed on the lee side of. cottages ox behind other cover. It
can be used as a specimen or background. Its foliage is
fine in textuxe and almost identical with Pfitzers !uniper.

PROPAGATION - Clean seed is planted in the fall. Seed-
3.ing stock is generally available from the state forestry
nurseries.

DESCRIPTXOÃ - A laxge native evergreen tree ta 60 feet in
its optimum habitat.. In beach areas it is often shx.ubby,
combed to a smooth even height with companion vegetation
or to 30 to 40 feet in rearward areas. Leaves axe oblong,
3.ence shaped, bright green and lusxrous above, and, pale and
bluish below. They are leathery, 3 to 4 inches long, 3/4
to 1 1/2 inches wide with a nax'x'ow orange colored midrib
and a stout red-brown stem. Leaves axe often disfigured
by an abnormal growth or gall.
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Flowers sre small and creamy white. The fruit is about
1/2 inch long, blue-black with flesh not readily separated
from the ovoid, slightly point. With some age, the bark
is dark red and deeply furrowed with irregular flat ridges
between, The growth rate is moderately fast.

Redbay  Pexses LoxMnia!
Emerald. Isle, North Carolina

Redbay � leaves snd fruit,
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NOTES � Redbay has a very wMe soil tolerance � from rich
moist soils along streams and in swamps to coastal sand
dune areas.

It is close3,y related to avocado . It has good promise
for landscaping in beach areas. But the author has yet
to find one which has been planted "on purpose." Its
tolerance to salt spray is about that for live oak al-
though the size of its leaves would subject. it to more
wind whipping. In dune areas close ta the ocean, it
seldom accurs alone but always as scattexed shingles in
the smaoth trimmed canopy of other species such as yaupon,
live osk, cedar, and myrtle.

CONSERVATION USE � Redbay has potential far dune erosion
control work and is presently unde~ test for this purpose.
Transplants should be situated where they will have ade-
quate wind and ocean spray protection. Its usefulness
as an ornamental has largely been ignored. But its year
around attractiveness could well be utilized on protected
sites for tall borders or single specimens. Hunters are
very familiar with its very high va3.ue for quail food .
Bluebirds also use the fruits.

PROPAGATION � Redbay is produced by planting clean seed
in the fall.

PINUS PINASTEP.

Cluster Pine

DESCRIPTION � Cluster pine is native along the western
coast af Prance and the Hedicerranean Basin. In its
native habitat, the cree can grow to l00 feet, but along
our. beaches it is dwarfed usually to 25 feet or less.
The branches are spreading and. pend'.ous forming a pyxa-
mida3 head . Branchlets are reddish brown. The needles
are stiff and coarse, often twisted shining green, and
5 to 9 inches long. Cones are short stemmed, glossy
brawn, and vary from 4 to 7 inches in length,

NOTES � This pine, much used in England for seaside
plantings, wau3.d seem to be ideal for beach wark. A
number of old plantings on the Outer Banks in Narth
Carolina were only partia13.y successful. An insect
identified as a pine cane baxex will attack the main
stem of this species. Often the affected area is so
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Cluster pine  pinus
piraster!, Nags Head,
North Carolina.

riddled that the trunk will break off at this point. The
insect is well known for its depredations on loblolly pine

Cluster pine  X l/2!
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cones. In Msnteo, North Carolina, cluster pine planted
in close association with loblolly was severely damaged.
On the other hand, plantings on 5odie Island and away
from native stands of loblolly are doing well. Their
height is 15 to 20 f eet. They are on pure dune sand, but
about 300 yards from the ocean where the danger of salt
spray is lessened,

Another extensive planting was established years ago near
Fort Macon, North Carolina. These trees grew to 10 feet
oz more, but took considerable wind injury. As time went
by, native vegetation gradually enveloped the planting.
Nurserymen soon found. that cluster pine was not as well
adapted to inclement beach conditions as Japanese black
pine  Pinus thunberyi!. Since that time Japanese black
pine is used almost exclusive1y by nurserymen for land-
scapingo

CONSERVATION USE � If given protection, this is a beauti-
ful and interesting species and may best be used for
accent or specimen plants. The long coarse needles and
large cones are unique and very attractive. It is not
well suited for revegation work unless the plantings aze
some distance from the ocean. In such cases, a spacing
of 10 ta 12 feet may be used,

pROPAGATION � Nurserymen spring plant clean seed which
has been stratified  mixed with damp sand or peat! and.
refrigerated for 30 days before seeding,.

PI NUB THHNBEPGT

Jaoanese Repack pine

DESCRIPTION � As the name indicates� this is an import
from Japan. It is better adapted foz beech work than our
several native species. In its optimum habitat, it can
reach 100 feet; but in beach plantings, it usually is
topped off at less than 20 feet. The branches are wide
spreading and pendulous, and the brenchlets are orange-
yellow in color. Needles are borne in clusters of two.
They are 2 1/2 to 4 1/2 inches long, bright green, stiff
and sharply pointed. The cones sre 2 to 3 inches long.
This species is zelstively fast growing and at maturity
has a picturesque form.
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Japanese black pine  Pines tAun>erg' ! .
Vigorous young trees at Emerald Jsle, North Carolina.

Japanea* Slack p j.ne

NOTES � This ia a very adaptable and hardy pine and will
grow on a wide variety oX soils under adverse conditions.
ft is more salt spray resistant than any of the native
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pines and is equal to or better in this respect than
cluster pine. Evidently, nurserymen were late in dis-
covering the value of this pine for landscaping. Judging
from the size of plants at the beach, most of them were
established within the past six years.

The farm and texture of pine seems to have a universal
appeal. Japanese black pine is no exception, and it is
especially papular in the Atlantic Bearh � Emerald Isle
area in North Caralina.

Japanese black pine produces canes after four or five
years of age. Pxuiting and seed production is usually
prolific.

Like many pines, this one is subpart to tip math damage.
The moth's egg produces a sma3.1 grub which burrows in-
side and kills the twig ends. Extensive in!ury produces
a shrubby growth.

The larvae of the sawfly sometimes attack this species.
These caterpillars are dull green with dark brown heads.
They travel the stems in graups � eating aff the needles as
they go. Small infestations may be picked off by hand.
If this is impractical, s gooa insecticide  such as
savin! shauld be used.

CONSERVATION USE � Japanese black pine is a favarite far
beach beautification. It Xs often used in rows fax' bor-
ders an driveways, praperty lines, snd screens with a
rather close spacing of 4 ta 6 feet' It is also intex'est-
ing as a single specimen or in groups. Three year old
dune plantings of this pine have survived. But growth
has only been moderate.

PROPAGATION � It is prapagated by planting stratified
seed in nursery beds in the spring.

POPULUS AL6A

white Pop!is

DESCRIPTION � A small freely branching tree to 35 feet,
but usually 10 to 20 feet in bearh s.ress. The bark of
the trunk is light gray with roughened dark fissures near
the base. Its leaves are deciduous, alternate, long
stalked, ovate ar three to five lobed, and sharp painted.
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They are coarsely and irregularly toothed, 2 I/4 to 4
inches long, dark green above and white-wooly beneath.
When windblown, the leaves are si3.very in appearance,
The ma3.e and female flowers  catkins! appear on different
trees. The fruit is a capsule containing cottony seeds
which travel far and wMe on the mind. The tree is a
rapid grower, and it will spread. aggressively from root
sprouts to fore colonies.

White poplar  Populus a3ha>.
Salter Path, North Carolina.

NOTES � On the beach � a weed is a. weed indeed! Host
anything which will stop ard stabilize the drifting
beach sands is useful. This applies to white poplar.
While it is not highly x'egarded in3,end, at the beach it
becomes a useful tree. White poplar has the ability to
grow on a variety of poor sites. For exemple, flourish-
ing colonies are often found on rosdbanks. It is adapted
from the mountains to the aea, and in beach communities
it is found more frequently 9n North Caro3.ina than in
South Carolina.

White poplar has only fair resi~ta~ce to salt windburn.
It is especially susceptible in the establishment phase.
Therefore, it must be p3anted where protected from direct
salt spray.
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COKSKRVATION USE 'Ihe aggressive spreading habit of
this tree, coupled with its modest soil requirements,
places thi.s plant on the "beach liat." But field tests
indicate that it vill require additional help to get
established on the dunes. Favorable valley sites, added
topsoil, and, occasional vatering and fertilization will
have to be considered through the first two critical
years.

Off the dunes on slightly better soils, these trees can
be placed out of the direct wind for shade, in rove along
roadways, as single specimens, etc.

PROPAGATION � White poplar is increased by cuttings of
either hard or soft vood. In both cases, rooting may
be increased by t' he use of the root inducing substance
indole-3-acetic acid. In the. spring, long whips stuck
deeply in moist sand outdoors will produce a moderate
percentage of living plants.
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PRUMUS AUGUSTI FOJ.IA

Chickasaw Plum

DESCRIFTION - This is a small, twiggy tree of poor and
especially sandy soil areas ~here its usual height is
less than 8 feet. Sprouts from root suckers enable it
to spxead and produce dense th$,ckexs, The bark i.s smaoth,
reddish brown, and the twigs often tipped with sharp
spurs, Leaves are lance shaped a»d trough-like, shinny
green, less than 2 inches lang, and finely toothed along
the edges. Small white flowers precede the leaves
the spring. Fruit is s. small plum, slender stemmed,
red or yellow with soft juicy flesh which clings to the
stone. They ripen in early summer.

Chickasaw plum  Pzunus uugusti fascia! .
Sullivans Island, South Carolina

NOTES � Chickasaw plum is not a winner as a formal land-
scape plant. Its encx'oachment inta adjacent areas could
also be tx'oublesame. Yet, this spreading habit is a
very desirable trait fox dune revegetation. Small plants
fram roat suckers usually will not survive well after
transplanting fram the wild. Deeper rooted seedlings
would be much preferred.
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Chickasaw plums

CONSERVATION USE � It should not be too difficult to es-
tablish colonies in dune valleys for permanent erosion
protection and as a thorny barrier in places where foot
traffic is undesirable . Chickasaw plum also provides
thick, thorny protection and food for wildlife including
quail, robin, brown thrasher, blue ]ay, and redheaded
woodpecker �!.

PROPAGATION � This plum is increased, by planting cleaned
seed in the fall.

PRUNU9 CAR ,'LT NIANA

Carali na Laurelcherry

DESCRIPTION � A handsome evergreen tree to about 30 feet
but at the beach usually clipped at 10 to 15 feet or at
the height of protective vegetation, buildings, or dunes.
Leaves are elliptic, sharp pointed, leathery, dark shining
green above, snd paler beneath, Leaf margins are usually
smooth or sometimes finely toothed, 2 to 4 1/2 inches long
and 3/4 to l 1/2 inches wide. Flowers which are small,
creamy white and borne in numerous short racemes appear in
early spring. The fruits are shiny black, oblong, and
about 1/2 inch in diameter. Each contains a single stone.
They mature in autumn and persist until the next bloom.
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The tree is relatively round in shape, often nearly
flat topped at the beach and produces a dense shade. The
wilted leaves are poisonous if eaten,

Carolina laurelcherry  prunes csroliniana!.
Salter Path, North Carolina.

Carolina lsure3cherry.
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NOTES - Laurelcherry is a native and is quite common as
a component in shrub and woodland. zones along the coast.
Its soil requirements are low. Even so, the vigor of its
growth in dune plantings is disappointing. On these near
sterile sites, tapsoil, organic additives, and fertilizer
must be used to improve the situation. The salt wind
rating of laurelcherry in our table is three, indicating
that it ca~not stand the direct b3ast af the ocean wind.
For these reasons, this plant is not a goad chaice for
wholescale applicatian in dune plantings. Low survival
rates in early plantings was later so3ved by clipping
off two-thirds of the leaves of baxe rooted stock.

CONSERVATION USE � Laurelcherry zesty be used in the dune
shrub sane with discrimination, and where the required
site improvements are met. Around buildings and cottages
it is extremely decors.tive far tall shady borders along
roads, property lines  spacing 8 feet!� or as groups or
specimen p3.ants. It may also be used Sar screens
 spacing 3 to 4 feet! ox tall c3.ipped hedges  spacing
2 feet!.

Lauxelcherxy fruit is a choice food af the bluebird,
mockingbird, x'obin, cedar waxwing, and a fair food of
ringbilled gull �! ~

PROPAGATION � Clean seed is planted in late fall.

PRUNU8 SEPOTTNA

Black Cherry

DESCRIPTION � A large native tx'ee with smooth, dark brown,
aromatic bark. The leaves are oblong, lance shaped,
2 1/2 to 4 I/2 inches long, firm, shining above, and with
many small incurved teeth along the edges. Sometimes the
midxib underneath is dense with fine bx'own fuzz. Small
white flowers bloom in spikes at the end af short leafy
branches of the current year. Pmple-Mack cherries the
size of a large pea ripen in 3uly. Each has a single
seed.

NOTES - Black cherry is fairly common neax the coast in
sand soils. Excellent examples have been observed an.
the Outer Banks and also at Myrtle Beach State Park in
South Caxalina, where the trees are within IOO yards of
the ocean. There are three x'easons for including it in
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Black cherry  Prunuz zezotina! in bloom.

Black cherry with
fruit
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this list: It will thrive on poor sand soils, has mod-
erate salt spray resistance, and the fruit has wildlife
value. The leaves are poisonous to cattle if they are
eaten in a wilted condition.

CONSERVATION USE � H3.ack cherry is useful as a component
in the shrub and tree zone if planted after some other
protective vegetation has been established. The addition
of a few groups of this species enhances the wildlife
value of the cover. The cherries are a choice food of
the bluebird, bobwhite, catbird, crow, flicker, grosbeak,
ruffed grouse, blue jay, kingbixd, mockingbird, oriole,
robin, yellow-bellied sapsucker� white-throated sparrow,
starlingq summer tanager' brown thrasherq thrush  gray-
cheeked, hermit, Swainson's, wood,!, veery, vireo  red-eyed,
warbling!, cedar waxwing, woodpecker  downy, hairy
pileated, red.-bellied, red-headed!, and fair food of red-
winged blackbird, great crested flycatcher, common grackle,
sharp-tailed grouse, pheasant, prairie chicken, towhee,
and turkey �!.

At some distance from the ocea~, black cherry may be used
as a shade tree, Frequent infestations by tent caterpil-
lars is a disadvantage.

PROPAGATION � Increases are made by planting the cleaned
seed in the fall.

QUE'RCUS V I R ~ I M I AHA

Live Oak

DESCRIPTION - A majestic, native, evergreen tree which,
at the beach, i.s clipped and moulded to the height of
protective dunes or other vegetation. Live oak is mostly
shrubby in the proximity of the ocean to tall trees wind-
blown and flat topped toward the rear. The branches are
wldespreading, often touching the ground. In the Nags
Head area, one such "tree" had a trunk 7 inches thick,
was 5 feet high, snd about 2A feet wide with all but the
leeward branches tapering to the ground around its peri-
meter. The plant has s heavy tap root which goes deep
for food and moisture, The bark of the twigs is gray
and that of the. trunk is dark brom tinged with red and
slightly furrowed. Leaves are leathery, dark shining
green above, pale and pubsecent underneath. They are
variable, 1 lt'2 to 2 1/2 inches long, generally not
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toothed or lobed. Acorns are borne singly or in clusters.
At maturity, they are dark brown, oblong to about 3/4
inch, with a cup that covers 1/3 to 1/2 of the scorn.
The acorns are edible � and especiall.y good if toasted
 so say some of the older folks in Salter Path, North
Carolina.!

NOTES � Live oak by many standards is the most beautiful
tree in the South. It is abundant along the coast where
it forms an important part of the natural flora. It will
grow in poor sandy soil and prefers good drainage. The
very slow growth is its chief shortcoming, The leaves
are medium sensitive to salt spray accumulation. Where
planted close to the ocean, it needs partial protection
from direct wind.

Live oak  guerous virginiane!, Rind-trimmed to
shrub size. Salter Path, North Carolina.

This is one of the few plants which can be seeded direct
in sand dune valleys. The acorns should be collected as
soon as ripe in the fall and planted. as soon as passible.
If plantings are to be delayed for several days, they
should be put into a plastic bag and placed in a refrig-
erator. If delayed for more than a week, damp sand should
be mixed with the acorns in the bags.

The acorns are planted about 1 1/2 inches deep in dune
sand, They start to develop a tap root immediately. The
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tops of the plants will emerge the following spring to
early summer. E'irst year seedlings produce 2 to 4 inches
of top growth with 8 to 12 inch tap roots, If plantings
are made in thick beachgrass cover, mice may eat many of
the nuts.

CONSERVATION USE � Either nursery-grown one year seed-
lings or acorns may be used as a start in establishing
perennial woody dune vegetation, Planters might be used
to distribute the acorns in rows with two, possibly
three, nuts per linear foot. Or. they may be planted two
to a "hill." Seedlings should be placed in groups in
desirable exposure locations. For beautification around
buildings, they will require plenty of space and are
probably best ss single specimens or small groups. Balled
end burlapped nursery stock should be used. They will do
best on the lee side of buildings or other protective
vegetation. Sea winds will sooner or later mould them
and make them "grow away" from the ocean.

PROPAGATION - Seedlings are produced, from fall plantedacorns. e'
,e

Live oak with acorns.
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SABAL PALMETTO

Cabbage Palmetto

DESCRIFTION � South Carolina picked this species for its
state tree. It is well adapted in North Carolina only
south of Wilmington. This palmetto can grow to 30 feet
or more but normally 10 to 20 feet at our beach areas.
The trunk is straight, the upper protion protected by a
network of persistent leaf petiole bases. The crown of
the tree consists of leaves which are fan-shaped to a
yard across. They are divided into segments and supported
by stems several feet long.

The underground section of the trunk is a swollen base
from which many small wiry roots arise,

Fruits are black, fleshy, 1/3 to 1/2 inch long and con-tain a single nut-like seed. Cabbage palmetto
�'abel palmetto! .
Windy Hill,
South Carolina.

NOTES � This palmetto lends a distinctive tropical touch
to beach plantings. At the northern extension of its
range, it' often suffers cold kn$ury. Its increasing
vigor is apparent as one travels south from the North
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Carolina state line. South Csrolinians particularly
favor this tree; very likely it. is the most planted
tree species in South Carolina's resort ateas.

Resistance to salt wind damage is good, and it is well
adapted ta sandy dune soils. Even so, they respond well
to added fertility.

Strangely enough, these plants are best transplanted in
the summer. June and July are favorite months for this
wark. The heavy bole or butt of the trunk is set in a
saucer-like depression which is gradually filled with
sand as the plant grows. Tall plants must be guyed with
wires until t: he new roots take hold. One Charleston
nurseryman insists that 25 percent of all transplants vill
die. So, a landscape !ob using palmettos could be an
interminable one!

Palmettos should be fertilized and then watered until
they show signs of vi.gorous new growth.

CONSERVATION USE � They may be used as single specimens
and are striking in rows or groups with a spacing of
about 8 to 10 feet. They are often used as avenue trees
or for shade around beach homes, At myrtle Beach, some
cottagers plant English ivy at the base of palmettos.
These vines soon drape the trunks with pleasing evergreen
cover. With protection from the wind, trumpet creeper
may also be used in this way.

PROPAGA'JXOH � Ssbal palmetto is increased by seed which
is fall planted and may not germinate until the second
year.

AWPCLOPSIS AR'80VCA

Peppervine

DESCR'EPTTON � Vine with finely cut double or triple com-
pound leaves very similar to those of trumpet creeper.
New leaf growth at the terminal ends of branches are
bronze-red. This is a distinguishing characteristic.
Tendrils enable it to overtop shrubs and climb into trees.
Spring flowers are small, greenish-white and insignifi-
cant. Loose clusters of purple-black, shining berries
ripen in Oct:ober. The seed resemble.e those of grape. The
vine spreads by root suckers.
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Peppervine  gmpelopeis arbors! scrambling over
shrubbery  eastern baccharXs! .
Holdens Beach, North Carols.na.

Peppcrvine
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NOTES � This vine is found on mast beach areas in the
Carolinas. It prefers "flat" dune valleys and road
shoulders where moisture is not tao far from the surface.
Once established in such a favored position, it vill
spread to d~ier ad!oining areas. Without support, it will
farm a rather dense groundcover.

CQNSKRVATION USE � With a rating of three, peppervine has
only fait' salt wind resistance, Fax sand dune wark, it
should be confined. to the valleys, A plant spacing of 4
to 6 feet. vill develop into a full cover in a few years.
It may be planted with occasional groups of trees ar
shxubs for support. This will increase its wildlife and
songbird value. Catbirds, mockingbirds, and wood thrushes
have been observed eating the fruit � but there must be
others for the berries disappear quickly when ripe.

Peppervine is formless in habit for landscape work. If
properly trained and supported and. placed behind a wind-
break, its falisge ls very decorative. If planted at
the base of bare banks and roadcuts, it should spread
upward to pravide erosion pratertian.

PROPAGATION � Peppervine is propagated by sawing cleaned
seed in the fall ar by hardwaod cut.tinge taken in August
and September and put under glass.

CAMPSITE RAUI CAMS

Correon Trumpetcreeper, Cow-Itch

DESCRIPTION - A somewhat sparcely leaved vine at first
but gradually increasing in leafiness. It will make good
ground raver when. unsupported, but is also high climbing
by means of aerial roots. The plant develops a long tap-
roat which enables it to ga deep for moisture and food.
Stems are light brown. Leaves are divided into 9 to ll
leaflets. Flowers are orange, trumpet shaped, and 3 to

inches long. Lang, pointed pads dangle from the vines
in fa11. These contain the tightly packed double-winged.
seed .

NOTES - The vine is a familiar sight on utility poles,
fence pasts, etc. It will endure infer'tile, eroded, dry,
acid, sandy sites, It is not plentiful in beach areas.
This may be due to its partial susceptibility to salt
spray injury.
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Common trumpetcreeper  Campsite ca~Uoans! on an old dune
near Kitty Hawk, Nor'th Carolina.

Trumpetcreeper with pods snd flowers.

So>ac people are allergic to this species � especially if
the leaves are handled when wet.



CONSERVATION USE � Pith some protection, its bright
leaves and. showy flowers trained up on posts and tree
trunks make an interesting addition to any seaside gar-
den,. Humming birds are partial to the flowers.

Year-aid seedlings were planted in dune test plots in
the spri.ng of 1971. These plants, with some runners to
8 feet, were the most vigorous of all species in the
test. The amount of maintenance which they will require
in the. future is sti.ll to be determined, At present,
trumpetcreeper has good potential fox beach revegetation
work.

PROPAGATION � Seeds planted in rhe fall sprout vigorously
in spring. In addition, July or August cuttings from
mature stems of the current year's growth root readily
as do root cuttings taken in December,

C L FMA7 2S PAM 2 CULATA

Sweetautumn 0 ematis

DESCRIPTION � This high climbing vine is aptly named.
The fragrant shower of small white flowers which bloom in
August accounts for the popularity of this beautiful
plant. Each flower has four main petals  actually sepsis!
which form a white cross about an inch in size. A clus-
ter of the pollen bearing filaments is located in the
centex' of the flower. Leaves and stems are light gxeen.
Each leaf is made up of five leaflet~  sometimes three!,
which have smooth edges and more ox' less pointed tips.
Twining leaf stems enable the plant to climb, The seeds
which ripen in the fall have plume-Z.ike tails,

NOTES � This clematis is an introduction from Japan.
Px'oduction of readily germinable seed is good. Volunteer
seedlings ax'e often found around a vine where the soil
has been disturbed. Seedlings have also been found as
volunteexs in lawns. Like all viney clematis, the growth
is "topheavy." Stems toward the bottom of the plant are
usually quite bare. The stems may be trimmed back severe-
ly. This will not deter its bloom since. it flowers on
the current year's growth,

Clematis needs a well drained site, At the beach, top-
soil must be mixed with the sand. This provides an ideal
soil medium with a high pH. Some gardeners put a handful
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Sweetautumn clematis  Clematis peniou2ata!  9/1/72!
climbing over a wall which faces the ocean

Emerald Isle, North Carolina,

of crushed seashells around the main stem of each plant,
Pull sunlight is required for a full canopy of blooms.

CONSERVATION USE � This vine is a landscape beautification
subject. It must always be planted where it can cling to

Sweets utumn clematis
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some support. In picking a planting site, it is well to
remember that it is only moderately resistant to salt
spray. It is used on trellises with other shrubs in
front to hide the lower bare stems. Host often it is
seen on fences or simply gxowing on other shrubbery. It
is beautiful in a yard arrangement with bleached drift-
wood. If plan,ted on the lee side of s. salt resistant
shrub, it will grow thxough it and form a canopy to a
poin.t where the exposure restricts its further spx'ead.

PROPAGATION � Seed may be fall planted snd mulched over
winter with pine straw. In the early spring, the covering
is x'emoved,. For a small number of p3.ants, spring cuttings
stuck in sand root easily. Late spring and summer cut-
tings do well also. Layering is also successful � in
fact one gardener tells me that ahox't branches cut off and
stuck in the garden. in the spring root quite well. Root-
ing of cuttings was improved by the use of indole-3-butyric
acid  Hormodin No. 3!.

DESCRIPTION � A prostrate, evergreen vine with green
stems which root at stem nodes. The leaves have ser-
rated margins and are 1 to 2 inches long. They are
leathery, dark green with whitish veins on the top side
and a light colored undersurface. The plant vill climb
trees or walls by means of serial roots. The growth
rate is slow. Two excellent vaxieties are Z. fortunei
'rani cans,' common wintercxeeper and F.. f'ortunei 'colora-
tus,' purpleleaf wintercreeper, which has a reddish-
purple leaf col.or in the winter.

A third variety, K'. f'ortunei 'vegetus>' bigleaf winter-
cx'eeper, deserves special mention. It has rounded,
bright green leaves 1 to 1 3.� inchea in diameter. They
are thick and leathery. Without suppox't it will grow as
a semi-shrub to about 4 feet. But it is at, its best on
walls, fences, tree trunks, etc., whexe aerial holdfaste
enable it to climb. In the. fall the plant bears orange
fruits. For this reason it is sometimes called evergreen
bittersweet. It is a moxa vigorous growex than the
other varieties,
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Wintercreepex  Zuongmns Zcztunei 'raChcazs'!

NOTES � Wintexcreeper has a high salt wind tolerance and
will grow ln the sun or deep shade. It prefers a soil of
moderate fertility plus organic matter and an adequate
supply of moisture, Although it can get along with less,

Sigleaf wintercreeper

the addition of six or more inches of topsoil mixed with
the sand will guar'antee its success. Once established,
the dense growth keeps out weed encroachment. It is al-
most maintenance free except for occasional clipping to
control its spread. It does not seem to be as susceptible
to euonymus scale as the shrub, evergreen euonymus.

CONSERVATION USE � This is one of the better groundcovexs.
It is especially useful for densely shaded areas. The
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low growth habit is often utilired in foundation or
other group plantings to fill in the areas between taller
shxubbery. It makes an excellent bank. cover, A 16-inch
spacing between plants is satisfactory.

PROPAGATION � The plant is easily propagated by layering
or by pulling up and planting the rooted zunners. Better
root systems can be developed by setting out cuttings in
individual containers and transplanting these after they
begin v'igorous growth. Cuttings are taken in the spring
or later in July. They will root in four weeks.

GF t.SENIOR/ SlMPFRVFREMS

Carolina Jessamine, Yellow dessamine

DESCRIPTION � The bright. yello~ flowers of this native
woody vine led to its selection as the state flower of
Sauth Carolina. Branches ax'e wixey� twining, and. climb-
i.ng somex.imes to 20 feet ox more. Harrow painted leaves
which are waxy, dark, and nearly evergreen turn to a dark
wine color in winter.. Fragrant trumpet shaped flowers
bloom in early spring. The fxuit is a flattened capsule
less than l inch lang and usual'.y wi.th a short beak.
Without support, the vines will trail on the ground,
"tacking down" at the nodes as they go ~

The flowers, leaves, and roots are poisonous. The plant
is rated as dangerous to all livestock. Growth rate is

moderate to slow. Carolina !essamine
 Ge7semium semper virens!
Photo courtesy of Dr.
J. W. Hardin, Botany Dept.
North Carolina State
University.
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Carolina jessamine

NOTES - Carolina Jessamine does well on dry sandy sites
and will thrive in full sun or shads, It will not tol-
erate a frontal exposure to the sea wind.

CONSERVATION USE � It is planted chiefly for the beauti-
ful profusion of its bloom, Since the vines flower more
abundantly when supported, it is most often trained on
trellises, posts, fences, or trees. Occasionally it is
used for ground cover on banks. For such mass plantings,
a 2 by 2 foot spacing is recommended,

PROPAGATION � Cuttings of mature wood are taken in late

LOMICERA SEMPtÃVTREMS

Trumpet Honeysuckle, Core1 Honeysuckle, Moodbine

DESCRIPTION � A high climMng evergreen vine which is
native to the Carolina Coastal Plein and. piedmont. Slen-
der, trumpet-like, brilliant red-orange flowers, 1 I/2
to 2 inches long occur in terminal clusters and are in
striking contrast to the foliage. I.eaves and stems are
smooth without hair; the leaves 2 to 3 inches long, oval
to oblong, bluish underneath, opposite each other, and
with the upper pairs grown together around the stem to
form an unbroken collar.
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Trumpet honeysuckle  ~nXoexs sempezvirens!
in bloom within 200 feet of the ocean.

Yaupon Beach, North Carolina.

NQTKS � Coral honeysuckle widely scattered, but seldom
abundant, is a familiar site along fence rows and es-
pecially woodland. edges where it does well in partial
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shade. The bx'illiant yet delicate flowers have long
struck the fancy of gardeners. Mny a trumpet honeysuckle
hae been abducted from its woodland home ta later grace
front yard mailbox and lamp past. The plant evidently
does not have a high degree of celt spray resistance.
Yet, at Surfside Beach, South Carolina, it wae climbing
all ovex yaupon holly within 100 yards of the ocean.
Near Salter Path, North Carolina, it is found occasion-
ally in the shrub and tree zone. At Yaupon Beach, North
Caralinap & tangle of grape, Virginia creeper, and coral
honeysuckle may be found within 2OO feet of the high
tide mark.

CONSERVATION USE � por landscaping; it ie most often seen
as a decoration far paste, fences� and. trellises. Top-
soil ehauld be added to the sand to impx'ove fertility and
especially ta provide bettex mmisture conditions.

PROPAGATION � Cuttings of the cuxxent year's growth are
taken in August. They root easily �! especially if
treated with indale-3-butyric acid.

PARTHENOCTSSUS t2U1N UEFOLIA

Virginia Creeper

DESCRIPTION � A very hardy, widely adapted vine, famous
for the blaring beauty of ite orange-red leaves in autumn.
Leaves are barns an a long stem and consist of five leaf-
lets which are up to 6 inches long. The edges are usually
serrated above the middle half of the blade. The stems
are high climbing and depend an some support to which
they cling by tendrils and adhesive "hold fasts." With-
out something to climb on, Virginia creeper will praduce
a flat relatively dense ground caver which "tacks down"
as it goes. A long, searching tap root enables the plant
to endure on droughty sitee. Sma33., greenish flowers in
the spring produce open clusters of blue-black berries
in the fall. Lustrous brown seeds reeemMe those of the
grape.

NOTES � This is an out'standing vine for either erosion
control or landscaping at the beach. It tolerates dry
sandy sitee. Resistance to salt spray ie remarkable for
this "thin-leaved" plant since salt resistance seems ta
be associated with plants which have Ieathery  coreaciaus!
leaves. Only slight protection from the direct eea winds
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Virginia creeper  Pazthenv~issus 9ui~uifolia!
at the top of the frontal dune

Port Nacon, Nox ah Carolina.

G

.; 4> /~

Virginia creeper

is required. 1n 1971 dune planting teats, its survival
 93 perrent! and growth rate was dwell above average.
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Virginia creeper is often found in the grass zone of
dune areas where it grows flat on the sand in the small
openi.ngs untended by grass. In rearward areas, one is
more likely to find it in the trees or scrambling over
shrubs. Vines cx'awling flat on the ground will produce
a crop of fruit. Usually, the berries are more numerous
if the vines are climbing.

CONSERVATION USE � Here is a top-flight choice for the
revegetati.on of sand dunes. As a ground cover in areas
without upright woody plants, the suggested spacing is
4 to 6 feet. Other adapted shrubs or trees may be inter-
planted in groups as support for the vines if desired.

The frui.t is a very important bird food. Verne Davison
�! lists it as choice for bluebird, catbird, crow,
flicker., great, crested flycatcher, eastern kingbird,
mockingbird, robin, yellow-bellied sapsucker, star'ling,
brown thrasher, Swainson's thrush, red-eyed vi.reo,
warbler  bay-brested, myrtle!, woodpecker  downy, hairy,
pileated, red-bellied!, and fair food for chickadee,
western kingbird, fox sparrow, tree swallow, thrush  her-
mit, wood!, and turkey.

In beautification work, Virginia creeper is included
where bri1liant fslI color is needed,, or where a wall,
post, or fence needs to be hidden.. It vill grow well on
a trellis.

PROPAGATION � Plants axe produced by fa11. planting the
cleaned. seed or by stratifying the seed in damp sand at
about 40' for two months before planting in the spring.
Softwood cuttings taken in late summex' root easily under
glass as do hardwood cuttings planted out of doors in
early spring.

SMTLAX AURICOLATA

Wild Bamboo

DESCRIPTION - A tough, wiry, evex'green vine with tendrils
but not high climbing. It occurs as e partial to almost
full canopy on shrubs or by itself on the dune sand as a
low flattened >mund. The main stems are coarse, slightly
angular in cross section and usually spineless. Leaves
are oblong to oblong-lanceolate, of ten Iobed near the
base, and with tips abruptly rounded to a sharp point.
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The tight clusters of dark blue to black berries have a
light chalky coating and are about l/4 inch in diameter.
There are two, sometimes three, tan colored seeds inside,
each enclosed ia an elastic membranous sac. The fruit
ripens after Christmas.

The stems arise from gnarled, woody tubers. Since there
are no rhizomes, the plant will not spread to become a
pest. The growth rate is slow.

The authox' observing wild bamboo  Smilax auriculata!
Emerald Isle, North Carolina.

NOTES � This native is completely st home on dune areas
where it is very well adapted to sand and salt wind.
The dark evex'green foliage makes a conspicuous addition
to the seascape in the winter, Often, it will complete-
ly cover a small shrub to make a compact mound.

CONSERVATION USE � The excellent adaptation of this plant
should make it a pxime subject for beach woxk. When
stock becomes available, it vill be useful in dune cover
plantings. Though almost thornless� it is rough and
wiry enough for barriers to block ax' direct foot traffic
away from critical areas where such use would destroy
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the dune cover. In landscaping, it may be used as a pro-
tective wind screen if trained up on a sturdy trellis or
fence. There is also a place for. it as a low evergreen
cover on banks or in. groups fox dark green mass plantings,

The fruit of this smilax is ripe and available as a wild-
life food during the leanest winter months. Heavy crops
of the berries disappear entirely by mid April. The
bird droppings are cleaned by rain and the undigested
seeds of these berries are concentrated by the wind in
dune hollows and along pavement edges. Kr . Laurls Joyner,

Park Ranger at Port Macon State Park, has absex'ved that
during coM weather and when minnows are hard to come by,
the sea gulls will come in flocks to feed on these fruits,
All of this � the disappearance of heavy berry crops, the
noticeable amount of "bird scarified" seed � and the
gulls � have raised. our sppraisal of this plant as a
wildlif e food.

PROPAGATION - Early nursery seedings of this species as
well as subsequent nursery tests to induce germination,
have failed. In Key 1972, a row of newly emerged seed-
lings suddenly appeared in our beach plots. These were
traced back to a seeding made in I!acember 1969. It is
now evMent that the seed embryo of this speciee requires
a long after-ripening period befoxe it will sprout, In
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this case, the seeds were in the sand 2 1/2 years before
they emerged. The planting depth of this test was about
2 inches. Only a few plants respond readily to direct
seeding in the dunes. This seems to be one of them�
though patience is a requirement.

I/jTIS AESTTI/ALIS

Summer Grape, Pigeon Grape

DESCRXPTXON � A very v'igorous, high-climbing vine with
thick, rough, leathery leaves. They axe up to 6 inches
broad and, shallowly or deeply three to five lobed. The
undersides of the leaves are wooly arid bluish to rusty
colored. The tendrils are branched and the pith is not
continuous through the nodes. The flower clusters up
to 6 inches long are followed in September by small black
grapes 1/4 to 1/2 inch in diameter.

Summer grape  Vitis aestivali s! climbing on bayberry shrubs
Kitty Hawk, North Carolina.

NOTES - This vine is found throughout all provinces in
the Carollnas. The most abundant. occurrence on the beach
was found around. and north of Kill Devil Hill, North
Carolina. Here it was thriving amidst the dunes and
usually scrambling on or sometimes enveloping shrubby
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vegetation. In other places, without support, it was
growing flat on the sand, interwoven with grass and pro-
viding good ground cover. Peaple in nearby Hanteo once
made special trips in the fall to pick these grapes for
wine and jelly making.

This plant does well on beach sand and seems to withstand
a high degree of salt wind exposure - at least equal to
muscadine grape.

CONSERVATION VSE - Since this vine is well adapted to
beach conditions, it will be a valuable perennial for
sand erosion control. Far landscaping, it is ideal for
trellis work ar to train on fences, etc.

All wild grapes are good wildli.fe plants. Not only do
many birds and several animals sst the berr'ies, but its
tangled grawth on shrubs snd trees make perfect nesting
sites. Davisan �! lists it as a choice food for the
cardinal, catbird, ruffed grouse, robin, brown thrasher,
turkey, and red-bellied woodpecker.

PROPAGATION � Freshly collected and cleaned seed are fall
planted, or hardwood cuttings are set. under glass in
November ar March. The use of indole-3-butyric acid im-
proved raoting of some grape species. Cuttings from the
middle and basal parts of the shoots seem to root best �!
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I/ITIS R07UNVIFOfIA

Nuscadrne Grape

DES ".RTPTION - This grape is a perennial, deciduous, high
climbing vine with tendrils and pith continuous through
the nodes of the stems, Leaves are genexally round in
shape with conspicuous serrated edges and axe light green
in summex, tuxning to yellov in, fall. Clusters of small
greenish flowers bloom in May. The edible fruits which
ripen in October are about 3/4 inches in diametex, dark
purple, round with one to four seeds. Strangely, some
plants are male, some female, while still others have
pexfect flowers vi.th the necessary equipment of both sexes,

Muscadine grape  Vitis s'ot:undifalie!
Hammocks Beach State Park, North Cax'olina.

NOTES - Early explorers of the Carolina seacoast were
impressed with the prolific abundance of grapes. The
species is still abundant and well adapted in our coastal
sand dune country. J>eccl people haxvest these for wine
and felly making. Muscadines do veil on sandy soil and
can endure moderate exposure to salt laden, winds. Most
vines are found in the shrub and tree rones where they
find support and. protection. Vithout support, muscadine
grape will grow flat on the dunes and act as a low ground
cover.
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Nuscadine vine with immature fruit

CONSERVATION USE � For sand dune cover, muscadine grape
is planted with or. without other shrubs or trees for
support. Tf used alone, a 4 or 5 foot spacing will be
sufficient. Climbing vines produce more grapes and the

Other interesting uses of this plaxx» ie fox screening or
beautification where the stems are supported by a fence
or trellis. An outdoor area may also be shaded by train-
ing the vines on a roof-like arbor.

PROPAGATION � The clean seed are sown in the fall, Hard-
wood cuttings in early spring are also used. Those from
middle and lower stem sections are beet. Treatment with
indole-3-butyric acid helps rooting. Layering, by par-
ti.ally twisting a branch to crack it lengthwise and bury-
ing the in]ured section, is usually successful.
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tangled mass of stems vill be favored by birds for nesting.
The fruit is a choice food of the cardinal, grackle,
blue]ay, summer tanager, towhee, tuxkey, and red-bellied
woodpecker �!. A. number of small mammals also eat this
grape.



AR7 EMIBIA 5TEiLERTANA

Dust.ymill er, BeaCh Movmvood

DESCRIPTION � A herbaceous perennial to 2 I/2 feet. Leaves
and ste~s are covered with a white wooly coating giving
the plant a silverym'hite appearance. Small yellow or
white flowexs are borne on single spikes which may be
campxessed or loose and many-branched. Leaves are aro-
matic and finely divided ox deeply lobed depending on
the variety. The plant spx'sads by means of rhizomes.

There are sevex'al varieties of dustymiller . Of greatest
interest to the seaside gaxdener is the common form with
flowering stalks to about. 1 foot, The shorter white�
leaved sprouts from underground rhea.zomes enable the plant
to spread widely to form a loosely knit ground cover, A
common upright variety is 'Silverdnst.' In addition,
there are a number of interesting species to select from.

NOTES � The best beach Artemisias are those with the
grayish-white leaves. The colox is due to the copious
leaf covering of fine silvery down. These catch the
droplets of salt spray. After evaporation, the tiny salt
crystal falls harmlessly to the ground.. Creeping dusty-
miller was seen mixed with American beachgrass on the
seaward side of the first dune at Nags Bead, North
Caxolina  see photo!.

The bright leaf colox provides intexesting contrast for
rock gardens, borders, and edging for walks and flower
beds. It will thrive in the most ordinary conditions
including very dry, infertile « Xtes. It prefers a sunny
location,.

PROPAGATION � Propagation is by di~ision, cuttings, or
seed .



Artemisias TOP: Spreading in beschgrass at Nags
Head, North Carol.isa.

BOTTOM. Io gardens st' myrtle Beach, South
Caro3 isa. The species at the top and
lower right spread by rhizomes,
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CORTA'DERIA S ELLOAttIA

Sel lOa PamPastgraSS

DKSCRXPTTON - The photograph of this species serves much
better than a written. description. The. grass grows in
large clumps with the. numerous leaves arising mostly from
the base. The seed stems can grow up to 8 feet tall.
Short heavy tillers sprouting from the crown cause the
clumps to enlarge slowly. Large, feathery, silvery-
white seed, plumes appear in September, These are very
decorative. The seed do not seem to be viable.

Sellaa Pampasgrass  Cozt@deria se2loana!

NOTES - This is a very popular landscape plant along the
Carolina coast and especially prominent in the Myrtle
Beach area, The grass was originally brought to this
country from Argentina. The leaves stay half green in
the winter, During the susmter, the leaf tips usually show
salt windburn where the grass is in an exposed position.
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At any rate, same wind protection is needed to keep the
seed plume from becoming tattered,

CONSERVATION USK � Since we have native grasses which are
better adapted far sand stilling, pampasgrass is nat used
for this purpose. It is used quite extensively around
beach homes, motels, and such. adhere eccent is needed,
its silvery plume is as effective as waving a flag. One
often sees it in graups which include yuccas and smaller
evergreen shrubs.

PROPAGATION � This grass is propagated by division � each
stubby tiller with a few raats attached will make a plant.

CR RNGl UA hlA.RI7 T.MU~l

Seahol 1 y Eryngo, Seehol ly

DESCRIPTION � Seaholly is a herbaceous perennial of the
parsley family which spreads by underground rhizames.
The plant grawe ta about 3 feet in height and is much
branched. The stiff, chalky-blue leaves are somewhat
fleshy. They have white margins and veins and are coarse-
ly spiney along the edges. Small purple~hite flawers
are found in tight clusters at the branch ends. Beneath
each is a star shaped. collar of leaf like, spine tipped
bracts.

NOTES � This unique plan.t is included as a "conversation
piece" since its natural. occurrence ar. Nsgs Head, North
Carolina, has caused some interest and inquiry. Redford
et al., �! report it as a "very rare intorduction,
sparse on the beach dunes; Dare County, North Carolina."
It was brought in from Europe by accident and is said to
be more common in the 'New York area. Xt is evidently
better adapted. in that more northern sectian than in the
Carolinas. As the situation naw stands, it cannot be
recommended for use south af Dare County, North Carolina.
Plants at Emerald Isle, North Carolina, are growing but
seem to lack the vigor of those at Nags Head .

CONSERVATION USE - The striking appearance of this plant
gives it a high value in the eyes of seaside garden en-
thusiasts. It wauld be appropriate in combinations with
yuccas, and bath gray and green cypress lavendercattons,
Dark green backgrounds wauld emphasize the color and de-
sign of its leaves. It can be useful for dry dune bank
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Seaholly  Exgn<Ti Um mari 5immv! on the dunes
Nags Head, North Carol,ina

Seaholl y

cover; however, it must be remembered. that it dies to the
ground each winter. It will grow on the dunes without
the addition of topsoil.
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PROPAGATION � Ssaholly evidently produces viable seeds
since that is the means by which it has spread . To get
only a few plants, it is easier to dig and transplant the
sprouts from rhizomes.

HEIHEROCAL.LIS FGLVA

Tawny Day!ity

DESCRIPTION � A herbaceous peren.�
nial lily which spreads by rhi-
xomes ta form relatively dense
colonies about 18 inches tall.
Leaves are bright green, arching,
narrow, and elongated; 1 to 2
feet or more long and up to an
inch wide. The orange, trumpet
shaped flowers are borne on tall
stalks. Fruit does not develop
regularly in this species. The
roots are thick and fleshy with
tuberous swellings.

NOTES - Daylilies do well in
almost any situation, half shade
or sun, good soil or poor. They
require little care. Where
growth is robust, the plants

should be lifted and divided every three or four years.
The old fashioned, single orange lily has escaped from
cultivation and is found along roadsides and old home
places. It is one of the more vigorous spreading types.
At the beach, daylilies require same soil improvement
and shielding from salt spray.

CONSERVATION USE � Daylily is qu.ite common in seashore
gardens in the Carolinas. Its adaptability to these
conditions is quite well known. It is used for mass,
bank, or border planting but is not adapted far dune work
since it requires sea wind protection and soil amendments.

PROPAGATION � Increases are made by division of the roots.
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Daylily  Hemeroc'aJlis fu2va! in fareground.
Japanese black pine around cottage.

Emerald Isle, North Carolina.

KYVROCOTVLE 80NARSENSTS

Largeleaf' Pennywort

DESCRIETION - A very "busy" little herbaceous ground
creeper which spreads by means of far reaching undergraund
stems. Height of the growth is about 6 inches. Leaves
are bright shiny green, slightly scalloped along the
edge, almost round � lj4 to 4 inches across!, and sup-
ported in the middle underside by a lang single petiole
sr'ising directly from the ground. Underground stems are
white. The flowers are small, pale white-green on a
single stem from the soil surface, branching near the top
and usually as tall or taller than. the leaves.

All above ground parts af the plant die back in the winter.

NOTES - This species is faund almost exclusively along
the coast and is rare inland,. It prefers moist sandy
areas among beach dunes and along beach raads. However,
it will grow well on the higher. and dryer dunes along with
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Largeleaf pennywort  Hydrooo*gie bonari ensi s!
Sunset Beach, North Carol.ine.

Lergeleaf pennywort sho~ing underground
rhizome and flowering habit.

the other native vegetation. No salt spray damage to the
leaves has been observed. � an. indication of its high tol-
erance in this respect.
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Pennywort responds vigorously to additions of topsoil,
fertilizer, and water. If planted in a landscaping bed
or garden, it may well run. everything else out. Yet, if
controlled, it can be used effectively as a mass planting
where faot traffic is curtailed.

CONSERVATION USE � For sand stilling work, it is insuf-
ficient by itself but. useful as. a companion with other
plants. Only a few roots planted at l0 foot intervals or
so vill quickly infiltrate and. strengthen a thin stand of
ns.tive vegetation. Once established on the dunes, penny-
wort requires no maintenance.

PROPAgATION � The plant is, spread by digging and trans-
planting the rhisomes.

HVVSaaCAi,l.iS CALaTV>VA

Sasketftower

DESCRIPTION � Basketf lower is a. perennial lily which was
brought to this country from Peru and Bolivia. The bulb
is lang-necked, with six to eight leaves 1 1/2 to 2 I/2
feet long, fleshy, light green, and 2 inches or more wide.
Flower stalks are about 2 feet Iong surmounted by a clus-
ter of two to five white flowers all arising fram a single
cup. The long tube of each flo~er is separated at the
summit into narrow, strap-like, recurved petals.

The plants are killed to the ground each winter. Growth
rate is fast. The fcrmstion of off-shoots on the bulbs
gives rise to a dense mass of leaves,

NOTES � Only a single planting of this species was ob-
served at Folly ]beach, South Carolina.. Its appearance
was so striking that it was included in this list. On
this site it was growing vigorously within 1SO feet of
the ocean.

It requires a well drained site.. A. little topsoil mixed
with beach sand will meet these require~nts. Since it
dies to the ground in the winter, we ses no reason why
it would not be adapted to the entire coastline of the
Caralinas.

CONSERVATION USE - Henninger �3! has a high regard for
its salt spray resistance and values it as a good species
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Basketf lower  Rumeoocai 'i s calathina!
Folly Beach, South Carolina.

Basketflowee
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for the low front row of a vegetative salt wind barrier.
The plant may be used in groups but is especially good
in rows for borders.

PROPAGATION � Plants are increased by digging and separa-
ting the offshoots from the bulbs. They transplant
easily - even the smallest pieces root readily.

IBE<IS SEVPEPVIVEM~

Evergreen Candytuft

DESCRIPTION � A low growing ground cover to I foot and
character ized by its dense masF of small, white flowers
which occur in elongating racemes or spikes during the
early spring, The foliage is narrow and about an inch
long. It does not spread from the root system but in-
stead by branches which bend down and take root.

Evergreen candytuf t  Hmzi s semper' rens!

NOTES � Once evergreen candytuft has become established,
it should be left alone. A moderate3,y rich and moist
soi3. seems to be its ma!or requirements. It grows best
in the sun. After flowering, a 3.ight clipping will help
to produce a dense growth.
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CONSERVATION USE � It is used almost exc1usively for
borders, In seaside gardens, it is not bothered too much
by the salt spray; but:I.t will need a generous amount af
topsail mixed with the sand.

PROPAGATION - Increases are made by division., cuttings,
or seed planted in the spring.

LIPPIA NOVIFLORA

Li ppia

DESCRIPTION � Lippia is a pexennial native ground creeper
with long runners which root at the nodes' The leaves
also occur at the nodes and are .1/2 to 1 1/2 inches long,
dark green, elongated, ~edge shaped wixh definite teeth
along the margin af the upper half, An exect flower stem
from the node bears a single I/4 to 1 inch cylinder of
tiny dark purple flowers with white anthexs. The leaves
and most aerial stems which are not in contact with the
soil die back in the winter.

NOTES � The plant is a fast grower. One year runners
often grow to 8 feet or more. The flat creeping habit
enables the plant to withstand mowing and a moderate
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amount of foot traffic. T.t can be a pest in a good lawn,
but is often a welcome addition to unthrifty ones. The
plant will survive on pure dune soil but is stringy und.er
these conditions. Optimum sites axe valleys between
dunes or flats where better moisture conditions are avail-
able. Lippie responds well to added fertility and does
best in full sun to partial shade.

Lippia  I Lpp2B TK7dg,f2QWB!
Fmerald Isle, Horth Carolina,
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CONSERVATION VSE � Lippia may be used f' or groundcover
where the sand has had little improvement. It will be-
came weedy an bett'er soil areas where other garden plants
are grown. The spxead of this plant. is controlled by
pulling up the long surface runners.

PROPAGATION � Roated portions af the runners are pulled
up and transplanted during the spring and early summer,

SANTQLINA CHAWAECVPARTSStis

Cypress Lavendercotton

DESCR1P'ZION - A much braxxched compact, silver-gray plant
to 2 feet which was brought to this country from the
Mediterranean region. The linear leaves are evergreen,
fine wooly, l/2 to 1 1/2 inches long and crowded with
tiny leaflets. FIawers which come in June, extend beyond
the body of the foliage, are button like and drab-yellaw
in color. Drooping stems vill raot where they touch the
sail. This enables the plant to spread slowly. The
foliage is highly aromatic. Growth raCe is moderate.

Another interesting species is SaxxtoZixxs vizexxs which
has the same general habit of growth but is bright green
instead. of gray. It is probably nat as salt talerant as
lavendercotton since it lacks the protective wooliness.

Cypress lavendercotton  8axxtofixxa ahamae=gparissus! mixed
with yuccas along a myrtle Beach highway.
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Cypress Iavendexcotton

NOTES � Lavendercotton with its fine coat of gray hair
seems impervious to salty sea breezes. It likes a dry
rather infertile site, a preference in which it can
readily be accomidated at the beach. In fact, over-
watering or excessive fertilising will cause it to fall
apart or even dis.

CONSERVATION USE � The color and stature of this species
reminds one of the desext. It fits perfectly with yuccas.
In fact, one often sees such groups on highway medians.

It is an excellent x'ock garden or bank plant or used in
fox'eground plantings fax' foliage effect, for borders, or
simply as specimens where its color will provide contrast.

PROPAGATION � This plant is increased by cuttings taken.
in the spring or just before frost in the fall.
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Boer rubzumr 4
adamsneedler 140, 61
American beaehgrass, 15, 4, 40, 49
Armrtrphila frzsviiiciuiata, 1$, 4, 14
rrmpeiopsis arirarsa, 168, 4
anlfzapogan ii taralis~ 32, 4
rrreemisia ateilarianar 188
auetcali s pal.m, l 46

bsccharis, cascara, 81, 4 ~ 41, 43, 62, 66
rraoeirazcs frai.imiralia, 81, 4, 43
bahiagrasa, Pensacola, 68
bahiagress, Wilmington, 68
besketf lower, 196
bayberr5, rorthern, 115, 4, 41, 43, 44, 52
beachgrasa, Amerteauc 15, 4, 22
beargrass, 140
besutyberry, American, 83
betmudagxaases, 64, 62, 65, 66 ' 67 ~ 70
bitter panicccmr Z5, 4
bluestee., aescoastr 32r 4
brazilian butte, 143, 70
buteharsbc-corn, 134
rru'tia oapitatai 143» 70

caliicmzpa americana, 83
camphorweecl, Z5
Campsi a zacfioarrs~ 170
candytuft., evergreen, 198
eentipedegxass, 63, 62, 64
charlestungrass, 62, 67
cherty, black, 162, 4
Clammti s panicuiata, 172
Cieyera,1aponicar 85
Cocos aucrczai ia, 146
comceiisa ezeoea �36
eordgrassr marshhay, 27, 14
Cornrrs florida, 4
Cozcadezia aelio«na. 190
cow-itctrr 1 70
Gzoton perrotesusr 39r 4
cqrrocfon daoeirlon, 62, l4

craubentonfa pari c:ea, 86
dayflower, 36
daylily, tawny, 193
devilwocd osmanthus, 120, 4
dogwood r flowering, 4
dustynil 1st, 188

glaeagnus pcmgens, 88, 12. 43, 62
gizmos vrzgcnious var. eiabrizlorus, 32
Zzemoohloa opfrcuzokdes'r 62

E. yrrgiurrr nazi Cimum, 191
aryugo, aaaholly, 191
eaonymusr 58 r 62
suonumus zoztuuei. 174
zuonprmra yaporrir us, 90, 12
euonymus, evergreen, 90

Zatahedcra z iizei, 93
f*C sis r gapa nese r 94
f aesia japonica r 94
fescue, tall, 63
yaacuea ar'unrfdrracsa~ 63
French tamexisk, 137

seisemausr aempexvirena, 176
goldenrod, seaside, 37, 4
gra.pe., mu.sradine, 186, 4, 43
grape, summer, 184
lrawthorne, indian, 1 27
aemszo'aiiis fulva, 193
hacculeecluhr 142
Koeezaehs-e sufraziilezis, 25
hullyr hmezican, 146, 4
ho1,ly, yaupun, 97, 4, 43, 56,

58> 61, 73
honeysuckle� trcrmpet, 177
hydrangea, higlesf, 96
rrpdzsngsa maozopfrpifa. 96
rrkcfzococcrie fronaziansis, 194, 36, 4
guaarnocsiiis oaiathina, 196
iberia sem~virerrs, 198
zlex apace, 146,
zlarc vomi Cori a, 97, 4, 43, 56,

58r 6lr 73
lngiau bawehorner 127
irrdigo, fal.se anil, 99, 43
zrrdigozere paaudoeirro*ozia, 99, 43
zva irsbziosta, 101, 4, 43, 51, 52
ivy, tree, 93

3sasraalner Carolina, 176
>sniper, pfitzer, 104
3unipex, ahura, '!05
parti pares ahineraris var.

pficzezians, 104
surripezus confer ta, 105
suniperus viryiniana, 148, 43

i eucelehexryr Carolina, 160
lavendercottonr r.ypressr 201
ligustrum, 58, 62
fi rfustzccm japcurierrmr 107
ruigustzum ova1ifaliumr 109, 57
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Lnyustrum vulysre, 111
Lippis rrodiflora, 199, 36
live osk, 164, 4, 5, 42, 43, 50, 51, 56
Lorrnoera seinperuirens, 177

msuiH.»gtassr 67, 68
maple, red, 4
marsh elder, 101, 4, 43, 5l, 52, 61
rrubierrberyis uspillari s, 34, 61
muMy, hair»un, 34, 6]
me»radius grap», 186, 4, 43
rryrnos rarifere, 113, 4, 52, 58, 62
myrirrs peusylvanics, 115, 4, 43, 52, 58

rresius oleander, 118, 58

palmer.to, cabbage, 167
palmetto, sabal, 167
pampa»grass, saline, 190
Pamir;um anmrulum, 30, 4, 61
panioum srrmrum, 25, 4
Par CPierxroissvs guinquefol ia,
Psspal um riot»turn, 62
Paspslvm vayiirstum, 34
pennywort, largeleaf, 194,4,
peppervine, 168, 4
Perse» Lrorlrorris, 150, 4
pfitzer ]uniperr 104
pine, «luster, 152
pine� lap»nese bla«k, 154, 48
pine, loblolly, 4
pi uurr pi nss'ter, 152
Pirrus Ca»de, 4
Pirrus thvnberyi, 154
Pittozporras Cobirs, 122, 12,
plum, «hir,ksssw, 159
podorarpus, shrubby yew, 124
vodoosrpus maorophyLLus var.
poplar, white, 156
Populus aitm, 156
pricklyesb, 142
privet, Palifarniar 109, 57
privet, 33uropesn, 111
privet, Japanese, 107, 73
Pruuus snyustifolls, 159
pruurrs carol irrisns, 160
pruorns serocirm, 162, 4

179, 4, 43

36

58, 62

~4L, 124

gaseous vlrpirriarrs, 164, 4, 42, 43
50, 51

aspizi olsrri s mzbellsts, 126, 12, 58
rattlebox, 86
redbsy, '150, 4
red«edar, eastern, 148 ' 4 ~ 43
Rbus oopellnrrs, 127> 4
Ross Lerrrrsiso, 130
Rome rugose, 131
moss viohuraians, 133
rose, banks, 130

oak, live, 164, 4 ~ >, 42, 43, 50r 53., 56
oleander, 118
Osrnmotbvs awmerioanvsr 120

rose, m»morisl, 133
rose, togo»a, 131
rrvsous srvleatvs, 134

gt. nruguetius grass, 67, 62, 64,
68, 71

salt«ader, 137, 43, 62
saltmyrtle 8'I
Serrreiina riurmaeoypsri»SOS, 201
so»roast blue»tern, 32, 4
ueabolly eryngo, 191
as»oats, 22, 4, 41, 61
seashore paspalvm, 34
selloa paepasgrass ~ 190
shore 5urriperr 105
silver-leaf craton, 39, 4
smiLax euriov,ists, '181r 43, 50, 51
r olidsyo sernpervirerrsr 37, 4
spanish dagger, 139
dpsrtirrs Lmteirs, 27, 14
dtenorsphrurr sec;urrdstum, 62
dtropfiostylss 2rel volir, 37
s~«r 63»meleaf, 1Z7, 4
eveetautumn «i»metis, '1 72

tall, tescus ~ 63
TsnmrXz ysllios, 137, 43, 62
thorny els»agnus, 88,43 ' 49
trump«Ccrc»per, eommon, 170

uoiola psnnoulstsr ZZ, 4, 14 ~ 61

virginia creeper, 179, 4, 41, 43, 46
vicis srrstivsiis, 184
vi ti s roturrdifoli 4, 1 86 ~ 4 ~ 43

wsxmyrtle, southern, 113 ' 4 ~ 52,
58, 62

wild bamboo, '181, 41, 43, 50, 51
rrildb»su ~ trailing, 37
wildrye, lougswn Vi.rginia, 32
winter«reaper, 174
»odbiusr 177

yavpon bol.ly, '97,4, 43, 56 ~ 58, 61, 73
reddo raprriolepis, 126
yucca, 43, 12�58, 62
fuor;s aloifolis, 139
rooms filsmeutoss, 140, 61
yuoos glorious, 140
ye«re, moundlily» 140
rantrxrxylum ulaesheroulis, 142, 62
roysis japonica, 68
zoysia nmtreLL», 67, 63, 68, 69
goyzia touui oiia, 68
zoyziagrass, 67, 63, 68, 71
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